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About the cover
1. A communications satellite under
construction at RCA Astro-Electronics
for RCA Americom.

2. Communications traffic and
spacecraft tracking are monitored at
RCA Americom's earth station in Vernon
Valley, N.J.

3. The U.S. Navy's Combat Systems
Engineering Development site in
Moorestown, NJ, where the AEGIS
weapon system is evaluated prior to
production and where AEGIS Combat
System crews are trained. AEGIS is the
largest single government program in
RCA's history.

4. An employee inserts a silicon intensified target (SIT) tube into a
surveillance -type TV camera at the New
Products Division, Lancaster, Pa.

5. In Somerville, NJ, an operator uses
a plasma system to etch structures in
integrated circuit chips to dimensions
as small as 40 millionths of an inch.
6. RCA Laboratories researcher inspects
a color TV kinescope employing an
improved electron -beam deflection yoke.
7. RCA's charged -coupled -device (CCD)

color TV broadcast camera made its
commercial debut during NBC's
coverage of the 1984 World Series.

8. A layout designer uses a graphics
computer system to design a complex
integrated -circuit chip.
For information about the title page
illustrations, refer to the captions on
pages 4, 21, 24, 32, 45, 59, and 71.
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Part 1

The years to 1938

J.C.Warner

Branching out from telecommunications, RCA quickly
diversified into broadcasting, radio receivers, and
phonographs-manufacturing and merchandising many
of its own products.

It would be misleading for me to imply
that anything approaching a complete history of the Radio Corporation of America
could be covered in the brief time which

we can spend together. While the company is only a little over 18 years old, sev-
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1. RCA Radio Central towers at Rocky Point,
Long Island in the early 1920s.

eral volumes would be required to do a
really thorough job. However, I shall try to
review some of the high points in the his-

tory of the company, and to cite the progressive changes in organization and their
relation to the progress of the company in
radio and allied fields.
It has often been said that "the story of
the Radio Corporation of America outlines

the larger story of the radio era," i.e. the
era of radio broadcasting. Peculiarly enough
the company was not organized with radio

broadcasting in mind, although it is significant that the man whose name is so
closely associated with the history of RCA
and who has for many years been its active
head, had clearly visualized the possibilities of radio broadcasting service and even
"electric tuning" long before broadcasting
made its first appearance. I refer, of course,
to Mr. David Sarnoff.

2. Alexanderson high-speed alternators like
these al RCA's Rocky Point transmitting
station once carried the entire load of
overseas radio traffic.

3. Copy of first commercial wireless service
message between the United States and
England.

tents on which were owned by the General
Electric Company. Negotiations between

General Electric and the American Marconi Company, which had started several
years previous, but had been interrupted
by the war, were resumed in 1919 for the
purpose of transferring patent rights as
well as alternators to the Marconi Com-

pany which was anxious to expand its
transatlantic services.
Certain high officials of the Government

learned of these negotiations and were
unwilling to see a growing communications service under foreign control, particularly since the transatlantic cables were

in the hands of foreign, though friendly,
nations. Consequently they suggested to
the General Electric Company that negotiations be suspended until after discussion with the Navy Department. This was
in April 1919 and it is interesting to note

that the letter to the General Electric
Company was written by Mr. Franklin D.

Roosevelt, then Acting Secretary of the
Navy.

Formation of RCA
As a result of conferences with the Navy a

Radioa new communications service
At the close of the war the only company
in a position to handle commercial transatlantic radio communications was the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of Amer-

plan was developed for forming a new
American company to take over the assets
of the American Marconi Company. So, on
October 17, 1919, the Radio Corporation of
America was incorporated, and on Novem-

ber 20, 1919 the entire business of the
Marconi Company was taken over.

ica, although the stations which it had

GE held a substantial interest in the

operated before the war were in the hands
of the Government who had taken over all
such stations for wartime purposes. This

new company, and immediate arrangements
were made between RCA and GE to cross -

company was an offshoot of the British
Marconi Co. and was largely owned by
English interests.

At this time the best known means of
long-distance transmission was the Alexanderson high -frequency alternator, the pa-

license each other to use the radio patents of the GE Company and the patents
RCA had just acquired from Marconi. Work

was started at once on new high -power
alternator stations in California, Massachusetts and Hawaii.

But another patent deadlock soon ap5

1919-1938
',eared panicularly with respect to vacuum

tubes. The possibilities of long-distance

cations, but in 1921, the first rumblings of
what soon was to become a broadcasting

shortwave communications were unknown

boom began to be heard. A number of

at this time. In fact, wavelengths under
200 meters were relegated to the sup-

experimenters had been playing with the

posedly unimportant use of amateurs. But,

idea of transmitting phonograph music over
somewhat crude telephone transmitters.

tube transmitters were needed for medium -power services and, of course, tube
receivers were essential.

Westinghouse joins radio grota p

Strong patents on vacuum tubes were
held by both GE and the Western Electric
Company, but neither could make effec-

Westinghouse had done a certain amount
of radio experimentation in its laborato-

tive use of its own patents without infringement of the other's. Again the Nally

lent a hand and persuaded the GE Company and AT&T Company to come to an
understanding "for the good of the public." This was in January 1920.

ries, and shortly after the formation of
RCA, began to consider going into the
radio field. A subsidiary company was set
up known as The International Radio Telegraph Company which had acquired a large
group of Fessenden patents from the old
National Electric Signaling Company. Con-

sideration was given to going into the

Transoceanic service begins
In February 1920, the stations which had
been taken over from the Marconi Company by the Government during the war
were turned back to the new RCA, and a
foreign communications service was inaugu-

rated. One of the principal stations was in

New Brunswick, NJ., and the longwave
antenna there has no doubt been seen by
a great many of you. During that year, foreign service was established with England,

Germany, France, Norway, Japan, and
Hawaii.

In July 1920 an agreement was reached
between RCA, GE, and AT&T which permitted RCA to proceed with the use of all
radio patents of these companies.

Beginning of broadcasting
During the first year of RCA, attention was
directed almost exclusively on communi4

communications business, but difficulties

were encountered in that the important
European stations were all tied in with
the stations of the Marconi Co. now held
by RCA.

To strengthen their position Westinghouse acquired a group of Armstrong and
Pupin patents, among which was the Armstrong "feedback" patent later to become
quite famous. Finally, in 1921, a cross -license agreement was made between RCA,
GE and Westinghouse, and Westinghouse
now became a member of the radio group.

Broadcasting begins
Meanwhile, strenuous efforts were being

made to get broadcasting started. The
pioneer licensed station of the United
States, and of the world, was KDKA, of
the Westinghouse Company, in Pittsburgh,
licensed by the Department of Commerce

4. In 1919, the first RCA laboratory was
started in this tent, al Rocky Point
5. Radio Station WJZ in Newark, !%J,
which first went on the air in 1921 with
World Series bulletins. To subdue echoes,

walls were draped in red cloth, and the floor
was covered with an oriental rug to quiet
footsteps.
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on October 27, 1920. This station broadcast election returns in November of that
year. RCA first entered this field on July
2, 1921, when a one -day broadcast was
made from a temporary station at Hoboken, N.J., on the occasion of the Demp-

a period during which all of the important
American companies which could play a
part in the development of the radio field
of that time were brought into a workable
relationship.
It was a fortunate coincidence that the

sey-Carpentier fight. Soon after, RCA

end of this two-year period came just at
the threshold of the development of the
new broadcasting industry. In fact it is a
fair statement that without the removal of

opened station WDY at Roselle Park, NJ.,
which continued for some months, when

it was shut down on account of interference with station WJZ of the Westinghouse Company in nearby Newark. RCA
then went in as half -partner with West-

the many previous obstacles, broadcasting

itself would never have developed on a
national scale in such a short time.

inghouse in the management of WJZ. Broad-

casting was really on its way.
RCA

Wireless Specialty Company
Another corporate element entered the
picture in 1921, the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company. This was a Massachusetts concern largely occupied in making apparatus for the Tropical Radio Com-

pany, which in turn was a subsidiary of
the United Fruit Company, and which oper6. On July 6, 1924, RCA transmitted the
first radio photo (of Charles Evans Hughes)
across the Atlantic.

7. Jack Dempsey listens to a Radio Music
Box just before the Dempsey-Carpentier
championship title fight in 1921.
8. Chief Officer Elmer Pickerill of the U.S.S.
Leviathan stands by the array of 1926 wireless equipment which permitted the vessel to
keep in radio contact with both shores during transoceanic crossings.

ated coast and ship service for the large
United Fruit fleet. GE bought into Wireless Specialty, and again made license
arrangements which cleared up a few more
of the patent obstacles to RCA's progress.

enters merchandising field

Just prior to the start of broadcasting RCA
had given thought to furnishing apparatus

to radio amateurs both for reception and
transmission. As broadcasting appeared,
the line of amateur apparatus was expanded as quickly as possible to include home
broadcast receiving equipment, and RCA
now entered the merchandising field with

GE and Westinghouse as manufacturers
(Wireless Specialty also furnished a small
amount of apparatus for a time). As later

developed, this arrangement had many
disadvantages but remember that at the
time it was probably the only way in which

the RCA could get started. It was, so to
A formative period

speak, a condition of RCA's birth.

These first two years cover what might be
called the formative period of RCA. It was

radio equipment which well illustrates the
conditions of that day in comparison with
the present. For that reason I shall digress
for a few moments to describe some of the
thing which were offered for sale. The
catalogue was entitled "Radio Enters the
Holm," and since in this period every man
had to be his own serviceman all the

7

In 1922, RCA got out a catalogue of

8
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accessories imaginable were included as
well as many parts for the experimenter
to make his own set.
The cheapest receiver listed was a steel
box containing a single -circuit tuner and

crystal. This sold for $25.50 with headphones, antenna equipment and "full instructions." More elaborate crystal sets
were available at $32.50 and $47.50. The
cheapest tube set was the one -tube "Aeriola Senior" made by Westinghouse-it used
a WD -11 tube in a regenerative circuit and
sold for $75.90 with batteries and antenna,

and for $65.00 without the accessories.
This was a very popular set in its day and
it

is quite likely that a few of them are

still in use.
GE supplied a set made in steel boxes.
The two units comprised a tuning system
in one box and a three -tube detector -amplifier in the other box, and sold complete
for $250.00. Westinghouse supplied a some-

what similar receiver in a wooden box at

for $30.00. It is interesting to note that a
phonograph attachment was available at
$18.00 which consisted of a telephone receiver element to be attached to the tone
arm of the phonograph so as to get the
equivalent of a loudspeaker. There were

two models-one for Victrolas and the
other for Graphanolas.

First radio tubes
At this time RCA sold four types of receiv-

ing tubes. Two were made by Westinghouse and two by GE. The Westinghouse
tubes were designed and manufactured in
East Pittsburgh and the GE tubes were
designed in their Research Laboratory at
Schenectady and manufactured in two of
the GE lamp factories, one at Nela Park,
Cleveland, and the other in the Edison
Lamp Works at Harrison, the same plant
which is now the Radiotron Works of our
own company.

The most elaborate set was the "Aeriola Grand" made by Westinghouse. This

Tubes were also sold by E.T. Cunningham, Inc., first on the West Coast, and
later throughout the country. Mr. Cunningham for some years had been making tubes
for amateurs on the West Coast, and see-

had four tubes, a regenerative detector
and, in addition, there were four ballast

on a large scale he entered into an ar-

$261.75. This also comprised two elements,

one of which was a single circuit tuner,
the other a detector -amplifier.

tubes to avoid use of a filament rheostat.
No emphasis was placed on the number of
tubes since the practice of stressing this

had not yet appeared. This set sold for
$401 with all accessories.

The only loudspeaker shown was similar to a brass automobile horn with a tele-

phone receiver on the end-which sold
9

8

ing the possibilities of merchandising tubes

rangement with RCA in 1920 which gave
him the right to sell tubes under his own
name. They were the same as RCA tubes
but had different type numbers.

RCA progresses in all fields
The years 1923, 1924, and 1925 brought
numerous advances in the RCA fields. To

10
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mention only a few-in 1923 two broadcasting stations were opened by RCA in

later at Newark-also in Westinghouse factories, at East Pittsburgh, Bloomfield, N.J.,

New York and one in Washington. In 1925

and later at Indianapolis (in what is now
our Indianapolis Plant).

the first WE transmitter was installed at

9. RCA's first broadcasting studio in 1921.
Station WDY, Roselle Park, N.J. discontinued
service after some months because of
interference with nearby WJZ, Newark, N.J.
Subsequently, RCA became half owner of WJZ
with Westinghouse.

10. Engineers setting up for RCA's first day
in radio broadcasting. The occasion was the
Dempsey-Carpentier fight on July 2. 1921.
11. RCA's first catalog of home broadcast
receirers offered the Aeriola Senior. This
single-racuum-tube set was rery popular in
its day.

12. One of America's first remote
broadcasts, from an improvised studio at the
New York Electrical Show in the 71st
Regiment Armory, New York City, October
1921. Standing at the center behind the
wooden -horn microphone is Major .1. Andrew
White, Program Manager of RCA's first radio
station, WDY, Roselle Park, NJ.
11

Bound Brook, NJ. Short -waves came into
use for long-distance communications, first
to supplement the high -power long -wave
transmitters, and later to take over practically all of the long-distance service.
Transoceanic communications were extended to additional European and South
American countries. The first superheterodyne receiver was brought out in 1924. In
1925 a receiver was sold with accessories
permitting it to be operated from alternating current. In the same year the electrodynamic loudspeaker was brought out. Apparatus was developed for recording and
reproducing records electrically. Improvements were made in tubes greatly reducing the power consumption.
In 1925, RCA furnished certain components to the Victor Talking Machine Company which were built into a radio -phono-

It must already be evident that the
problems of coordination began to be tremendous. RCA first utilized the electrical
laboratory of the City College of New York,
which was in charge of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, to test new models of apparatus.
This was quickly outgrown and the Tech-

nical and Test Department of RCA was
established in its own building at the
edge of Van Cortlandt Park in New York.
Here samples of apparatus were submitted independently by GE and Westinghouse,

tested and reported back to the manufacturing companies, with approval or suggested changes.

It soon became necessary for RCA to
have the same apparatus regardless of
which company made it. In the case of

step in very important later developments.

tubes it was particularly essential to have
uniform designs from all factories so they
could be interchangeable in any receiver.
Of course, this was long before the time
tubes were shipped in sets.

RCA only a selling agency

Efforts on coordination

Remember. that during this period and for
several years after, in the merchandising
field RCA itself was only a selling agency.
The manufacturing was done entirely by
the electronic companies. Receivers were
made at Schenectady by GE and at East

Pittsburgh by Westinghouse. Receiving
tubes were engineered at East Pittsburgh
and Schenectady, and were made in GE

In an attempt to accomplish this necessary coordination, "design" or "standardization" committees were set up separately
for receivers and tubes, comprising representatives of GE and Westinghouse. The
tube committee which started in 1924 perhaps best serves to illustrate the unwieldiness of such an arrangement, which I will
describe in some detail.

lamp factories at Cleveland, Harrison, and

This committee was known as the Radio-

graph combination employing a single
speaker. This is significant as the first

12
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tron Standardization Committee. It was
made up of representatives from East Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Schenectady, Bloomfield,

and Harrison-two and sometimes three
from each. It met once a month around
the circle and attempted to arrive at agreements on tube designs, ratings, characteristics, and even some production problems.

It had no direct representation from the
receiver divisions so the coordination with
them was supposedly handled by the East
Pittsburgh and Schenectady tube representatives, and the ideas and needs of the
receiver engineers carried to the tube meetings. The main committee carried with it
a train of subcommittees and coordination
groups intended to handle specific tech-

nical items. Needless to say this kind of
an arrangement was in many ways unsa-

tisfactory, yet it is difficult to visualize
any better method under the then existing company relationships.
The design committee on receivers oper-

Formation of the
National Broadcasting Company
Going back to 1924, the AT&T was actively

developing the use of wire lines for furnishing programs to broadcast stations and
they set up WEAF as the source of these
programs. In 1926 RCA and its associates
took steps to integrate a complete broad-

casting service and formed the National
Broadcasting Company. This was a recog-

nition by RCA officials that this new service had the possibilities of an important
industry and that a specialized organization was necessary to develop programs,
to install new stations and to maintain a
satisfactory continuous service to their own
as well as other stations.
The new company acquired station WEAF

from the AT&T, and also took over the
stations owned by RCA and thereby created

the real beginning of the network broadcasting industry.

ated in much the same way as the tube
committee, but with some advantage in
having only two groups involved. It finally

RCA licenses other
radio companies

became necessary to set up an additional
receiver coordination committee which included RCA representation. One of their

In 1927, a mitior step was taken in a new
direction, the licensing of other manufacturers under RCA patents. It was inevit-

first subjects of discussion in 1927 was

able that the demand for broadcast receives would lead other companies into

the "Radiola 16," and another model which

became the "Radiola 17," which was the
first real ac receiver using ac tubes.
The loss of time inherent in the intercompany committee method of coordination was a major handicap to progress in
engineering, manufacturing, and sales, but

it remained until new major changes in
organization came to pass, as we shall see
later.
13

10

the business, and a large number had by
this time become established. The granting of licenses to these companies strength-

ened their position, but at the same time

gave RCA a rightful return for its huge
investment in patents obtained through
the research and engineering of the radio
group and also by purchases from other
inventors.

14
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At first the superheterodyne patents were

not included in the licenses. Also it was
not until two years later that tube licenses
were granted, although a number of lamp
and other manufacturers were actively making tubes.

Radiomarin 2 company formed
Late in 1927, the ship -to -shore telegraph
business of the RCA, which had been grow-

ing steadily, was segregated into a new
subsidiary company-the Radiomarine Corporation of America.

RCA Photophone organized
In 1928 a new offshoot of the radio business appeared. For several years work had

been going on in the GE laboratories to
perfect a system of recording sound on
film. This was now ready for commercial
exploitation in the motion picture industry and RCA Photophone Company was
organized to handle this business.

RCA purchases Victor Company
13. Portable .field pick-up amplifiers al

station WEAF in New Fork in 1922.

1929 was a year of far-reaching changes in
the organization of the RCA group which

naturally wanted to make a profit and so
did RCA. This seriously handicapped the
coordination of sales and production, which
is so essential to the success of an entire
operation. RCA needed its own manufac-

turing facilities.
The Victor Talking Machine Company
at Camden had been seriously affected by
the growth of radio and had not been particularly successful in its attempts to enter
the radio field. In order to obtain manufacturing facilities RCA purchased the Victor Company including the manufacturing

plant, what was left of the phonograph
business, and the Victor dog trademark.
Arrangements were also made whereby RCA

took over tube manufacturing from GE
and Westinghouse. RCA acquired the entire
Edison Lamp Works property of the GE at

Harrison, and also the Westinghouse factory at Indianapolis, and at the end of the

year the RCA Victor Company and the
RCA Radiotron Company were organized.

RCA Communications formed
In this same year the RCA Communications Company was formed to take over all
of the business in transoceanic communications.

constituted the first major step towards
14. Top left, first model of .1 -element DeForest

audion. Top right, one version of the two element Fleming valve, forerunner of all
vacuum tubes. Bottom left, first tube to

operate direct from an alternating current

integration of the company into a self-contained, self-controlled radio business.
I have mentioned already some of the

handicaps inherent in the arrangements

source. Bottom right, an all -metal tube which

whereby RCA did the selling while the

contains its vacuum within an iron

other companies manufactured. This meth-

envelope.

od was wholly inadequate to meet the

15. The Radiola II, an early radio marketed

quick moves of the independent competitor. Furthermore, the electric companies

by RCA al the start of the 1920s. The word
"Radiola" was coined by Dr. A.N. Goldsmith

16

Consolidated research, engineering,
manufacturing and sales
In 1930 RCA completed the consolidation
in the RCA Victor and Radiotron companies of all facilities of research, engineering, manufacturing, and sales of RCA products which now for the first time included
phonographs and records. Somewhat later,

in a note to General Sarnoff supporting his
concept of a "Radio Music Box" for home
entertainment
16. The Radiola 17, the first ac -powered

radio, contained six tubes plus a rectifier.
15
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in 1932, the Photophone business also was
taken over the by the RCA Victor Company.

DeForest Company purchased
In 1934 the tube business was augmented

Licenses were now being granted to
tube manufacturers and the superheterodyne patents were included in the set

by the purchase of certain patents from

licenses. Agreements had also been made
with a number of foreign radio manufacturers giving RCA rights under their pat-

ting tube manufacturing by RCA Radiotron.

ents and in some cases access to their

the defunct DeForest Radio Company. This

brought about the beginning of transmit-

laboratories.

RCA Victor
and RCA Radiotron merge

Cunningham Company bought

In 1935, the manufacturing and merchandising business was further consolidated
by the merger of the RCA Radiotron and

In 1931 the E.T. Cunningham Company
was taken over by RCA and consolidated
with the RCA Radiotron Company, giving
RCA rights to the use of the Cunningham
brand and bringing Mr. Cunningham into

RCA Victor Companies which now became
the RCA Manufacturing Co.

the RCA organization.

Importance of diversification

Electric companies withdraw

Before concluding I want to emphasize
one phase of the history of RCA which so
far I have mentioned only indirectly, yet
which stands out with clearness and sig-

The second and final step toward an independent RCA took place in 1932. In 1930
the Government had brought suit against
RCA attacking certain exclusive features
of the inter -company agreements, and as

the result of a consent decree all the
stock interest of GE and Westinghouse in
RCA was disposed of by those companies.
AT&T had disposed of its stock interest in
RCA some years before. Modified cross -license patent agreements were entered into

with the approval of the Attorney General

and the sanction of the court. RCA now
became a completely self-contained organization with wholly owned subsidiary companies operating a broadcasting business,
a communications business, a marine radio

business, a radio school, and a manufacturing and merchandising business.
17

nificance in the whole course of the 18
years of RCA's life. I refer to product
diversification. A study of the history of
RCA is well worthwhile if it does no more
than demonstrate the value of diversification, and its paramount importance toward
the future.
The corporate history is a sort of family

tree in which certain elements contributed at the start, but which were later
separated from the new growth. I shall
use another horticultural analogy to illustrate product diversification.
Certain varieties of trees are responsive
to wide differences of training. Two plants
may sprout from the ground exactly alike,
side by side. One of them may be trained
to grow perfectly straight with a central

1919-1938
trunk and beautiful symmetry. The other

may be trained into a large bush -like
growth with many branches.

Two companies may also start in the

tended its fields of public service. It will
continue to grow just so long as it utilizes
its variety of resources to give the public
new or better services, or new or better

same way from small beginnings. One may

products.

be concerned with a single product or a
narrow field while the other grows many

It should never be forgotten that a byproduct often becomes a main product.
Again, the limitations of a product or service today may turn into advantages of

branches, large and small. We may have a

great admiration for the tall straight tree,
but if a storm comes along and breaks off
the top it may be years before it recovers
its original form. The same storm has little effect on the other tree. It may pass
over without harm or even if a few branches

tomorrow. The often alleged lack of secrecy

in radio communication was once talked
of as a handicap, but broadr Isting, as its
name implies, made good use of this so
called handicap.

are broken they may be trimmed off without showing.
The one -product company may do admir-

ably in times of prosperity and we may
envy its simple operation. But if it meets
with changing conditions or times of depres-

sion the "one product" may no longer be
in demand and the company has nowhere
to turn.
Suppose that back in 1921 RCA had

said "No, we aren't interested in radio
entertainment, we are in the commercial
communications business." Again suppose

17. Victrola plate used on phonographs; ca.
1925.

18. The 1923 Radiola III.

19. Laboratory research work in Camden in
the mid -30s. Left to right Clarence A.

Gunther testing reerirers; Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom working on a radio receiver; John B.
Coleman inspecting a transmitter.

RCA had looked at talking pictures and
said "No, we aren't interested, we are in
the radio business." Again, after acquiring
the Victor Company suppose RCA Victor
had said "We will let the phonograph business die. It doesn't amount to much and
we want to sell radio receivers." There are
several obvious answers to these supposi-

tions, but the uppermost in our minds
probably is that if these things had happened most of us would not have our jobs.

Public service is paramount
19

The strength of a company is in a large
measure proportional to its service to the
public. The RCA has grown as it has ex-

Research insures progress
Research has played a major part in the
evolution of the RCA and must continue
to do so. I use the term not alone in a
technical sense but broadly-research in
sales methods, in advertising, in relations
with the public, in better understanding
and organization of our personnel, as well

as in engineering and manufacturing of
our products.
Research provides the new food which
the tree needs when the old is exhausted
or no longer suitable. The tree must grow

or it will die and a company must go
ahead or back. It never stands still. RCA

has made good use of its resources to
expand its fields of activity. But it is a
safe prediction that if we live up to our
opportunities we will some day look back

at 1938 and see that we have now only
started to scratch the surface. Facsimile
is barely started. Television is still ahead
of us. Commercial sound applications are

getting under way. A multitude of ultrahigh frequency applications are certain.
And outside the radio or entertainment
fields the field of electronic devices is in
its early infancy.

I hope that this brief story of the RCA
has served to show something of how far
we have come but more important, how
much farther we can go in the future.

Part 2 The years 1938-1958
E.W. Engstrom

RCA emerges from Wor'd War II as a major Government
contractor with a new range of skills. 3ut television is the major
development of this era for RCA.

3

As a historian writing in 1938, the late

World's Fair, of the first public television

J.C. Warner, then Vice President, Radiotron Division, of the RCA Manufacturing
Company, undertook to review the first 18
years of RCA's corporate life. His concluding words at the time were: "if we live up
to our opportunities we will some day look
back to 1938 and see that we have only
started to scratch the surface."
None of us associated with Warner in
1938 would have disagreed with this estimate. At the same time, it is doubtful that
anyone could have foreseen the phenomenal growth that has marked the second
18 years of RCA's existence. From a $100
million corporation in 1938, RCA soared to
the billion dollar corporate rank in 1955, a
position it maintained in 1956 and 1957.
In 18 years, its plant and equipment mul-

service. Four months later, Hitler's assault
on Poland and the declarations of war by
England and France opened the Second

2. RCA to receiver production line in
Camden; ca. 1946.

3. Studio/field black -and -white tv camera
with 3 -inch orthicon pick-up tube, used
during and immediately after World War 11.

The official inauguration of television
service was the harbinger of a new era in
mass communications, but it required a

keen eye to see in the actual event the

tiplied six times in value and the total

shape of the nationwide television service
we know today. It was an extremely limited
service, covering only the New York metropolitan area, and operating on the "experimental" basis authorized by the Federal Communications Commission. Programs emanating from the NBC transmitter
atop the Empire State Building were viewed
on a relative handful of 9 -inch direct view
and 12 -inch reflection -type receivers produced at Camden for sale in the New York

number of employees quadrupled, to some

area.

80,000 persons.

Standing before the lconoscope cameras in front of the RCA Building at the
World's Fair on April 20, David Sarnoff

More significant than this impressive

1. RCA developed tricolor picture tubes. Left
to right E.W. Herold; Dr. E.W. Engstrom; Dr.
H.R. Lou'; Dr. V.K Zu'orykin.

World War.

growth was the basic change in the nature
of the Corporation itself. In 1938, RCA was
in transition from a radio communications
concern to a broadly diversified electronics organization with a growing interest in

such new fields as radar, television, and
airborne electronics. Today it has become
an outstanding research, engineering and
manufacturing enterprise, holding a position of leadership. The second 18 years of
RCA not only have lived up to the opportunities which Warner referred to in 1938
but have created a host of new and exciting opportunities for the future.
Shortly after Warner had published his
review, two events occurred which were to

to influence profoundly the future of the
Corporation. In April, 1939, seven years of
intensive research, engineering development and field testing by RCA culminated
in the introduction, at the New York

announced the beginning of regular television service by NBC. And he added:

"Now we add sight to sound. It is with
a feeling of humbleness that I come to
this moment of announcing the birth
in this country of a new art so important in its implications that it is bound
to affect all society.... This miracle of

engineering skill which one day will
bring the world to the home, also brings
a new American industry to serve man's

material welfare...."

RCA in war
The outbreak of World War II effectively
halted the further progress of commercial
television. The clear need for military preparedness led to increasingly heavy demands through 1940 and 1941 on indus-
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trial research, engineering and production
facilities both for American forces at home

and for Britain and France through the
Lend Lease program. RCA, with long expe-

rience in communications and with a prewar record of major contributions in the
important military areas of radar, underwater sound and airborne electronics, was
in the forefront of this program from the
start. By the time of the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor in December, 1941, vir-

tually all of the Corporation's facilities
were devoted to military requirements for

radio equipment, radar, special tubes,
acoustical devices and navigation systems.
The increasing demand for military elec-

tronic equipment led, early in the war, to
several important changes in RCA's organi-

zation and facilities to expedite research,
engineering and production. The first of
these related to the RCA research organization.
During the 1930s RCA's research facili-

ties had been concentrated largely at the

manufacturing plants in Camden and
Harrison in addition to the communications research groups on Long Island. By
late 1940, the growth of defense activities
had generated a need for increased staff
and facilities, both for research and manufacturing. At the same time it was recog-

nized that the research program could
benefit from a separate environment in
which the laboratories might physically
4
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be brought together to obtain better coor-

dination and direction. Thus, in March,
1941, the research staffs were incorporated as a new department called RCA
Laboratories. Concurrently, work was
started on a new research center at Prince-

ton, New Jersey, approximately midway

between the Camden and Harrison
operations.
Dedicated in September, 1942, the new

building-the present David Samoff Research Center-provided the RCA research
staff for the first time with complete modern facilities in an environment fully conducive to creative research. Further, it
provided a physical as well as an administrative unity impossible under previous conditions.
In addition to the new research center

at Princeton, expansion early in the war
included new facilities for production. Advances in military electronics, particularly
in such high -frequency applications as ra-

dar and microwave communications, led
to a greatly increased demand for specialpurpose radio and electron tubes. To meet

this need, the U.S. Navy undertook construction of a large new plant at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to be operated by RCA.
Completed in 1942, the plant operated at
full capacity through the war to produce
hundreds of thousands of tubes for mil-

itary applications. At the war's end, it
was purchased from the Navy by RCA.

1938-1958
A further organizational change of significance was made in December, 1942,
to achieve closer coordination of all RCA

apparatus. Among the large -quantity
items were some 20 million miniature
tubes and five million proximity fuses.

manufacturing activities. The RCA Manu-

Outstanding among types of equipment
were radar altimeters, sound -powered
telephones, battle announce equipment
and rf power generators.

facturing Company, established in 1935
as a wholly owned subsidiary of RCA, was

consolidated with the parent Corporation
to become the RCA Victor Division, comprising all of the Corporation's tube and
electronic equipment production facilities.

Contributions to victory

ing the only means of communication
with the war zone, RCA Communications worked closely with the Government to keep vital networks in operation.

The contributions to victory of the divisions

Radiomarine Corporation: Produced

and services of RCA, in research, engi-

more than 40,000 major units of marine
radio equipment, comprising 42 differ-

neering, production and service were exten-

the list is too long for more than brief

ent types of radio and radar apparatus
for installation on merchant and supply

mention, it includes the following:

vessels.

sive, varied and distinguished. Although

RCA Laboratories: New devices, sys-

tems and techniques including the
Shoran navigation and blind -bombing
system, airborne radar equipment, electronic fire control, and airborne television equipment for aircraft, and guided
missiles.

RCA Victor Division: Design and quan-

tity production of tubes and electronic
equipment including 200 types of electron tubes and 350 types of electronic

4. RCA electronic equipment was used during World War II to test muzzle velocities of
large -caliber guns.

RCA Communications: Initially provid-

RCA Institutes: Trained thousands of
Army, Navy and Marine servicemen in
radio and electronic techniques.

National Broadcasting Company: Provided worldwide coverage of military
operations for broadcast to the public
and developed many special morale programs. Television facilities, more limited

than radio, were turned to morale and
instruction purposes.

7

5. Experimental RCA "Block" tv, forerunner
of modern miniature tv systems, was developed and tested during World War II for
airborne applications.
6. TK-I0, first commercial black -and -white
orthicon tv camera, ca. 1945.

7. General Sarnoff addressing press at
demonstration of all -electronic color tv in
1946.

6
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The outstanding performance of the
various RCA divisions through the war was
recognized by seven Army -Navy "E" pennants, two U.S. Navy Bureau of Ordnance
Flags, the 11.S. Maritime Pennant, the Vic tiny Fleet Flag and 27 stars for continued excel-

lence in operations.

Return to peace

time basis were undertaken by RUA during the late stages of the war, when it had
become apparent that victory was at hand.
As a result, the process of conversion was
rapidly carried out after V -J Day. Within
eight weeks, RCA Victor plants at Bloomington, Indiana, and Camden were producing radios for the civilian market. Before
the end of 1945, commercial tube produc-

tion had been resumed at Harrison. By

With the return of peace in 1945, RCA

mid -1946, production of television picture

found itself, with all other electronics manufacturers, in a vastly changed environment.

tubes and tubes for broadcast transmit-

World War II had triggered a swift transformation in electronic technology. Research and engineering led to major advances in high -frequency techniques, in
electronic systems development, in elec-

tron optics and in other fields of future

ters and industrial uses was under way at
the newly acquired Lancaster plant.
One organizational development of impor-

tance in the conversion pattern was the
establishment, in February, 1945, of the
RCA International Division. In anticipation
of an expanded foreign market for elec-

peace -time importance.

tronic equipment, the new division was

The post-war environment for the industry was characterized by two totally
novel features-a far more versatile and
sophisticated technology than in the prewar years, and a substantial increase in
the number of participating and compet-

given responsibility for distribution of products manufactured by RCA, the operation

ing companies. Moreover, this greatly expanded art and industry faced a tremendous demand for its products and services
from a public recently released from wartime austerity.
Plans for converting its research, engineering and production facilities to a peace 8

of foreign subsidiaries, and coordination
of all RCA international activities.

Post-war television
Full attention could now he given to the
expansion of a civilian television system

which literally had been nipped in the
War II. The pre-war sharing
with other manufacturers of RCA's television research and engineering experience

9
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and the availability of important technical
developments to RCA licensees had made

possible a broad manufacturing base for

television in American homes during the

home receivers. By 1941, standards for the

early post-war years.

present television system also had been

The pre-war practice of sharing with
other manufacturers the results of RCA
television research and engineering expe-

worked out by the National Television Sys-

tem Committee, an industry group, and
approved by the FCC.
Thus, by the end of the war, television not
only was ready for commercial application,

but also was a better system, because of

research and engineering advances
achieved for military purposes. Among
these were a more sensitive camera tube the image orthicon, more powerful transmitting equipment operating over the full
bandwidth allocated to commercial service,
improved picture display techniques based

on radar developments during the war,
and effective network relay techniques.
Television activities resumed on a large
scale during 1946, when the first network
was opened, linking NBC facilities in New

rience also was resumed vigorously. Engi-

neering data relating to the 630TS

was

made available to other manufacturers in
conjunction with industry symposia held
at Camden. The result was a rapid growth
of television production by many organizations in the industry.
Another factor in television growth was

the initiation of large-scale picture tube
production at the Lancaster plant during
1946. By 1948, nonetheless, receiver sales

had expanded so rapidly that a shortage
in picture tubes threatened to develop.
This was minimized by RCA's ability to
supply tubes from the surplus accumu-

nectady.

lated at Lancaster during the previous two
years in anticipation of just such an
emergency.
Further expansion of RCA manufactur-

It also was during 1946 that the RCA
Victor Division placed the first post-war
television sets on the market. The basic
model was the famed 630TS, with a ten inch picture tube. Marketed at a price of

ing facilities, extension of the NBC network, and improvements in the television
system itself characterized the years after
1946. A new plant for tube manufacture
was acquired at Marion, Ind., and placed

$375, the 630TS' economy, reliability and
high quality swept it into immediate popularity. The nation's first quantity produced
and marketed receiver, it was television's
equivalent of the "Model T." As much as

in operation during 1949. In February, 1950,
the RCA Victor Division produced its one millionth home television receiver. At the

York and Washington by coaxial cable,

and including Philadelphia and Sche-

8. TK-40, first commercial color tv camera.

any other single factor, the 630TS was
responsible for the swift appearance of

same time, the size of the picture tube
steadily grew larger, expanding in 1949 to

11

9. Miniature camera system developed by
RCA for on -the -spot broadcasting was first
used at 1956 political conventions.
10. RCA Victrola Model 59V1; ca. 1946-1947.

11. Experimental tricolor lv camera tube,
smaller and with simpler circuitry than
three -tube color cameras.
10
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the 16 -inch metal cone, to 19 inches in

Harrison and Lancaster, moved with full

1950, to the popular 21 -inch size by 1952.

speed to the development of the final

The NBC network, keeping pace with the
growth of home televison, reached rapidly

basic element in the compatible systema single tube capable of producing pictures in full color. The result of this extraordinary effort, demonstrated publicly in
March, 1950, was the tricolor kinescope,
one of the outstanding achievements in
early post-war electronics. In the words of

across the nation to link principal cities
in all of the 48 states. From the four -station network of 1946, it has grown today
to more than 200 network affiliates.

As the commercial television system ex-

General Sarnoff: "Measured in comparison
with every major development in radio and
televison over the past 50 years, this color

panded, RCA undertook an energetic post-

tube will take its place in the annals of

war program of color television research

television as a revolutionary and epochmaking device
. As the master key to

Color television

and development. Although mechanical tech-

niques offered promise in terms of early
commercial advantage, RCA decided, soon
after the war, to strive for an all -electronic

color system fully compatible with black

-

and -white. Outstanding progress was
achieved at RCA Laboratories during 1947

.

.

practical color television, it is an outstanding development of our time."
Despite the basic technical superiority
of all -electronic color transmission, the FCC
gave its approval to the mechanical, non compatible system. In effect, this banned

and 1948. Several demonstrations were
held, showing a color system employing
three kinescopes and combined with an

the compatible system from the market

optical system to present a composite color
picture.

sought reversal of the FCC decision. Meanwhile, it proceeded with further refine-

In 1949, the FCC scheduled a series of

ments in compatible color transmission.
In December, 1953, the FCC finally ap-

hearings to consider, among other matters, the establishment of standards for
color television transmission. At issue were

two competing systems-a noncompatible
mechanical system of color, and the all electronic compatible color system advo-

place.

Through court actions, RCA vigorously

proved new and compatible standards recommended by the NTSC.

While receiver and tube production

cated by RCA.
As the hearings progressed, the research

forged ahead, color broadcasting equipment
was speeded to television stations. By October, 1952, 1 1 1 stations of the NBC network alone were equipped to broadcast in

staff of RCA Laboratories, supported by
engineering groups at the tube plants at

the new medium. Today the compatible
color system embraces roughly half the

12
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stations in America and is capable of reach-

ing 96 percent of the nation's television
homes.

In 1949. television, now firmly established as a national broadcast service,
moved in a new and significant direction.
Development by RCA scientists of the small

and highly sensitive Vidicon pick-up tube
opened vast opportunities for closed-circuit television for industry and education.

Other developments
If television, in all its aspects. was perhaps the most spectacular of the early
post-war electronic developments, by no

means was it the only one. A dramatic
transformation in which RCA played a dom-

12. TYPHOON, world's largest and most
accurate electronic analog computer could
evaluate performance of guided missiles,
airplanes, ships, and submarines; ca.
1950-1951.

13. RCA introduced a 45 -rpm system of
recorded music.

inant role, was under way in the phonograph and recording fields. In 1949, the

15. The RCA electron microscope was a
major scientific development; shown are Dr.
V.K. Zworykin (seated) and Dr. J. Hillier.
14

components for home -assembly.

Natioial security
World War II, which saw the development
of jet aircraft, radar, sonar, the V-2 rocket
and other weapons of high complexity and
growing effectiveness, presaged a new era

automatic record changer ever devised.
By the end of the year, 45 -rpm records

of unbreakable vinyl plastic were being

Union.

Corporation introduced its 45 -rpm system

of recorded music, including the fastest

produced at the rate of more than

Thus RCA, which emerged from the war

25,000,000 annually and the number

as one of the nation's foremost contrihu
tors to military progress, continued to de

introduction by RCA of a three -speed record

a lens from a mold

plete line of high -quality "intermatched"

of military technology in which electron
ics would play a determining role. Any
doubts to the need to maintain a strong
military posture, supported by the latest
technology, moreover, were dispelled by
the militant aggressiveness of the Soviet

doubled in 1950. That year also saw the
14. Development of a molded plastic
aspherical correcting lens for the Schmidt type optical system helped make projection tv
practical. loury G. Maloof is shown removing

fidelity music reproduction spurred a number of other RCA contributions to the new
form of home entertainment. Among these
was the LC1A duo -cone speaker, placed in
production a year after its debut, in 1947, at
the Berkshire Music Festival. In 1953, RCA
introduced two high-fidelity Victrola phonographs designed for the mass market. At
the same time it began to market a com-

instrument.
The growth of popular interest in high 15

vote a significant proportion of its research
and development to problems of advanced
military technology.
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Its work for the Government included a
variety of development and production proj-

ects in such fields as sonar, advanced
radar apparatus and fire control. In 1950,
for example, RCA Laboratories completed

for the U.S. Navy the development and
construction of the world's largest and
most accurate electronic analog computer
to evaluate the performance of guided missiles, airplanes, ships and submarines.

parable realignment and extension of RCA
executive and administrative functions.
In July, 1947, following the retirement
of Lieut. General James G. Harbord, David
Sarnoff was elected Chairman of the Board
of Directors of RCA. The following year,
Frank M. Folsom was elected President of
RCA. He was succeeded in January, 1957,
by John L. Burns. At that time, Mr. Folsom

was elected Chairman of the Executive

When war in Korea erupted in 1950,
RCA's activities in the fields of military

Committee of the RCA Board of Directors.

electronics increased sharply. The Government field service activity of the RCA Service Company stepped up to such an extent
that by the end of the year, approximately
twice as many trained field engineers were

steadily expanding business in a constantly

assigned to military activities as at the
peak of World War II. In manufacturing,
new projects for the military included equip-

Keeping in step with the needs of a
changing industry, 1954 saw a series of
sweeping revisions of the Corporate structure. The RCA Victor Division, formerly
responsible for all RCA manufactured products, became two separate groupings, RCA
Consumer Products and RCA Electronic

ment in the fields of electronic sound,

Products, each under the direction of an
executive vice president. RCA Sales and

sonar, missiles, navigation and communications.

Service Subsidiaries formed a third grouping. The importance of RCA Laboratories

This, in turn, necessitated additional

to the progress of the Corporation was

plant expansion, devoted wholly or in large

recognized by the elevation of its position

part to defense purposes. Cincinnati; Los

in the Corporate structure. Behind these
basic changes was the purpose of intensi-

Angeles; Woodbridge and Moorestown, New

Jersey; and a new engineering laboratory
at Waltham, Massachusetts, were some of
the sites for these new RCA facilities. In
1954, announcement was made of what
was to become one of the most significant
RCA contributions to national defensethe beginning of RCA Service Company
maintenance and analysis of electronic guid-

ance apparatus for missiles at the Air
Force Missile Test Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida.
The extent and scope of RCA's military

electronic activities may he gauged from
some of the projects in which it was engaged during 1957, such as, instrumentation radar, the Talos Defense unit, and the
"Telemite" television camera, fitting the
palm of a man's hand.

fied research, expanded manufacturing capacity and greater diversity of output.

The revolution in materials
Underlying the Corporation's growth and
change after 1950 was a revolutionary transformation in the nature of electronics itself,

resulting from fundamental advances in
the field of new materials and their application. These opened the way to new devices, techniques, and systems that previously were impossible of achievement,
either technically or economically.

Throughout the 30s and 40s, basic research interest grew in the field of physics of the solid state. This was fundamental to the forthcoming rapid advances in

the use of electronically active solids-

Organizational changes
The expansion by RCA into these many
areas of electronics was paced by a corn -

the semiconductors. RCA's effort blossomed

first on photoconductors potentially useful
in television camera tubes.
Bell Telephone Laboratories research in

semiconductor materials led to development of the transistor. RCA research in

this area moved at an early stage to an
alloy junction type which soon became
standard in receiving circuitry. Through
the early and middle 1950s, the Corpora-

tion's research and development work
ranged ever more widely over the materials field, covering the various semiconductor materials, including photoconductors, thermoelectric materials, and mate -

22
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rials exhibiting the photovoltaic effect; and

Radio Corporation of America begins the

a wide variety of luminescent and magnetic materials. Among the outstanding
results of this work were new types of
transistors with greater power output and

third epoch of its existence with a flexi-

higher frequency performance.

Systems engineering

developments
Other major accomplishments have resulted from increasing application of systems engineering techniques in both military and commercial electronics. Through

the early 1950s, RCA engaged in an intensive program of research and engineering related to electronic systems to
compute, sort, file, and recall large quantities of data and to perform a variety of
computing, clerical and other paperwork
functions. Out of this program came Biz -

16. Battery operated tv receiver.

17. Dr. Olsen with phonetic tape recorder.
17

bility in organization, a resourcefulness in
research and a diversity of operations to
meet the challenges of the years ahead.
In research, devices and systems now
nearing final development point the way

to new RCA opportunities for service to
the consumer, to business and to industry.

Participation by RCA in the cooperative
nuclear reactor for industrial research in
atomic energy at Plainsboro, New Jersey,
will enable the Corporation to pursue fun-

damental electronics studies in the vital
and closely related area of nucleonics.
RCA research and engineering organizations are helping to explore methods for
harnessing the power of the H-bomb for
peaceful uses.

In products and devices, color television, pioneered and developed by RCA,

mac, RCA's electronic data-processing sys-

will dominate the broadcast scene as black -

tem.

In 1955, a four -unit Bizmac system,
the world's largest electronic "brain," was

and white television has done for the ten
years past. On the basis of industry -wide

purchased by the U.S. Army for its Ordi-

projections, automation and electronic data

nance Tank -Automotive Command at De-

processing undoubtedly will provide another great market for RCA systems, as
will closed-circuit TV for industry. Out of

troit, to keep track of more than 100 million tank and automotive spare parts in
the Army's world-wide inventory. During
1956, major Bizmac installations were pur-

today's research and development will come

Company and the Travelers Insurance Com-

other products for the consumer, such as
new forms of lighting, personal communications equipment, home television tape

pany, Hartford, Connecticut.

recording, and a variety of other novel

chased by the New York Life Insurance

electronics to the national defense resulted
in continued adaptation of the RCA organizational structure. In 1955, two new major

electronic adjuncts to living.
If J.C. Warner could foresee the time
when historians would look back to 1938
as a period when the surface had barely
been scratched, what is there to say about
the potentialities for RCA today? For all of
the RCA's tremendous past growth, not
only is the surface of electronics still lar-

operational units were created, Defense

gely unscratched, but now there is the

Electronic Products and Commercial Elec-

tronic Products. In 1957, CEP was reor-

new challenge of the Space Age.
Writing in Fortune Magazine in 1955,

ganized into RCA Industrial Electronic Prod-

General Sarnoff noted: "There is no ele-

ucts, to provide still further impetus in

ment of material progress we know today...
that will not seem, from the vantage point
of 1980, a fumbling prelude." When that
day finally comes, I am certain that some

Progress and prospects
The quickened pace of electronic developments and the mounting importance of

this rapidly expanding area of electronic
development. An indication of the rapid
growth of RCA activities in the transistor
field was the organization of the RCA Semiconductor Division.

future historian will begin this review of
RCA with exactly those words.

Meeting the demands of the coming
Age of Space, RCA established in early
1958 a new Astro-Electronics Products Divi-

sion for the production of satellite and
space vehicle systems.

What are these demands and what are
the opportunities? As America enters the
Space Age, electronics assumes a pivotal
role in assuring continued national pro-

gress in the technologies of peace and
security. As a leader in the industry, the
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Part 3

The years 1958-1962

E.W. Engstrom

The boom in color television, along with a constant
progression of new electronic products ranging from
microcircuits to space systems, characterized these years.

1. RCA Labs research produced the field-ef
fect MOS transistor.
2. In 1958, RCA introduced the 501 general
purpose computer, marking the full-scale
entry of RCA into the computer industry.

In considering events and developments

Cobr TV

from 1958 through 1962, the past five years

The most important development by far

of RCA history have been fully as meaningful as the two preceding time spans in
terms of change, accomplishment, diversification, and growth. All of the expecta-

to RCA in the past five years was the

tions for electronics and for RCA have
3. Tiros II satellite mounted to third stage
rocket
3

been more than amply fulfilled.
RCA continued to achieve conspicuous

successes in its established lines of business. During the half decade, it ventured
into fields where growth and profit, halting at first, began to manifest themselves
with increasing strength. At the same time,
it advanced importantly in new technolo-

gies whose potentialities for growth and
service are as great as any of the areas in
which it now operates.
These developments are measurable in
many forms, and among the most readily
recognizable are the traditional yardsticks
of corporate accomplishment. Thus, RCA

sales of goods and services rose during

the half decade to an all-time high of
$1.75 billion, 50 percent greater than at
the end of 1957. Profits increased to $51.5
million, 34 percent over 1957.

In ten years, 1948 through 1957, total
products and services sold amounted to
$7.78 billion. In the past five years, 1958
through 1962, the total was almost as large:
$7.36 billion.

emergence of color TV as a new industry

and as a public service of massive and
mounting proportions.
Technologically, the record requires lit-

tle updating, for the major research and
engineering advances had been made prior
to 1958. What gives color such transcen-

dent importance to RCA is, that the past
five years witnessed its transformation from
a $130 million investment to a major source
of Corporate profits. It rindicated the faith

of one man-David Sarno-who staked
his and the Corporation :s prestige on the
new- medium while the rest of the industry stood aside or in opposition.
In 1960, color TV earned a profit for
RCA for the first time since its introduction in 1954, and color set profits alone
were measurable in seven figures. By the
following year, color TV-receivers, tubes,
videotape, and other equipment-attained
the status of a $100 million business, an
achievement of no mean proportions in

seven brief years.

By 1961, there occurred-finally-the
long-awaited color breakthrough. One by
one. TV receiver manufacturers abandoned

the sidelines and entered the ranks. By

home instruments, electronic data proces-

the following year, nearly every major TV
manufacturer was actively marketing color,
and industry volume reached $200 million.
RCA's set sales for 1962 doubled over the
year before; its profits from color manufacturing and services increased fivefold;
and color sets and tubes became the larg-

sing, electron tubes and semiconductor

est single profit contributor of any pro-

devices, radar and microwave equipment,
scientific instruments, weather and communications satellites, broadcasting, and
technical services. In major part, its products and services were available through-

ducts sold by the company.

At the close of 1962, space devoted to
manufacturing was at a peak of 12 million
square feet, comprising new, expanded, or
renovated RCA plants in 12 of the nation's

50 states. RCA's activities reached into

out the Free Worlds

It is pointless to debate which came
first

in color TV-the sets or the pro-

gramming. In all certainty, the development was concurrent, with receiver purchases soaring because of increased color
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programming, and programming benefiting

in turn from the increase in color set
ownership. Thus, while there were 291 sta-

tions equipped for network color and a
bare total of 700 hours of network programming in 1958, five years later the
number of stations equipped for network
color came to 406 and network color broad-

mental importance to this evolution.

"Second, because electronic data processing has become a vital element of
most major defense and space contracts.

The company with skills in this area
has a decided competitive advantage.

"Third, because the commercial com-

cast hours had risen to some 2000 for the

puter market is growing faster than

year.

the industry itself anticipated."

Of the many brightly illuminated pages
in RCA's history there are few that gleam

more brilliantly than those dealing with
color. Indeed, there are few companies
which can validly claim to have created
virtually single-handed a new industry, and

few which more richly merit the rewards
of pioneering than RCA.

Electronic data processing
While RCA was mounting its major effort
to make color television commercially vi-

able, another decision had been made to

enter in force a new, formidable, and
costly area of business-electronic data
processing.

The action entailed a bold and calculated risk: the entry fees were exceedingly
heavy; returns were long delayed because

of the large lease nature of the business;
the competition was powerful and strongly
entrenched.
As Board Chairman Sarnoff subsequently
explained, the decision to go forward was
made:

"First, because we have a technologi-

501, a medium-sized commercial business
computer and the first fully transistorized
system in the industry. By 1960, the Corporation had introduced the compact RCA
301 for medium -size and small businesses,
and had announced a coming third entry,
the RCA 601, for large enterprises and
scientific computation.
One of the greatest of RCA's strengths
lay in computer communications-hacked
by four decades of leadership, experience,
and know-how in all types of communications systems and equipment.
In 1959, RCA introduced DaSpan, a computer -to -computer communications system

which could span a continent, and gather
and coordinate vital data from the many
plants of a large industrial enterprise.
The same computer -communications know-

how made RCA the supplier to Western
Union, the prime contractor of an automatic electronic data switching system for
the Air Force Combat Logistics Network
(ComLogNet) linking 350 bases and sta-

cal background in electronics that gives
us a capability in many computer areas
which few, if any, other companies can

tions across the country in the world's

rival. This is a young, fast -changing tech-

dustrial nations also gave R('A an unexcelled opportunity to extend its computer

nology, and the research breakthroughs
of today will shape the character of the
industry tomorrow. We are well -positioned to make contributions of funda4

In 1958, RCA launched its major ven-

ture into the electronic data processing
field with the introduction of the RCA

most advanced communications systems.
Rapid economic expansion in other in-

activities overseas. In 1961, it concluded a

series of multimillion dollar export sales
agreements with three of the world's lead-

ing data processing equipment manufacturers-in Great Britain, Japan, and France.

Army Signal Corps, lofted into orbit aboard

By the end of 1962, 158 computer systems
had been ordered by the three companies,
and further orders placed for components
and peripheral equipment.

a prerecorded Christmas message from Presi-

Domestically, in addition to the rental

Within the next four years, the AstroElectronics Division had scored a series of

RCA into the front rank of space organizations.
Chief among these was a systems devel-

opment of the first magnitude-an integrated ground and space complex for the

Whatever the risks and costs involved,
the decision to enter data processing was
extremely sound. RCA not only staked out

televised observation of the world's weather

its share in one of the major electronics
growth markets but, equally important, it
acquired the basis for continuing preemi-

oped for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration six Tiros weather
observation satellites, all of which were

nence in other electronics fields where

launched and operated with optimum effec-

computers and computer systems were indispensable to progress. Among these were

tiveness. Up to the end of 1962, the Tiros

Space and defense
On October 4, 1957, the first signals from
a man-made object in the skies heralded
the dawn of a new era-the Age of Space.
Swiftly, RCA realized that space was
preeminently an electronics domain-for
tracking, communications, computing and
controls. Less than a year later, RCA set
up a special division-Astro-Electronics

5. RCA 501 all -transistor business data

Products-for the development and pro-

system.

duction of satellites, space -vehicle systems,

6

achievements which quickly catapulted

lessees of RCA systems.

security.

7. Environmental test chamber at AEP.

era in global communications.

established data-processing service centers
in New York, Washington, D.C., Chicago,
Cherry Hill. NJ., and San Francisco. These
centers provide computer service to small

the vital areas of space and national

6. BMEWS radome at Moorestown, N.J.

dent Eisenhower, and then performed a
number of communications experiments
never before attempted, looking to a new

or sales of its computer systems, RCA

businesses as well as offering programming and training services to buyers or

4. Ground control equipment for meteorological satellite applications at AEP.

an Atlas missile. It broadcast to the world

and associated electronic ground equipment. (That organization is now called the
Astro-Electronics Division.)

In December of the same year, the
world's first successful satellite radio relay
equipment, produced by RCA for the U.S.
7

via satellites. Between 1960 and 1962, as
major elements of the system, RCA devel-

series-ranking as the nation's most successful space venture-provided a total of
more than 200,000 televised images of cloud

formations and other global weather data
for use by weather scientists and forecast-

ers. The average useful life span of the
satellites was more than double the operating life called for by the initial design
specifications.

Another significant feat was the Relay

communications satellite, which after
launching in December 1962, experienced
initial operating difficulties. These subsequently were overcome, and by early 1963,
Relay was transmitting television pictures
of remarkable clarity between the United
States and Europe, and conducting radio
communications with Latin America.
The Astro-Electronics Division has also

provided the advanced television equipment for the Ranger lunar probes, television systems and solar -cell power supplies

1958-1962
for the second -generation Nimbus weather

two installations (Thule, Greenland, and

satellite, and was engaged in the design
and construction of the SERT vehicle for
the space testing of experimental electric

Clear, Alaska) were operative and the third
was nearing completion in Yorkshire,
England.
The need for virtually instantaneous warn-

propulsion systems.

Portending still greater growth in years

ing against impending missile attack as-

to come, an environmental test facility,

sumes similar readiness for counterattack.
In the past half -decade, RCA contributed
significantly to a greatly strengthened de-

most advanced of its kind in the electron-

ics industry, was put into full operation
during 1962 at RCA's Space Center, near
Princeton, NJ. Space concepts and systems now germinating in various RCA re-

search areas may undertake their initial
trials in this environmental center and so
provide new episodes for future RCA historians to record.
The complexities manifested in computer and space electronics are fully matched

in the area of defense. From the production of relatively simple hardware for communications, electronics for military purposes has burgeoned into vast and com-

plicated systems-frequently global in
scope, integrating multiple techniques and
subsystems, and employing the resources
of many varied organizations.
RCA's depth of experience in systems

engineering and its military electronics
background dating to the mid -thirties
earned for it one of the lead positions
among designers and constructors of such
advanced systems for the armed services.
In 1958, RCA received one of the largest contracts ever awarded by the Depart-

ment of Defense, to assume the project
management of the Ballistic Missile Early

fense posture with the development of
automatic programmed checkout equipment (APCHE) and launch -control equipment for several series of the Atlas ICBM.
Subsequently, major RCA work on the
Minuteman ICBM involved advanced concepts in.command-and-control systems, including the sensitive -command and support -information networks, and checkout
and test techniques. Especially challeng-

ing for both design and production were
very high -reliability goals for sophisticated

equipment-goals that pushed the state
of the art.
By the end of 1962, RCA was deep into
such diverse developments and constructions as a flight -control system and checkout for the super -powerful Saturn booster,
telemetry equipment for the two -man Gemini space vehicle, miniaturized computers

such as Micropac (built with micro modules) for military field use, and a variety of communications systems and test

apparatus, including a lunar -landing
simulator.
In 1962, RCA also could point to some
22,000 scientists, engineers, and produc-

Warning System (BMEWS) to provide advance warning of an enemy missile attack

tion personnel-roughly a quarter of all

across the polar wastes. As manager of
this vast undertaking, it employed 485
large companies and 2415 smaller firms
spread over 29 states to get the job done

and space centers. In that year, the Cor-

swiftly and efficiently. By the end of 1962,
8

RCA employees-working at eleven defense

poration's total volume of government business exceeded $600 million, or more than
a third of the Corporate total.

9
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Circuitry and components

energy conversion, superconductive mag-

Basic to all RCA progress in both the old

nets, electroluminescent materials, and highspeed reed switches for computer and tele-

and new fields of electronics were the
advances made in electronic circuitry and
components.

RCA's Electron Tube Division, facing
the growing competition of semiconductors, moved quickly and aggressively to
sustain its position through intensified product and market development.

market of supposedly unlimited profitability and growth. Change came in the rapid
obsolescence of materials and devices under the stimulus of quickening research

Conspicuous success was achieved in heavy-

and development.

duty and special-purpose tubes. From 1958

Organized in 1955 primarily to manufacture germanium transistor devices for
consumer purposes, the Division swiftly
expanded in size and scope. By 1962, for

Another decision was to compete directly

with semiconductors through greatly improved low-cost vacuum tube products. In
1959, the Tube Division announced the
8. TRT-1 ac videotape recorders in operation

9. Thin-film transistor, first practical
amplifying device made entirely by evaporation techniques, was produced by RCA Labs.
10. Thermionic converter. Direct energy
conversion was a major RCA effort during
the 1957-62 period.

11. Low cost, quality tape recorders were
developed for a growing hi-fi market.
10

sion. The challenge came in the form of
intense competition where companiesold and new, large and small-thronged a

One decision was to concentrate production and sales in those areas where
semiconductors could not yet compete.

through 1962, RCA developed some 800
new tubes of this variety.

at NBC, New York in 1961.

phone relay circuits.
Challenge and change also confronted
RCA's Semiconductor and Materials Divi-

revolutionary Nuvistor, a receiving tube as
small as a thimble and incorporating high
reliability and durability. This was followed
the next year with a new line of metal -to ceramic Cermolox power tubes for trans-

example, it had become the leading domes-

tic producer of solid-state semiconductor
devices for consumer products, and over
100 million of its germanium units were in
use.

mitter applications, one of which was

With the advent of high -power silicon
devices, the semiconductor field grew to
embrace industrial, computer, and military
applications, and with this came corres-

aboard the famed Pioneer V Venus probe.

ponding growth in RCA activities. New

A third decision was to join the move
toward semiconductors where this would
blend with skills and technologies perfected in some three and a half decades
of tube development. In 1960, for example, the Division began to manufacture

manufacturing facilities were added, new

solid-state photoconductors and silicon solar cells.

Finally, the Tube Division decided to
diversify its product line and seek wholly
new products. A new Business Development Department was set up for new items
whose revenues could replace or even sur-

pass those from older tube products. By
the end of 1962, the first results were
beginning to bear fruit-in thermoelectric
power generation and cooling, thermionic

devices developed, and new markets
opened. Ultra -high-speed tunnel diodes, gal-

lium arsenide rectifiers, and microferrites
for computer memories were among the
product developments of the period.
But the continuing solid-state revolution
involved more than the geometric expansion of individual circuit devices and applications. Equally fundamental to the future
of electronics was the emergence of materials and techniques leading from separate components to assemblies of components functioning as complete circuits and
subsystems. In this, RCA played a leading
role, with the U.S. Army Signal Corps, in
the development of micromodules. With

11
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later developments-for example, thin-film

For industry, for broadcasting and com-

active devices, and the insulated -gate MOS

munications, RCA continued to develop

(metal -oxide -semiconductor) transistorRCA reaffirmed its position as an industry
leader in advanced integrated circuitry.

new microwave systems, transistorized video-

tape recorders for both color and black and -white broadcasting, and new color cam-

eras. Among its pioneering advances were

Old areas-new opportunities

closed-circuit equipment for educational

Change, diversification, and growth were
readily evident in other divisions and services of the Corporation. New technologies, products and systems infused vigorous progress in both the older as well as
the more recent RCA activities.
The RCA Victor Home Instruments Division, which in 1961 moved from Cherry
Hill, N.J., to a consolidated operation in

purposes.

Indianapolis, Indiana, continued to advance
in the design and marketing of home entertainment products. Particular emphasis dur-

ing the past half -decade was placed on
stereophonic high-fidelity record and tape
players for the growing high-fidelity music
market, on transistorized pocket radios,
and on black -and -white as well as color
television.

One milestone was the production in
1958 of the ten millionth RCA Victor black and -white television receiver. Another was

the introduction, a year later, of the first
miniature transistor radio to be produced
entirely in the United States.
of 1962, Home Instruments could point to

an overall sales increase of 30 percent
over the previous year, exceeding the earlier all-time record established in 1956.
The RCA Victor Record Division made
significant progress in new sound -reproduction techniques at the same time that

In 1962, RCA also manufactured and
delivered its 1000th electron microscope,
assembled on the same production line
that completed the first commercial instrument nearly a quarter century earlier.
Significant growth trends also manifested

themselves at the National Broadcasting
Company, which moved into commanding
leadership in providing the public with a
broad range of news and public affairs
coverage. By 1962, 25 percent of NBC -TV's
schedule was in this category.

Earlier, NBC pioneered an educational
experiment by presenting a college level
course, "Continental Classroom," demonstrating that commercial broadcasting could

perform a significant role in education.
And its massive programming on behalf of
color was as responsible as any single factor in hastening the ultimate mass -market
breakthrough. These and other develop
ments culminated, in 1962, with the high
est sales and earnings in NBC's 36 -year
history.
As meaningful as any aspect of electronics' growth during the past five years
was its expansion on a global scale. It was
reflected in the RCA Service Company
some 16,000 employees in the United States

it advanced briskly into new marketing
methods and areas, In 1961, Victor Records

ranged from maintenance of the BMEWS
emplacements in Alaska and Greenland to
responsibility for the control and data gathering activities at the Cape Canaveral, Florida, space center. Here, incidentally, where

reproducing stereo recording originally recorded in a monaural sound. The year following, it opened the world's largest and
most modern recording studio, in Rome,
Italy.
Early in 1963, after two years of intensive research and development, Victor Records also announced a striking new process of music reproduction-Dynagroovebringing recorded music more closely than
ever before to live music.
In the five-year period, Victor Records
aggressively expanded its Record Clubs
around the nation, while developing new
retail sales outlets such as supermarkets
and drug chains. Overseas, RCA became
the leading U.S. company in the international field, and by the end of 1962, Victor
Records could report the largest sales volume in its history, with gains scored in all
product lines.
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13. Dr. Zoltan Kiss checks calcium fluoride
dysprosiumdoped laser pumped' by focused
sunlight-done for the first time in 1962.

where, by the end of 1962, there were
and 36 foreign countries. Its activities

introduced a new electronic process for

12. Use of videotape helped in staging and
integrating special scenes such as this from
NBC's Peter Pan.

RCA undertook its first technical assignment 10 years earlier with 26 technicians
and engineers, there were approximately
4000 RCA people in 1962.

By early 1963, the RCA Service Company was able to report that revenues for
the year from installations and service on
color -TV receivers could surpass for the
first time revenues on black -and -white sets.

And with equal portent for the future, the
Service Company moved into still another
space activity-the design and construction of space chambers and solar simulators.
World economic expansion and the emer-

gence of new nations were reflected by
the growing demand, during the five-year
period, for basic and advanced types of
communications and broadcast equipment.

12
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RCA sales and installations extended to
every continent-from broadcasting equipment and stations to entire national and
international television and communications systems.

The same economic expansion found
further expression in the global communications services of RCA Communications,

Inc. By the end of 1962, it was providing
more channels between this country and

100 others than any other U.S. international communications carrier. In early
1963, RCA Communications applied for per-

mission to purchase shares in the new
Satellite Communications Corporation, thus

assuring for RCA still another role in the
rapidly unfolding progress of electronics.

magnets capable of generating enormous
magnetic fields, superconductive thin-film
memories, crystal lasers activated by natural sunlight, and new thermoelectric and
thennionic generators.
To the breadth and depth of its scientific probings, RCA also added the ele-

ment of greater speed in converting research to applied development. Most of
the Corporation's principal operating divisions now maintain development groups
of their own engineering specialists at the
RCA Laboratories at Princeton. These development groups work directly with the labo-

ratory research teams, adding a vital new
perspective to many RCA scientific projects, and furnishing the link for the swift
transmission of new materials, devices, and

Research and progress

techniques to the divisions to transform

Behind the extraordinary five-year record

them into new products and market opportunities.

of RCA change, diversification, and growth

stood the basic and applied achievements
of the RCA Laboratories-ranging from revolutionary high-speed computer techniques
13

to submarine communications to space
telescope guidance.
The variety of RCA research activities

may be gleaned from a few samplings of
the past five years. In 1958, RCA joined
nine other companies in ownership and

operation of a nuclear reactor, for the
purpose of conducting radiation studies
relating to RCA projects and areas of interest. That year too, RCA Laboratories joined

in the design and construction of the C

Looking to the future
In reviewing the past, one's thoughts inevitably turn to the future of electronics and
RCA, for it is there that the most interesting history will be written. For that future,
it no longer seems sufficient to say, as in
the first two segments of the RCA history,

that the surface of electronics has barely
been scratched. As electronics broadens

its contributions to the nation and the
individual, and as its influence extends
around the globe and deep into space,

Stellarator, which may provide an answer
to the control of thermonuclear fusion for
peaceful purposes. The following year, it

new dimensions of service as well as new
concepts of opportunity come into focus.

undertook two projects approaching the
ultimate in geographic disparity. One was
for the design and development of an advanced communications system for the
Polaris program; the other was to build
the television guidance system for the
Stratoscope I and II balloon -borne tele-

toric development, electronics perhaps is
the single most important instrument at
the disposal of mankind for the solution

scopic observations of the sun and planets.

At the present point in time and his-

of present problems and the advance to
new levels of well-being. Electronics provides means of comprehension and action

far beyond the capacity of the brain to
grasp or the hand to move. In science,

RCA scientists had the assignment of
developing the key elements of a compu-

medicine, manufacturing and commerce,

ter that would operate at speeds a thousand times faster than the swiftest computer yet built. On yet another track, in

energy, space exploration, and communi-

1960, they completed the "electronic highway" to demonstrate the feasibility of elec-

lyst to other efforts. Its reach has extended

tronics for the control and movement of

growth to embrace virtually every activity,
human or natural, affecting civilization.
In such a context of service and oppor-

road traffic.

Most significant for the long run, perhaps, were the RCA Laboratories' contri-

transportation, agriculture, education,
cations, electronics is the lever to still
greater progress-directly or as the catafar beyond the surface of technological

butions in the areas of basic circuitry,

tunity RCA is uniquely positioned to achieve the optimum. In these past five

energy conversion, superconductivity, and

years, it has strengthened beyond measure

laser technology. These have led in the
past five years to such research advances

its resources and capabilities for leadership in any direction which the science

as thin-film transistors, super -conductive

and industry of electronics may take.
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Part 4 The years 1962-1966
E.W.Engstrom

Vigorous growth and an outward thrist took the company
into such new areas of business as Publishing, graphic arts,
education, medical electronics, and car rentals.

By any measure, the rate of growth during
these years was impressive. Total annual
sales increased from $1.75 billion in 1962

to $2.5 billion in 1966. During the same
period, net profits more than doubled.
RCA's manufacturing capacity was vastly
increased as more than $500 million was

spent to build new plant facilities and
expand existing ones. In 1966 alone, the
company undertook the largest domestic
capital expenditure in its history, allocating $198 million for the construction of
new plants at 11 locations and substantial
expansion at 15 other operating facilities.
These additions involved such key activities as color television, home instruments,

semiconductors, computers. and communications.

By early 1967, total employment had
grown to exceed 120,000 people in the
United States and abroad, up from approximately 93,000 five years earlier.
During the four-year period, RCA maintained a growth rate that consistently out-

paced the average of all American manufacturing enterprises. In 1966, the percentage of sales increase over the previous
year was double that of the average for all
other manufacturers, and the company's
profit increase of 28% contrasted with the
1. Solar panels for Lunar Orbiter II.
2. Computers such as RCA's Electronic Telegraph system revolutionized international
communications.

electronics was steadily evolving into the

role of a basic industry whose products
and services are vital to virtually every
other industrial activity. This provided a
broader base than ever before for the company's growth.

Color TV and the consumer market
While all these factors contributed mate-

rially, the force that gave the greatest
impetus to RCA's performance between
1982 and 1966 was unquestionably color
television. The pioneering days of the late
fifties and early sixties were over, and in
five short years, color television mushroomed from an annual retail sales level

of $200 million to more than $3 billion.
This latter figure was achieved in 1966,
when consumers spent more money to pur-

chase color television sets than they did
for all other home instruments, including
black -and -white televisions, radios, phonographs, and tape recorders.

Beyond the manufacture and sale of

strong consumer demand for RCA home
entertainment products; a steady growth

sets and tubes, the color television industry embraces the production of studio and
transmitting equipment, such as color cameras and videotape machines. It includes
broadcasting, programming, service, and
the production of the many electronic components that go into the final assembly of
a set.
Because of its decision to blaze a trail
in color, RCA had long before developed

in other established areas of business,
such as commercial and industrial elec-

was recognized that if color television were

average manufacturing rise of 11%.

This outstanding performance reflected

many influences-a sustained period of

tronic products; and a vigorous involvement in new ventures, such as publishing,
the graphic arts, education, and medical

its own capabilities in all these areas. It
to succeed, it had to be presented to the

Coupled with these trends was a gradual change in the character of the electronics industry. From its initial concern

public as a total system. As a result, many
divisions of RCA experienced major gains
in sales as public opinion on color television changed from the cautious interest of
1962 to the unrestrained eagerness of 1966.
RCA was in a position to take full advan-

with communications and entertainment,

tage of the new opportunities presented

electronics.
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by the rapid expansion of the market and

to take the lead in many new developments. Slimmer cabinet styling replaced
the earlier, bulkier models as the 90 -degree

rectangular color television picture tube
gradually replaced the 21 -inch round tube
which had been the industry standard for
nearly a decade. By the end of 1966, pro-

duction of this older model was entirely
phased out, and RCA was manufacturing

four different color picture tube sizes 15, 19, 22, and 25 inches-for a diverse
line of portable, tabletop and console mod-

el receivers. (When used in sets, these
tube sizes are now designated as 14-, 18-,
20-, and 23 -inch picture diagonal.)
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color programs from film. About 150 stations could originate live color programs.
Leading the way towards full conversion to color was the National Broadcasting Company. In the autumn of 1962, about
68% of NBC's total nighttime programming

was in color. By the end of 1966, the
entire network schedule was broadcast in

color, with the occasional exception of
feature films originally photographed in
black -and -white.

The spectacular growth of color television was the principal feature of a gener-

ally thriving consumer market for electronics. In 1965, for example, RCA sold

from materials research added greater bright-

more black -and -white television sets than
in any year since 1955. By the end of 1966,
industry sales of both imported and domes-

ness and clarity to the color picture. In

tic radios were approximately 44 million

1966, integrated circuits were introduced

units, up from a little over 33 million

for the first time into home instruments
when RCA employed them in the audio

units sold five years earlier.

The addition of rare earth phosphors

stage of its color and black -and -white TVs.

Stereophonic sound was firmly rooted
in the home instruments market, and in-

The years 1962 through 1966 also saw

dustry sales of phonographs increased each

steady advances in the manufacture of

year from 1962 to 1966, with RCA Victrola

color transmission equipment. A new, all transistorized tape recorder for both color
and black -and -white television, the TR-22,
found a ready market among broadcasters
and closed-circuit television operators both
in the United States and abroad.
In 1964, as the result of a major engineering development effort, RCA's Broadcast and Communications Products Div-

phonographs leading the way. Music on

3. Sales of RCA Victrola phonographs and

tape gained in popularity during the period,
and the company responded by marketing

reel-to-reel stereo tape recorders increased.

a full line of reel-to-reel and cartridge

4. Portable tr sets are readied for shipment
at Memphis plant,

ision presented an entirely new look in
broadcasting equipment. The new line featured sweeping changes in design, appearance, and function, and employed the use

of solid-state components wherever
possible.

By the end of 1966, 450 out of approximately 650 commercial television stations
in the country were equipped to originate
3

tape recorders.
As phonograph and tape recorder sales
increased, the RCA Victor Record Division
also enjoyed a succession of peak years. In
1966 the Division completed three succes-

sive years in which all-time sales volume
levels were reached. A significant devel
opment in 1965 added a new force to this
aspect of the home entertainment market.
This was the introduction of prerecorded
Stereo 8 tape cartridges and players for
use in automobiles and homes. RCA Victor

Records pioneered in the production of
musical selections on Stereo 8 cartridges.

5. Battery -powered tape recorders found
new uses in home and school.
4
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and a home player for the tapes was introduced in the 1966 home instruments line.
The Stereo 8 cartridge and player typi-

facturing industries, airlines, railroads, gov-

ernment agencies, and many other users
in the United States and abroad.

fied the growing trend to more casual

As the 1960s progressed, computer sys-

electronic entertainment equipment, designed for use anywhere. The television
set and the phonograph were no longer
regarded only as items of furniture for the

tems were put to increasingly sophisti-

home, and demand grew for personalized,
portable entertainment indoors, outdoors,
and on the road.

cated use in a wide range of business and
public functions. At its inception a decade
and a half ago, electronic data processing
equipment was regarded principally as an

immensely powerful tool for use in the
repetitive and clerical tasks of commerce
and industry. Through the past few years,

Computers
and industrial electronics

progress in programming techniques as
well as hardware has led to increasing
application of the systems in more com-

The expansion of the consumer electronics market in the five-year period had its
counterpart in commercial and industrial
markets. RCA served this market with a

plex tasks of information processing, from
management simulation to the analysis of
physical, social, and other problems with
many variables.

wide variety of products and services rang-

Within RCA, for example, computers
were employed on a growing scale for

ing from data processing installations to
radar equipment for the aircraft industry.

Electronic data processing equipment

was the most dynamic element on the
commercial and industrial scene, both in
technology and in business growth. In hard-

ware alone, the sales volume of the computer industry rose from about $1.8 billion
in 1962 to more than $3 billion in 1966.

The period brought significant advances for RCA in system design and programming concepts, and the company further solidified its position for the long run
in the computer market.

At the end of 1962, the product line
consisted largely of the 301 system for
medium and small business enterprises
and the larger RCA 601 for industrial and

scientific use. In 1963, a versatile new
unit, the 3301 Realcom, was added to the

line as the first computer designed to
span the full range of data handling capa-

bilities in a single system-business data

management information. In this function,
systems at various operating divisions and
at corporate headquarters were programmed
to supply current information on all aspects
of the company's operations and to aid in
planning and decision -making by indicat-

ing trends in the wide range of factors
affecting production and marketing.
Another significant trend was the grow-

ing relationship between computers and
communications-both in the development
of computer -to -computer links and in the

use of computers to increase the speed
and flexibility of communications.

RCA introduced several advanced terminal devices during the 1962-1966 period
for communication between computers and
users. Among them were a voice response
unit that provided spoken replies to inquiries telephoned directly to a computer, and
a self-contained video display unit employing integrated circuitry.

processing, high-speed communications, real-

The greater use of computers as tools

time management control, and scientific

RCA 3488 mass memory, designed to hold

in communication systems was evident in
the operations and services of RCA Communications, Inc. In 1964, an Electronic
Telegraph System (ETS), employing RCA
computers of special design, was put into

several billion characters and to operate

operation at the RCA Communications, Inc.

with either the 3301 or the 301.

facilities in New York to route, process,
and transmit overseas message electronically, in great volume at high speed. The

computation.

In the same year, a significant adjunct

to these systems was introduced in the

Progress in circuit design and system
concepts led in 1964 to a major step forward. RCA introduced the Spectra 70 se-

innovation came at a time when commun-

ries, the first in the industry of a new

ications satellites were on the verge of

third generation of computers. The group
initially included four compatible generalpurpose computers-two of them employing the first monolithic integrated circuits

multiplying international channel capacity. The combination of expanded channels and electronic message switching prom-

to be used in commercial equipment. A

ised, by the end of 1966, to revolutionize
international communications in terms of

fifth model was added in 1965.

volume and scope of services.

Singly or in multiples, these systems

There were indications of this in two

were ordered by insurance companies, manu-

new services introduced by RCA Commun-
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ications. In 1965, the company announced

on a more closely coordinated basis,. The

Datel, a service for overseas data transmission from punched tape or cards, or

results of the union have since demonstrated both the potential of the young

magnetic tape, at speeds up to 1200 words

solid-state art, and the continuing vigor of
electron tube technology.
Electron tubes remained unchallenged

a minute. In

1966,

it introduced a new

service concept incorporating computer tech-

niques in an Automated Information and
Reservations Computer operated Network
(AIRCON) for message processing and reservations.

In addition to its activities in computers and data processing, RCA played a
significant part during the period in supplying new products and services for other

business needs. Among the notable contributions were airborne weather radar systems for commercial and business aircraft,

and at the end of 1966, RCA was one of
the largest suppliers of such equipment.
Two-way mobile radio communications systems were developed and installed in truck-

in many areas. In the fail of 1964, RCA
produced its three -millionth color television picture tube, a short time after it had
turned out its 25 -millionth monochrome
tube. Significant innovations were made
in television pickup tubes, including improved vidicons for studio cameras and a
number of special purpose types. Among
the latter were several built for use in the
Ranger lunar vehicle, and one employed
for underwater television equipment used

by the Navy to recover missiles and
torpedoes.
Many other special tube types were pro-

vided by the new division, including a

ing fleets and public transportation bus

high -efficiency traveling -wave tube for micro-

systems, including those of the New York
City Transit Authority. In the fall of 1964,
the Western Union transcontinental microwave network, the longest single microwave project ever undertaken at one time,
went into operation %%it RCA equipment
in its 267 relay and terminal stations.

wave systems, high -efficiency thermionic
converters, and special klystron power tubes
employed in the 2 -mile accelerator at Stanford University in 1966.

The application of new solid-state tech-

noloq and materials research led to significant contributions during the period
in new and improved components and de-

Electronic components
In 1963, RCA's Semiconductor and Mate-

rials Division was consolidated with the
Electron Tube Division to form a new oper-

ating unit known as Electronic Components and Devices. The blending of the
newer technology with the older in an
organized sense can he said to symbolize
the coming of age of solid-state electronics as a business. The move enabled all of
RCA's talents in the field of electronic
components and circuitry to he employed
6

vices for a variety of uses. In 1964 and
1965, for example, RCA introduced the
new "overlay" transistors and a promising
line of silicon power transistors for use in
public address and home sound equipment.

The company also continued as a leader
in the production of transistors for use in
automobile radios.

A major new activity was launched in
1963 to engineer, develop, and produce
integrated circuits for general use. Two
years later, RCA made its full-scale entry
into this new market with an initial line

7
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had been increased to 25, and integrated
circuit sales had become a significant fac-

tion's space program in the 1962-1966 period included the picture -taking systems
for NASA's experimental Nimbus satellite
to map global weather conditions; a second
successful Relay communications satellite;
three more Tiros weather satellites, and a

tor in RCA's total components business.

continuation of the Tiros program under

The new Electronic Components and
Devices activity launched other vigorous

the name of ESSA (Environmental Science
Services Administration) which established

programs to develop new business. An out-

the first operational weather satellite

standing example, based on pioneering

system.

of 17 types for application in communications, instrumentation, and industrial and
military equipment, as well as computers.
By mid -1966, the family of new circuits

work at RCA Laboratories, was the company's entrance into commercial production and sale of superconductive magnets,
principally for use in nuclear research.

Space and military electronics
The most dramatic achievement for RCA
in space between 1962 and 1966 occurred
in 1964 when NASA's Ranger 7, with a six camera payload designed and built by RCA's

6. The Spectra 70/45 computer makes possible instantaneous credit authorization.

7. In 1965 high -temperature furnaces were
added to RCA's integrated circuit facility in

Astro-Electronics Division, reached the
moon and sent back the most detailed
photographs ever taken of the lunar surface. This was followed in 1965 with the
successful launch of the Ranger 8 and 9
spacecraft, which together obtained and
transmitted to earth nearly 13,000 closeup views of the moon.

In other aspects of the space effort,
RCA delivered tracking radars for the Apol-

lo Radar Instrumentation Ships and the
Apollo Recovery Ships. It provided communications links between NASA headquarters in the United States and various over-

seas tracking locations, including voice
and teletypewriter circuits to tracking ves-

sels at sea, alternate voice/data and teletypewriter circuits to Europe, Africa, the
Caribbean, Australia, and several points in
the Pacific. RCA computers were developed
for test and checkout of the Saturn launch
vehicle in the Apollo program.
In 1964, the RCA Service Company was
awarded a contract for the planning, installation, operation, and maintenance of communications for NASA's Spaceport at Merritt Island, Florida.
The company's military support activi-

Somerville.

The Tiros television weather satellite
program continued an unbroken series of
successes. In 1962, three Tiros satellites,

8. Weather pictures from the RCA APT
camera system on the Nimbus 11 satellite
were automatically transmitted to ground
stations.

developed by RCA, were placed into orbit,
providing television pictures for worldwide
weather forecasting.
The following year, two more Tiros satel-

Warning System, the electronic systems
used on the Air Force Eastern Test Range
at Cape Kennedy, and the White Alice
communications system of the Air Force

lites were launched, and Relay 1, a comNASA, completed its scheduled year -long
mission. Among Relay's achievements were
the first space transmission of a color tele-

in Alaska. The company began delivery of
communications equipment for the Department of Defense AUTODIN data communications network in 1964. Delivery continued throughout 1966, and when the proj-

cast, simultaneous voice relays between
the United States and Brazil, and the first

ect is completed, the continental portion
of AUTODIN will be the most advanced

trans -Pacific transmission from the United
States to Japan.
RCA in 1963 was assigned major roles

data communications system in the world,
with individual switching stations capable
of handling six million messages a month.

in the Apollo program, this country's at-

As one of the leading industrial contractors to the Department of Defense, RCA
continued to supply a wide range of mil-

8

munications satellite built by RCA for

tempt to land astronauts on the moon.
The company was selected to develop com-

munications and control systems for the
Lunar Excursion Module, which was sched-

ties were highlighted by operation and
maintenance of the Ballistic Missile Early

itary electronic devices and systems. Among
them were microelectronic receiving equip-

power and communications equipment for

ment, various types of radar, secure communications systems, laser range finders
and related equipment, and mobile radio

the Lunar orbiter, designed to transmit

relay units.

uled to perform the actual landing. In
addition, RCA contracted to build the
pictures from an orbit around the moon in

In 1966, RCA became extensively in-

search of a suitable landing site. During
1965 and 1966, spacecraft in the orbiter
series returned remarkable pictures of selected areas from altitudes as low as 28

volved in the challenging new area of underwater technology through a three-year contract awarded by the U.S. Navy to manage,

miles above the moon.
The major RCA contributions to the na-

operate, maintain, and support the Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center
(AUTEC) in the Bahamas. AUTEC is a
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naval facility employing weapons, acoustic, and sonar ranges located in the deepocean areas south of Nassau.

The international market
Technological progress and rising aspirations in most parts of the world between
1962 and 1966 created new international
markets for electronic products and servi-

ces. This was especially evident in the
spread of color television abroad.

In 1964, RCA Victor Company, Ltd., of
Montreal, began the assembly of color picture tubes. In the same year, RCA sent a

specially built mobile unit on a six-month
tour to demonstrate the United States color
television system to European governmental authorities. By 1966, RCA's Canadian
subsidiary had substantially expanded its
color picture tube facility, and had started

construction of a new cabinet plant in
Ontario.

In anticipation of regular color broadcasting in Europe, a new company, RCA
Colour Tubes, Ltd was formed in England

in association with the British firm of

Southeast Asia's first communications satel-

lite earth station.
During the five-year period, RCA subsidiaries were active in the Latin American
Free Trade Area, exporting electron tubes
to this expanding market. The recording
operations of RCA Italiana, conducted in
Rome at Europe's most modern recording
facilities, increased substantially. Two-way

mobile radio units were supplied to the
Hong Kong Ambulance and Fire Service,
and to the Singapore Police Department,
and NBC reached audiences in 93 coun-

tries through the sale of television films
to government broadcasting authorities.
The continued growth of new opportun-

ities abroad led at the end of 1966 to a
realignment of RCA's organizational struc-

ture to capitalize upon its special skills
for foreign markets. The change was de-

signed to draw the domestic operating
divisions more directly into RCA's overseas business in order to make the most
effective use of the company's resources
in an expanding world market.

Radio Rentals, Ltd., to produce RCA color
picture tubes for the British and European

New business areas

markets.

ing the four-year period to develop positions of leadership in new technology and
new markets, ranging over wide areas of
information processing and education.
In 1965, RCA organized a Graphic Systems Division to apply computer and electronic technoloq to processes used in the

On the other side of the world, the Philippines became the second Far Eastern

nation after Japan to begin color broadcasting, employing RCA color studio and
transmitting equipment.
In addition to supplying color and black and -white television equipment to nations
in Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, many
other RCA products were in use throughout the world.
In 1963, RCA's Canadian subsidiary received a contract from the Canadian govern-

Major diversification moves were made dur-

printing industry. The following year the
Division marketed its first two productsthe Graphic 70 Videocomp electronic typesetter, and the Graphic 70 Color Scanner,
which electronically produced the four basic color separations needed in full -color

ment for the design and construction of
an advanced satellite communications

printing. At the same time, a vigorous

ground station in Newfoundland. The station began operations in 1966. RCA Communications, Inc., was selected by the gov-

was launched to supply a flow of new

ernment of Thailand in 1966 to install

and took major steps into new areas of

9
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9. In 1966, vapor -deposition equipment
produced superconductive ribbon used in
conmercial high -field -intensity magnets up
to 100 kilogauss.

applied research and development program
products.
The company expanded into publishing

10. RCA's Graphic 70 Videocomp set type
electronically.
11. In 1966 Service Company received contracts to operate Iwo Job Corps Training
Centers.
10

education. In 1966, Random House, Inc.,
became a wholly owned subsidiary of RCA.

The educational facilities of the RCA
Institutes, Inc., were expanded substantially. In 1966, the RCA Service Company
received multimillion -dollar contracts to

operate two Job Corps Training Centers
for the Office of Economic Opportunity.

In order to coordinate the sale of TV
systems, cameras, learning laboratories, and
other equipment to the educational market,

RCA formed an Instructional Electronics
Department in 1966. That same year, the
nation's largest educational 1'V system, installed by RCA for the Catholic Archdiocese of New York, was put into operation,
and a similar system serving the Miami

number of significant advances leading to
new devices and technology applicable to
present and future business for RCA.
Extensive research efforts relating to lasers led to a number of new laser devices

and techniques for employing lasers in
possible future communications systems.
A highlight of the program was the development in 1965 of an argon laser producing the highest power of any visible light

laser yet known. The device was translated into a new commercial product and
placed on the market by RCA in 1966,

sition of Hertz by RCA.

RCA's scientists also achieved in 1965 the
first injection laser to emit visible light at
room temperature.
Continued research in computer memories led to a number of new concepts and
techniques of considerable promise for the
future. The program followed several different lines, including new types of ferrite
devices, thin-film techniques, and superconductive memories. The latter effort achieved in 1966 a new technology for making high -capacity superconductive arrays
that promised to outperform present mass
storage electromechanical memory systems
and to compete economically with them.
Experiments in thin-film techniques employing improved photosensitive materials
resulted in an experimental tubeless television camera. This device employed net-

Research
Many of the products that so radically

works of thin films of photoconductors
and other semiconductor materials, and
digital scanning techniques, to perform
the functions of a pickup tube and pic-

changed the character of the electronics
industry between 1962 and 1966 repre-

ture processing elements in a conventional
camera.

Diocese was extended.
Other new opportunities explored in 1966

included an agreement with Hoffmann LaRoche. a leading pharmaceutical firm,
to collaborate in the development of new
medical electronic equipment.
Also in 1966, the company established
the Magnetic Products Division to speed
the growth of RCA's business in computer

and other tapes for use in industry and
the home.

Finally, late in the year, the Boards of
Directors of RCA and The Hertz Corporation approved an agreement for the acqui-

sented the successful application of research

performed in earlier years in the laborato-

These are highlights of a wide-ranging
effort that also produced new understand-

ing of basic phenomena, explored new
materials for a multitude of device applications, and developed new technologies
for manufacturing microminiature devices

in large arrays. The results promise to
carry RCA forward in many existing and

new areas of business in the years just
ahead.

Prospects for the future
In assessing the performance of RCA between 1962 and 1966, and looking ahead
at the prospects for continued growth and
development, David Sarnoff told shareholders at the 1965 Annual Meeting,
"In all my years with RCA, I have never
seen our company more strongly posi-

tioned for progress than it is today-in
personnel, in products and services, and
in the promise of continuing profitability. Color, computers, components, and
communications; broadcasting, service,

records, and broadcast equipment are
among the most active contributors to

the country's growth-and they illustrate the breadth as well as the diversity of our strength."

These words were equally appropriate

as 1966 drew to a close. Electronics in
1966 remained the nation's fastest growing industry, and its most challenging. No
company was more determined than RCA
to explore the many opportunities for service that electronics will offer in the years
ahead.

11

ries of RCA.

The company's research and develop-

ment activities during the period were
scattered widely through the principal operat-

ing divisions, spearheaded by theoretical
and applied research at the David Sarnoff
Research Center of RCA Laboratories at
Princeton, NJ.
In 1963, and again in 1965, major expan-

sion programs were undertaken at the re
search center to increase laboratory facili-

ties and to accommodate new research
activities associated directly with specific
product divisions of the company.
The research program itself penetrated
increasingly into new areas of basic mate-

rials and phenomena, and it produced a
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Part 5 The years 1966

1971

J. Hiller

RCA met the challenge of changing market conditions by a
program of diversification and emerged as a multinational
company with worldwide industrial involvement.

A program designed to modernize the company's identity was completed in 1969 with

the changing of the corporate name from
Radio Corporation of America to RCA Corporation. RCA's famed circular trademark

with its symbolic lightning flash was replaced by a contemporary design in which

the three letters form a distinctive single
3

unit.
In early 1970, RCA established an Office
of Consumer Affairs at the top corporate
level. It has responsibilities for the safety

and reliability of all RCA products and
services and ensures that consumer interests receive prompt attention at all levels
of the company.
An era came to an end on .January 7,

computing systems. These two remote computing systems were the first RCA proces-

sors equipped with virtual memory, which
means that the main computer memory

could be expanded almost limitlessly
through a series of auxiliary devices and
specially developed software.

However, RCA did not concentrate entirely on remote computing. In 1969, the
company marketed a large-scale Spectra

General Sarnoff the first Honorary Chairman in the Corporation's history. The Board
also adopted a resolution of appreciation,

Progress was also made in electronic
composition systems. The speed of the

which stated, in part, that "more than any
other man, David Samoff was the architect of RCA's rise to world leadership in

RCA Videocomp was increased tenfold in
1968, making it possible to set the text of
a novel the size of War and Peace in less
than an hour. Two later developments further enhanced its capabilities: the ability

1970, when the Board of Directors accepted

of RCA. At the same time, the Board elected

electronics." General Sarnoff was succeeded by his son Robert W. Samoff.

to set complex line drawings and then

1. The assembly area in 5(1.1's 2.50,000Mass.

Computer activities

2. Spectra 70 serving the growing market for
remote computing systems.

By the end of 1970, RCA load made a
greater investment in its computer operations than in any previous venture. A major

3. Enlarged view of test circuit probes
contacting integrated circuit wafer.

to serve the growing market for remote

70/60 hatch processor designed to handle
credit and reservations systems, automate
production control, and serve data banks.
The following year, RCA introduced a new
series of small- to medium -class computers-the RCA 2, 3, 6, and 7. Two of these
new processors also have virtual memory.

the resignation of General David Sarnoff
as Chairman of the Board and a Director

sguarefoot equipment facility at Ma illmco.

meet the accelerating need for more versatile data processing systems. The Spectra 70/46 was introduced in 1967 and the
large-scale Spectra 70/61 two years later

position the drawings on a page together
with text and the development of a program that enables the system to produce
halftone photographs composed of small
ideographic characters.

new peripheral -equipment plant was opened

in Marlboro, Mass., in 1969. The following
year, the Marlboro facility was doubled in
size, and plans were announced for a $16 -

The domestic color TV boom of the early

million office building in that location to

and middle 1960s began to level off in

serve as the future headquarters for RCA's
computer activities.
Throughout the late '60s and early '70s,
RCA continued to develop new computers,
peripheral equipment, and components to

Consumer electronics

1967 as the industry matured. Neverthe-

less, RCA maintained its leadership in
color sales and total domestic consumer
electronics retail volume. In 1969, computers began to he used to help design,
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produce, test, and market many RCA home
entertainment products. The company recognized the potential of the youth market

by highlighting colorful portable models
throughout its radio, phonograph, tape recorder, and television lines.
In 1970, RCA introduced one of the
most comprehensive consumer -warranty pro-

grams in the industry and instituted a
multimedia advertising campaign to promote AccuColor-more accurate, brighter

color with expanded automatic
control.

ranged from color 'IV to manned spacecraft. These were also years of technologi-

cal change in the electronics industry.
The receiving tube, one of the Corporation's oldest component lines, was slowly

being replaced by products of the new
solid-state technology. To coordinate activity in this field, RCA, in 1970, consolidated semiconductor activities into a Solid

State Division. A new Solid State Technology Center was established at Somerville, NJ., as a focal point for semiconductor developments throughout RCA and in

Solid-state components were incorpo-

recognition of the need for a more inti-

rated in RCA color 'IV sets fiir the first

mate relationship between the RCA apparatus and systems producers and the producers of integrated circuits.
In 1967, the Corporation reinforced its

time in 1968. By the end of 1971, these
components will have replaced tubes, other

than the kinescope, in a large number of
RCA color sets.

The RCA line of tape recorders was

position as the leading supplier of the
triac, a new solid-state device that con-

expanded in these years and ranges from
professional -type stereo recorders to popular, handheld cassette players.
The company also produced Stereo 8

trols electrical operations with great precision and extremely low power consumption. These tiny components were used in

tape decks for car owners in the United
States. Four -channel sound in an eight track cartridge configuration was intro-

ers, fans, and light dimmers. RCA triacs
were also used in electronic scoreboards
and in industrial lighting applications.

duced in 1970, providing a new dimension
in musical realism.
RCA reentered the modular phonograph

ress in the application of microelectron-

field in 1969 and added new models in
various price ranges the following year.
Late in 1970, RCA began test marketing
personalized stereo consoles-an innovation that permitted the customer to choose
from among 432 possible combinations of
cabinet. speaker. and stereo components.

Electronic components
and solid-state devices
In recent years, RCA designed, produced,
and marketed thousands of different types
of electronic building blocks for uses that
4

many consumer products, including blend-

The following year, RCA made good prog-

ics, using silicon monolithic integrated circuits. The company also pioneered the use
of integrated circuits in consumer products
and was the first in the industry to adopt
integrated circuits for automatic fine tun-

ing in color 'IV. RCA developed special
COS/MOS integrated circuits for the aero-

space market in 1968, which gave the
company technological leadership in the
field of low -power, low -speed digital integrated circuits.
In 1969, RCA developed a new, highly
sensitive silicon -target vidicon through the
combination of solid-state and electron tube technology. The company also entered

5
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the digital display market with a Numitron readout device bright enough to be
read in sunlight. It can be used for gas pump indicators, desk calculators, cash
registers, and automobile dashboards. In
1970, RCA expanded applications of silicon power transistors to include anti -pollution and vehicle safety systems.
Progress also was made in electron tube technology. In 1967, new phosphors
provided RCA color TV tubes with far bright-

4. RCA continued to maintain its leader-

5. TK-44A camera, became the best-selling

camera in the industry.
6. In 1968 an RCA -built 4 1/2 -lb lv camera

was carried aloft during the first manned
Apollo flight
7. The late 60s saw a trend in global communications toward increased use of telex
and leased channel services.

top athletic events, including the New
York Mets' victory in the 1969 World Series and the New York Jets' upset win in

the 1970 Super Bowl, into the nation's
homes.

NBC expanded its overseas operations

sible. Two years later, the Corporation devel-

and, by the end of 1970, was providing

oped a new matrix color TV tube, twice as
bright as any previous RCA tube.
In 1970, RCA developed transferred -

programs to 114 nations. That year, Bonan-

za, the world's most popular TV series,
had an estimated weekly audience of more
than 400 million people in 83 countries.

RCA Records, which became part of
NBC in 1969, made a number of artistic

the traveling -wave tubes, have applications
in electronic countermeasures; mobile, airborne, and spacecraft communications; and
radar systems for weather and surveillance.

and marketing advances during this period.

Broadcasting
and reccrding activities

Commercial services

Color TV ceased to be a novelty as CBS
and ABC followed NBCs lead into full -color
network programming. Television became
truly international in scope by 1967, when
NBC arranged the first live color TV transmissions by satellite to England.
Throughout this period, the NBGTV Television Network attracted more advertisers

than any other network. It was also first
in attracting better educated and more
affluent young adults, the category most
prized by advertisers. In addition, in each
of the years from 1967 through 1970, NBC-

TV received more awards than any other

broadcast organization: a total of more
than 620, including Emmy and Peabody
awards.
7

I

Kennedy. NBC Sports brought many of the

er highlights than had been formerly pos-

electron amplifiers, a new family of multipurpose microwave solid-state devices.
These devices, smaller and simpler than

ship in color tv sales.

NBC News covered the headline -making

stories of these years-the wars in Indochina and the Middle East, man's first
landing on the moon, and the assassinations of Martin Luther King and Robert

The Philadelphia Orchestra and its distinguished conductor, Eugene Ormandy,
returned to the Red Seal label.

Commercial and technical service volume
of the RCA Service Company reached new
peaks each year between 1967 and 1970.

New branches were added to the nationwide network offering factory service to
owners of RCA products, bringing the total
to 180 by the end of 1970.

Commercial TV service activities also
increased, largely because of the rising
rate of conversions to color receivers by

such institutions as hospitals, nursing
homes, and hotels. In 1970, RCA reduced
the cost of these conversions by designing
a color installation compatible with existing black -and -white wiring.
The Service Company also handled main-

tenance and installation for RCA commercial communications products and provided
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service for other manufacturers and large
users of such equipment. In 1969, it installed the hardware and provided remedial maintenance for more than 3000 reservations systems terminals at leading hotel
and motel chains. The following year, technical maintenance services were extended

for credit verification and airline reservations systems as well as data communications equipment. Also in 1970, RCA began
to lease teletype equipment for both computing and communications uses.

Global communications
The rapid expansion of world business
and the need for greater interaction among
nations spurred the growth of global com-

Telex Exchange, which provides international telex communications within seven
seconds and reduces the possibility of error.

Another new service, Interpolated Voice
Data, allows two-way voice conversation

on a circuit at the same time that data
flows at high speeds in both directions.
During pauses in conversation, the circuit
instantly switches from the voice mode to
data transmission. Also in -1969, the Executive Hot Line was opened between New
York City and San Juan, allowing a businessman in his Manhattan office to establish immediate contact with an associate
in Puerto Rico merely by lifting the handset
of his special telephone.

munications during the later 1960s. To

Commercial and industrial products

serve this need, RCA Global Communications was operating more than 2500 chan-

The market for broadcasting equipment

nels of various bandwidths by year-end

impetus of increasing conversions of TV
stations to color, a strong replacement
market, and the opening of new uhf sta-

1970, nearly twice as many as were in use
five years before.

The nature of the industry began to
change during this period, with a pronounced trend toward increased use of
telex and leased -channel services. Part of
the reason for this was the development of
new technological advances that permitted broad -based, tailor-made customer services at lower costs. For example, in 1967,
RCA introduced AIRCON, a unique remote
computing application that permitted com-

panies that have their own private teleprinting network to plug in to a master
computer for automatic relay of messages.
The following year, RCA customers were
able to use international voice -grade channels for simultaneous transmission of telegraph and voice, facsimile, and data communications over the same link.
In 1969, RCA inaugurated the Computer
8

expanded in the late 1960s under the

tions. However, after three consecutive peak

8. RCA Alaseom terminal.

years, domestic booking waned in 1970
largely because disappointing general busi-

9. The advanced vidicon camera system

ness conditions resulted in a decline in

developed for NASA by RCA for the Nimbus
weather satellite.

TV advertising revenue, forcing broadcasters to defer purchases of major equipment.
Throughout this period, RCA continued

to he the leading supplier to the broadcast industry. In 1968, for example, 55 uhf
stations went on the air for the first time,
and RCA provided transmitting equipment
for more than half of them. The company
strengthened its leadership that year with

the introduction of the TK-44A camera,
which can take acceptable color pictures
at only 15 footcandles, a light level too
low for reading. Within two years, it became

the best-selling camera in the industry.
In 1969, the Corporation introduced a

10. A new laser technique made holograms
of large stationary objects possible.
11. RCA broadcast equipment at a new ukf
station in Trenton.
9
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30 -kW uhf transmitter that improved the
technical quality of TV transmissions by a
margin of two to one. RCA also continued
to be the prime supplier of multiple -an-

TV camera designed and built by the com-

tenna systems for TV broadcasting. In 1970,

two tower antennas were installed on the

flew on Apollo 8, man's first voyage to the
vicinity of the moon. On the later Apollo

100 -story John Hancock Center in Chicago,

missions, RCA was responsible for the ren-

and an agreement was signed to construct

an antenna stack atop Mt. Sutro for San

dezvous and landing radars that helped
guide the astronauts in the LM to and

Francisco TV stations.

from the lunar surface, as well as the atti-

RCA technology was also part of the
new age of aviation. Most of the major airlines, including Pan Am and TWA, selected
RCA weather radar for installation in their
new fleet of Boeing 747 jets and other aircraft. The TWA order, placed in 1968, was
the largest single purchase of weather radar

equipment in airline history. In addition,
RCA navigation/communications systems
were standard equipment on many business and commercial jets.
In other areas, RCA expanded its mobile
two-way radio line in 1970 with mediumpriced systems designed to serve the grow-

ing communications needs of small
businesses.

Space and defense
When astronaut Neil Armstrong stepped
II)

from the Apollo 11 Lunar Module onto the

magnificent desolation of the moon, his
RCA -produced man -pack radio was his elec-

tronic link to home. It carried his historic
first words across 225,000 miles of space
to the world and on to posterity.
The radio was only one of the important
RCA contributions to the Apollo program
during the five-year period. In 1968, a tiny

pany for the Apollo 7 mission sent back
the first live pictures of astronauts aboard
a U.S. spacecraft. Another RCA camera

tude and engine control assemblies that
aided them in making pinpoint landings
on the moon. The RCA LM communications system enabled the astronauts to
maintain continuous voice contact with
earth, and the vhf communications/ranging system kept the LM in constant touch
with the Command Module when the two
spacecraft were separated in flight. Two
RCA countdown computers at Cape Kennedy provided critical ground support for
the moon mission, monitoring 3000 func-

tions of the Saturn 5 rockets prior to
launch.
RCA also has played a key role in develop-

ing spacecraft and systems for the nation's
unmanned space program. RCA power supply and communications equipment was
aboard all three Lunar orbiter spacecraft
that, in 1967, completely mapped the lunar
surface.
The company was also the nation's lead-

ing developer of meteorological satellites.
By year-end 1970, more than 1.5 million
television pictures had been returned from
space by RCA -built satellites, most of them
from Tiros/ESSA weather satellites. In 1970,
the first two in a series of RCA -built ITOS

satellites were placed in earth orbit. These
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larger, more sophisticated, second -generation spacecraft provided improved coverage of the earth's weather systems.
In another program, operational Transit
satellites built for the Navy provided ships
at sea with the most accurate navigational
aid in history.
RCA provided the high resolution return
beam vidicon TV cameras, power subsys-

of RCA. By the end of December 1970,
150,000 cars and trucks were operated by

tem, command receiver and ground system support for the Landsat satellites (for-

facilities.
Late in 1968, Hertz unveiled a new ser-

merly called the Earth Resources Tech-

vice approach for the air traveler-the

nology Satellites). The Landsat program is

Sky Center at the Huntsville, Ala., jetport,

a demonstration of using remote sensing
devices for surveying the earth and man-

where transportation, lodging, business, bank-

aging its natural resources. The RCA -built

Hertz and its licensees in the United States

and 107 foreign countries. Hertz service
was available at nearly 3000 locations in
more than 1900 cities. Hertz and its subsidiaries also leased and rented construction, commercial, and industrial equipment

and operated parking and exposition

ing, and recreational facilities, all operated by Hertz, are housed under one roof.

camera system is the highest resolution
TV system ever to be flown for NASA in

In 1970, arrangements were completed for

space.
RCA, in 1969, was assigned responsibil-

complex at the .Jacksonville, Fla., airport.

ity for the development of the Navy's new
AEGIS advanced surface missile system,

Soviet officials in 1969 to make auto rental available in several major Russian cit-

and the preliminary design for the com-

ies. Earlier that year, Hertz service was

mand and launch segments was completed
in 1970. The $253 -million contract was the

established in Romania and Bulgaria.

biggest for RCA in more than a decade
and might develop into the largest defense

contract ever received by the companypossibly more than $1 billion. Other military projects during the five-year period
included the study and development of an
advanced airborne command center, over -

the -horizon radars, and a robot sailboat
that can be navigated by radio command
to any point on the world's seas.

Leasing and renting
In recent years, American motorists have
logged several billion miles annually in
automobiles they do not own. They were
customers of one of the faster growing
segments of the service industry-vehicle
leasing and renting. In 1967, The Hertz
Corporation, the largest company in this
field, became a wholly owned subsidiary
12
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Hertz to build and operate a hotel/ motel
Overseas, Hertz reached an agreement with

Hertz Equipment Rental Corporation
entered the foreign market in 1970 with
its new subsidiaries, Air Mac International
Corporation and Air Mac Philippines, Inc.
These concerns operate construction -equip-

ment locations in Singapore, the Philippines, and Seattle. Wash.
13

Research and development
During the five-year period. I housands of
scientists, engineers, technicians, and systems people at RCA laboratories in Princeton, N.J., Montreal, Tokyo, Zurich, and
the product divisions provided the Corporation with viable technical alternatives on
which to base future profit. These involved
not only the discovery of new concepts and
products but also the evaluation of technical achievements made elsewhere.
Some of this activity was devoted to the
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realization of the promise of the laser. In
1967, RCA combined television and laser
technology, for the first time for transmission and recording of images. This system
used a TV camera tube that sent its pic-

tures to a gas laser, whose beam traced

In 1967, RCA Laboratories' Tokyo branch

moved into new research laboratories just

outside that city. Research there is concentrated on magnetic materials, semiconductors and semimetals, plasma physics,
and communications theory.

them on photographic film. The same year,

a new laser technique was developed that
made it possible to produce holograms of
large stationary objects. In 1968, RCA's
research in the control of light led to the
development of the world's first holographic computer memory. Such memories

are capable of storing large amounts of
data in a very small space and are relatively immune to the effects of dust and
scratches. The following year, RCA unveiled

a laboratory model of a laser -based home
video player. RCA plans to market a variety of home video player systems during

the next decade under the SelectaVision

12. In 1968 Hertz unveiled a new service
approach for the air traveler-the Sky Center at the Huntsville, Ala., jetport
13. The Random House Dictionary of the
English Language was the first major new

dictionary in many years.
14. Banquet Foods became a wholly owned
subsidiary in 1970.
15. A speech therapy session at a Keystone

14

From Rosemary's Baby in 1967 to The
Greening of America in 1970, Random

House titles were consistently represented
on the best-seller lists. However, the achievements of RCA's publishing subsidiary were

not limited to the trade book division.
The commercial and critical success of
the Random House Dictionary of the English Language, published in 1966, led to

the publication of a college edition in
1968 and an elementary school version in
1970, Random House maintained its position of leadership in children's books with

trade name.
RCA scientists also developed gallium

the introduction, in 1968, of The Bright

arsenide lasers-the most efficient solid-

and Early Books by Dr. Seuss.

state lasers ever built.
One of the most important RCA research
advances during this period was using liq-

modern education, Random House inaugu-

uid crystals for electronic control of the
transmission and reflection of light. Liquid crystal products of the future may
range from instrument displays for auto-

mobile dashboards to flat -screen TV
receivers. Other achievements included the

To meet the changing requirements of

rated a series of instructional materials
for classroom use. Important multimedia
programs were developed in all major languages and involved textbooks, audio tapes,
and film strips. Supplementary materials
were designed that offered individualized
instruction for students at all grade levels
who had difficulty in reading and mathe-

harnessing of an electronic "avalanche"
within silicon diodes to produce the most
powerful solid-state microwave generators
ever built and the development of the sil-

matics. Efforts also were directed at the
junior -college and community -college
levels-the fastest growing segment of the

icon storage vidicon camera-a compact

college textbook market.

TV camera with stop -action capabilities.
15

Job Corps Center.

Publishing

New business activities
During the five-year period, RCA followed

a flexible growth policy of diversification
and expansion of present activities, selective new business ventures, and increased
emphasis on marketing to assure a sound
balance between manufacturing and service business. With all these changes, however, RCA remained basically an electron-

ics and communications company-with
approximately 75 percent of its products
and services concentrated in these areas.
In addition to The Hertz Corporation,
two other companies became wholly owned

subsidiaries during this period. Banquet
Foods, Inc., formerly the F. M. Stamper
Company-a leader in the frozen prepared
foods industry-became an RCA subsidiary
in March, 1970. The same year, RCA acquired Cushman & Wakefield, Inc., one of

the nation's leading commercial real estate firms. Cushman & Wakefield's opera -
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al. In late 1970, an agreement for merger
was reached with Coronet Industries, Inc.,
of Dalton, GA. Coronet's activities range

link and initiated direct -distance -dialing
installations in Anchorage, Fairbanks,
Juneau, and Ketchikan.
RCA capitalized on the increasing need
for prompt, quality service by launching
Service America, a new organization to

from the manufacture of floor and wall

service all makes of TV sets and other

coverings and commercial, residential and
institutional furniture to the fabrication of
foams, plastics, and other materials.
RCA's managerial and technical capabilities were directed increasingly toward the
improvement of public education and training in the United States. During this period,
the Corporation received contracts to oper-

home entertainment products. Ten Service America centers were opened during 1970-

ate the Keystone Job Corps Center for

plates for large

Women in Pennsylvania and the Choanoke
Area Development Center for seasonal farm
workers and their families in North Caro

tubes.

tions encompass project consultation, office
leasing, building management, site improvement and development, sales, and apprais-

lina. And in 1970, RCA received a U.S.
Department of Labor contract to operate a
residential Job Corps Center for the training of underprivileged youth in New York

five each in the Philadelphia and San
Francisco areas.
In manufacturing, RCA entered the glass
business in 1970 with the completion of a
$19 -million plant in Circleville, Ohio, for
the manufacture of glass funnels and face screen

color 'IV picture

International operations
RCA also embarked on a program of global
expansion during these five years. In 1967.
a new approach to international marketing

City. The same year, the company contracted to direct a federally funded pro-

and manufacturing was formulated, with

gram aimed at upgrading the public school
system of Camden, NJ.
In 1969, a new growth opportunity for

sibility for its products and services. At the
same time, a corporate staff function was

RCA opened in the northernmost state,
when the U.S. government accepted RCA

and operate
the Alaska Communication System. Plans
call for a telephone rate reduction that
will save the people of Alaska some $40
Globcom's

million during the first three years of operation. By the end of 1970, RCA Alaska Communications had already built a microwave
system and a tropospheric and microwave

each major division given worldwide respon-

set up to coordinate international activi
ties. In 1968, a distribution center was
established in Hong Kong to serve the Far
East market. The same year, RCA House
was opened in London as a headquarters

for administrative and marketing functions in Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa. Other activities in the United King-

dom during the period have included the

building of a new facility on the Isle of
Jersey for commercial product activities in

16

16. An engineer at RCA's Missile and Surface Radar Division, Moorestown, NJ,
supervises space chamber tests of a folding
antenna of the kind that will transmit color
W and other communications from Apollo 15
astronauts' Lunar Rover "space taxi" as it
roams the moon. The antenna, with spined
sections of gold mesh, opens and closes like
an umbrella.
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the European market and the construction

of a solid-state applications engineering
and test center at Sunbury -on -Thames. A
record -pressing facility was built at Washington, in Yorkshire, and a magnetic products plant at Bryn Mawr, Wales.
In 1970, RCA constructed a $10.7 -mil-

lion semiconductor manufacturing plant
in Liege, Belgium, This marks RCA's first
electronics manufacturing facility on the
European continent.

A facility was opened in 1967 on Taiwan for the manufacture of integrated circuits and memory planes. Later, the plant
was enlarged for the production of certain
consumer electronic products. In 1970, a
49 percent interest was obtained in a new
Taiwan company for the manufacture of
black -and -white picture tubes for worldwide distribution.
In Canada, RCA opened a new color

picture tube plant in Midland, Ont., in
1967 and announced plans for the con17. An assembly jig being removed from an
electron gun being made at RCA's plant in
Lancaster, Pa. When the electron guns in the
foreground are completed, they will aid in
"painting" images on the face of color television picture tubes.
18. NBC control room during live coverage
of Apollo mission in 1969.

struction of large new recording studios in
Montreal. A year later, RCA entered the
Canadian computer market with the opening of sales offices in Montreal and Toronto
and the installation of a Spectra 70 data

center, also in Montreal. Early in

1970,

RCA Limited (Canada) moved into its new
corporate headquarters
Bellevue, Que., on the outskirts of Montreal.
RCA was active in Mexico. The Corpo-

ration acquired Dispositive Electronicos
17

Mexico City. A color picture tube assembly plant in Mexico City and a consumer
electronics subassembly facility in Ciudad
Juarez also began operations. The same
year, a computer data center was opened
in Mexico City for the marketing of electronic data processing equipment in that
nalion.
During this time, The Hertz Corporation

greatly expanded its international operations. Its volume outside the United States
and U.S. possessions increased an average

of 30 percent a year during the five-year
period ending in 1970.

Prospects for the future
In his 1970 year-end statement to share-

holders, Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff
summed up the major goals of RCA.

"Looking ahead through the 1970s, our
program for progress aims for these major
goals:

Planned growth in areas of high profit
potential, with particular emphasis upon
services; and

Leadership in an expanding consumer
market that is being profoundly altered
1w new technology and changing tastes.

As we move beyond the current period
of economic adversity, the steps now being

S.A., a producer of receiving tubes for sale

taken to achieve these objectives should
position RCA for a new cycle of growth

in Latin America. In 1969, a ew Mexican

anc profitability greater than any it

corporate headquarters was established in

kruwn in the past."

18
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Part 6-The years 1971-1976
J. Hillier

No other period since the Great Depression affected RCA as
severely as the recession of 1974-1975. Despite this, the
company emerged at the end of 1976 leaner, stronger,
and continuing to grow.

The years 1971 through 1976 were difficult, and, in some instances, even traumatic for RCA Corporation. David Sarnoff,
the man who personified RCA and led the

company during most of its growth into a

major international corporation, died in
1971 after 15 months of incapacitating
illness. That same year, the Corporation
withdrew from the general-purpose computer business. During the recession years

of 1974 and 1975, the company's profits
dipped to $113.3 and $110.0 million, respectively, compared with profits of $178.3 mil-

2
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lion in 1973 and 172.0 million in 1976.
Lastly, between the end of 1975 and September 1976, the company's top manage-

As a group, the diversified businesses
withstood the recession years of 1974 and
1975 far better than RCA's electronic businesses, which suffered sharp declines in
sales and profits, especially in TV receivers, picture tubes, and solid-state components. As 1975 came to a close, however,
it became evident that major thrusts would

continue to be based on products and
services arising out of the company's
strengths in electronics research, development, and production. This was typified
by the increasingly close and coordinated
relationships between RCA Laboratories and

ficulties and is continuing to grow and

the product divisions. Among the benefits
of these improved relationships were increased production efficiency, a heightened
awareness of market needs and opportunities, and the emergence of cost-effective
new and improved products and services
to meet these needs and opportunities.
It is not possible here to go deeply into
all that happened in the Corporation during the 1971-1976 period. Furthermore, this

prosper.

article is written for the engineers and

ment was changed twice.

Yet, as this was being written, (yearend, 1977) the Corporation reported the
best year in RCA's 58 -year history. At the
end of the six -year reporting period, RCA
emerged leaner and stronger in the overall
deployment of its financial, material, and
managerial resources. It overcame its dif1. Lift-off of Satcom 1.

able support through these trying years.

2. RCA entered the home videotape market
with the Selects Vision video cassette recorder.
Resolute management,
RCA's scientific resources, and
the nonelectronic subsidiaries helped
in renewing economic growth

There are many reasons for RCA's renewed

growth in 1977 despite the adversity it
faced a few years before 1976. A resolute,
cost-conscious management that enforces
profit objectives is an obvious and dominant factor. Management however needed

scientists who made up the Corporation's
research and development activities, and
the emphasis will be placed in the R&D

areas, though other areas will be mentioned to provide the proper perspective.
One example of RCA's renewed emphasis on R&D innovation came in the second
half of 1975 with the introduction by RCA
Consumer Electronics of its new all -solidstate ColorTrak television receivers. RCA,
which had led the industry into color television 25 years earlier, reasserted its lead-

tools was the scientific resources that have

ership with a receiver that incorporated
several major technical advances. Three
operations of RCA-Solid State, Picture

made RCA a pioneer and innovator in

Tubes, and RCA Laboratories-worked with

electronics for almost 60 years. The nonelectronic subsidiaries acquired during the

Consumer Electronics in developing the

the proper tools. Certainly, one of these

past decade or so also gave RCA indispens-

ColorTrak system, which the Company expects will be the industry standard in per 51
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formance and picture quality for some time
to come.

ceded by consolidation and adjustment to
new circumstances. In the second half of

corporate changes in the six -year period
came realignment and reorganization of

At the end of 1975, RCA launched its

1971, RCA withdrew from the general-purpose computer business. Adverse business
conditions, a uniquely entrenched competition, and the need for continued massive
infusions of capital led to this decision by
RCA. A major result of this decision was
an extraordinary one-time aftertax charge
of $250 million. The decision terminated

the company's activities.

the long-term critical drain on the company's resources and led to the freeing of
management and technical skills as well
as funds for the company's expanding

tax returns for the years 1971 through

operations.
During the 1971-1976 time frame, RCA

corporation's business.
Edgar H. Griffiths, who joined RCA in

first RCA Satcom domestic communications

satellite, the nation's most advanced and
cost-effective communications satellite. The

RCA Satcoms are a 24 -channel designed
spacecraft providing commercial communications to Alaska, Hawaii, and the contiguous 48 states. RCA Satcom II was successfully launched in March 1976.
As the 1971-1976 period was ending,
RCA Laboratories and the Solid State Division were exploiting its microprocessor

technology and expertise leading to the
introduction in 1977 of the COSMAC VIP
home computer kit.
Still in the development phase at RCA
Laboratories and Consumer Electronics is
the SelectaVision Videodisc system, which
provides for the playback of recorded color
TV entertainment, educational, and other
materials from a disc, similar to an audio

record. One major problem to be solved
before a decision can be made whether to
market the videodisc system is develop-

discontinued or divested itself of several
other businesses that had become technologically obsolete or marginally profitable,
or were operating at a loss. The company

1975, though substantial taxes had been
withheld from his compensation. Mr. Con-

rad's failure to file was not related to the

1948, and rose through a succession of
executive positions to become responsible
for all of RCA's electronics and diversified

businesses, was elected President and

16 -mm projectors, West Palm Beach Di-

XL -100 and ColorTrak were pacesetters
for the industry.

corder, supplied by the Matsushita Elec-

1977, Shelby Williams Inc., a furniture subsidiary and J. Josephson, Inc., a wall -cov-

The growth and development that marked
the end of the 1971-1976 period were pre -

that he had failed to file personal income

Chief Executive Officer of RCA Corporation in September 1976.

vision, Microwave Devices, and the government activities of RCA Ltd. in Canada.
RCA acquired Coronet Industries, a lead-

Consolidation, divestiture, and changes
in leadership marked this time span.

of the year. His successor, Anthony L Conrad, resigned in 1976 after telling the Board

went out of the audio products business
in 1975. The major divestitures included
the receiving tube operations at Harrison,
NJ.; other divestitures involved the Graphic Systems Divisions, RCA Institutes,

ment of a diversified supply of prerecorded
program material. Meantime, RCA entered
the rapidly growing home videotape market
with the SelectaVision Video Cassette Retric Industrial Company, Ltd.

In 1975, Robert W. Sarnoff, who had
succeeded his father as Chairman of the
Board five years earlier, announced his
resignation from that position at the end

er in the carpeting field in 1971, but in
ering subsidiary of Coronet, were sold. Other
acquisitions included Oriel Foods Limited,
Morris & David Jones Limited, United Kingdom food companies, in 1974.

With divestment, acquisition, and other

Consumer electronics

In 1971, RCA introduced the XL -100 television receiver series, the industry's broadest line of color receivers with a 100 -per-

cent solid-state chassis. In 1975, it introduced Coloarak, the latest and most advanced of the XL -100 series. Among its
advances, the ColorTrak system includes a
picture tube with light -absorbing phosphors
that provide blacker blacks and more vivid
colors under strong ambient lighting con -

3
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3. Prerecorded tapes are monitored at RCA
Records.

4. ColorTrak automatically tracks brightness and hue.
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ditions; special circuits for color -contrast
tracking; circuits that automatically track
brightness and hue to compensate for varying broadcast and room lighting conditions;
as well as general improvements in sharpness, resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, color-

imetry, and tuning. In 1976, ColorTrak's
first full year as a complete line, it won
strong acceptance by consumers and accounted for 42 percent of RCA's total dol-

models employing fewer basic chassis designs. Comparable model and chassis reductions were made in 1975 in the new black and -white "Sportable" TV line.

In mid 1974, RCA announced that the
newly introduced line of radios, phonographs, and tape players would be its last.
Audio products had declined to 5 percent
of RCA's consumer electronics business,
and, in a highly fragmented and crowded

lar sales in color television.
Black -and -white television also shared
in the product development program with
the introduction of a completely redesigned

field, had lost their profitability.

line-the company's first total product
line change in 28 years-featuring port-

RCA Records increased its market share
both here and abroad.

able sets designed to appeal to a youthful,
mobile market.
With the closing of the company's Memphis, Tenn. plant in 1971, RCA's domestic
TV manufacturing was consolidated in two
facilities at Bloomington and Indianapolis,
lnd. At the same time, construction of an
RCA Design Center was begun in Indianapolis to provide greater emphasis on innova-

tive design in future consumer products.
RCA continued to increase sales of the
XL -100 solid-state series, and in 1973 sold

more color TV sets than in any previous
year. The following year, RCA became the
first full -line U.S. manufacturer to devote
its TV production exclusively to 100 -percent solid-state receivers. At the same time,
it achieved significant production econo-

mies by streamlining its color line to 31

"The Sound of Music" continued to be
the biggest selling album in recording his-

tory, and Van Cliburn's performance of
Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 became

the first classical record to sell more than
a million copies. Popular artists such as
John Denver, David Bowie, and the Jefferson Starship achieved peak records sales.
In the classical field, Vladimir Horowitz,
who rejoined RCA artists in 1975 after a
13 -year absence, had his first new album
release late in 1976.

Records and tapes

RCA Records continued to strengthen its
industry position with advances in mar-

Picture tubes
RCA became a fully integrated producer
and increased sales.

The decline in demand for receiving tubes,

keting, overseas operations, and artists and

resulting from the growth of solid-state

repertoire. In 1976, for the second consecutive year, RCA Records achieved the

technology-an 80 -percent reduction in ten

largest sales and profits in its history.
In the early 1970s, RCA Records took

over its own direct distribution enabling

it to serve the bulk of the U.S. market
through its own outlets. This resulted in
greater market penetration. New licensee
operations and subsidiary companies in
such countries as France and West Germany increased foreign sales significantly.
In 1975, RCA Records entered into a joint

years-influenced the decision to realign
the constituents of the RCA Electronic
Components Division. One result was the
establishment in 1975 of the RCA Picture
Tube Division to take over the principal
activities of the former Entertainment Tube
Division.

venture with the Victor Company of Japan,

Ltd giving it greater growth potential in
the world's second-largest record market.
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5. COSMAC microprocessor contains up to
600 transistors.

6. Current tr model sits atop first massproduced set turned out by RCA in 1946.
Original model weighed 85 lb. New 20 -lb
model has a built-in battery.
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In 1971, picture tube engineering em-

savings to European TV set manufacturers

phasis centered on the development of

in circuitry and labor costs while maintaining excellent picture quality. While

the 25 -inch 110 -degree delta color picture
tube primarily for the international market,
RCA's Circleville, Ohio, glass plant began
production of panels and funnels for color
picture tubes. Thus, RCA became the first
domestic TV producer to be fully integrated
from sand to receiver.

expected to be operational in 1979.
1976 also saw the introduction into the
European Market of the 21 -inch (diago-

110 -degree PIE (Precision In -Line Euro)
was the popular product for European customers, the highly competitive U.S. market
reflected demands for still further economies. This, coupled with the power crunch,

nal) 110 -degree Precision In -line, self -converging tube. This tube, along with the 25 -

resulted in a change of direction away

the market.

inch tube which was introduced in 1975,
has received good acceptance in Europe

and has helped to increase our share of

The same year, color picture tube production was consolidated at Marion, Ind.

from the higher cost 110 -degree systems

and Scranton, Pa., and completely curtailed
at the Lancaster, Pa. plant. Black -and -white

Solid state devices

tube production was discontinued. A new
plant for the manufacture of shadow masks

Despite the adverse economy in 1975,
RCA increased its share of the color tube
market, The Picture Tube Division introduced, as part of RCA's new ColorTrak

was dedicated at Barceloneta, in Puerto

receiver, a new high -contrast phosphor pic-

Rico.

ture tube that provided a contrast ratio

RCA and the Thomson Group in France
also joined in 1971 to form Videocolor SA.
with color tube manufacturing facilities in

Anagni, Italy. A joint venture with Thorn

improvement of approximately 25 percent
over conventional phosphor tubes, and reduced reflections under high -ambient light
conditions. For the international market-

During the first half of the 1970s, RCA
continued as a leader in semiconductor

Electrical Industries, Ltd. also saw the

place, 110 -degree PIE engineering improve-

start-up of production in Skelmersdale, Eng-

ments included development of a quick

land. (Early in 1976, the decision was

heat gun and a new tube geometry system

made to discontinue the joint venture with
Thom, Ltd., because of continuing losses
and adverse economic conditions abroad,
especially in the United Kingdom.)
In 1972, RCA announced its new Preci-

which resulted in improved color purity

sion In -Line color -TV tube system designed

Videocolor's Anagni, Italy, plant.

for lower cost solid-state portables. This
tube provides economy during factory assembly of receivers, superior performance,
and reliability for the consumer. The system incorporates an advanced -design elec-

In 1976, the Picture Tube Division entered into a long-term technology transfer
contract with the UNITRA agency of the
People's Republic of Poland. This contract
included the installation of complete color

tron gun, a factory -positioned yoke, and

tube manufacturing facilities capable of

line -screen picture tube.
In 1974, the Precision In -Line concept
was expanded to include large -screen sizes

year. The 21 -inch 110 -degree PIE tube type

with 110 -degree deflection, thus offering

to the lower cost 90 -degree systems.

and white uniformity from turn -on through
the warm-up cycle. This 25 -inch 110 -degree

PIE system was to be carried into domestic production intended for export, and at

Microprocessors became the
electronics brains of an increasing
range of products and services.

power devices, offering the industry's broad-

est line. Although power devices are the
mature segment of the semiconductor business, the Solid State Division averaged 15

to 20 new types each year. RCA also led
the way in establishing semiconductor electronics in the automotive market, enjoying

the largest market share for applications
other than car radios and tape players.
In the early 1970s, RCA paced the indus-

try in introducing a new digital technolo-

gy-COS/MOS. In 1974, the Solid State
8

producing up to 600,000 picture tubes per

was designated as the type to be produced in this new facility. The plant is

7

7. CCD image sensor shown on the tv screen
is the heart of the tubeless tv camera developed by Electro-Optics.
8. .21 -inch 110 -degree Precision In -Line color

pelure tube system.
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Division produced the industry's first combination of MOS and bipolar semiconductor technologies on a single chip, as well

as introducing the first linear COS/MOS
circuits for higher performance in control
functions. By late 1975, with the announce-

grated circuits in its new plant in Malaysia. In 1975. it undertook the assembly of
semiconductors in Brazil for the Latin Ameri-

can market. Early in 1976, the Division
began production of LSI solid-state devices in a new wafer fabrication facility in

line compatible video was demonstrated
in both black -and -white and color CCD TV
cameras.
In another area, Electro-Optics continued

to lead in the development of photomultiplier tubes, particularly for such medical

ment of 40 new integrated circuits of its
CD4000 series, the Solid State Division
had more than 180 standard commercial

RCA's Palm Beach Gardens plant.

applications as the Gamma camera and

Together with the rest of the semiconductor industry, the Solid State Division

circuits in the COS/MOS series, plus more

was severely affected by the 19741975 recession. This was compounded by excess indus-

CAT scanners. Solid-state lasers and detectors were developed and marketed for military and commercial fiber-optic communications.

than 100 custom circuits, the widest line
in the industry of such low -power devices
for computers, communications equipment,
and industrial controls.
In 1975 Solid State introduced COSMAC,
the industry's first COS/MOS microproces-

try capacity and heavy price competition
which occurred simultaneously with rising
costs. Conditions began to improve in late
1975, and by 1976 the division was again
showing a profit.

sor, the central processing unit of microcomputers. In 1976 a single -chip version
and support circuits were announced. These
units are capable of operating over extreme
ranges of temperature, and in hostile indus-

Electro-Optics and Devices was developing vidicons, all -solid-state tubeless
black -and -white TV cameras, and

trial, consumer, and automotive environments. They are highly resistant to electrical interference, and highly tolerant to

lasers.

a wide power supply voltage range.
Another 1975 innovation was the intro-

duction of the industry's first integrated
circuits with hermetic performance in a
low-cost plastic package compared with
the more expensive hermetic ceramic or
metal packages.
The first half of the decade also marked

a significant expansion of the Solid State
Division's production facilities. In 1971, it
opened a semiconductor plant in Belgium
to serve the Common Market. In 1974, it
began assembling power devices and inte9

As a consequence of the realignment of
RCA Electronic Components in 1975, the
Industrial Tube Division became part of

the Solid State Division under the new

in April 1976.

Distributor and special products
This newly -created division provided
greater economy of operation, more efficient distribution, and a birthplace for
several new products.

and associated equipment designed not

Picture Tubes and Distributor and Special

only around the conventional vidicon but
also with the silicon vidicon, and with the

Products. At D&SPD, RCA merged the prod-

SIT (silicon intensifier target) tube for

former Electronic Components organization

very low light level TV surveillance. These

with those of the Parts and Accessories

devices also have been successfully marketed as components.

Division in Deptford, NJ.

Three years later, in 1975, Electro-Optics

The heart of the camera was the world's
highest resolution and largest charge coupled device (CCD) television image sensor. Subsequently, fully standard U.S. 525 -

10. NBC switching central.

nearly all electronic products, and the
consequent steady decline in the receiving tube business resulted in RCA closing
its receiving tube plant at Harrison, NJ.,

In 1975, RCA Corporation dissolved its
Electronic Components Division at Harrison, NJ. and created two new divisions:

state, tubeless black -and -white TV cameras.

9. Universal color test jig distributed by

The steady shift to solid-state devices in

name of Electro-Optics and Devices.
In 1972 the Electro-Optics group within
the former Industrial Tube Division entered
the rapidly growing CCTV (closed-circuit
television) market with television cameras

and Devices demonstrated two all -solid-

D&SPD.

Receiving tubes

uct lines and distributor network of the

This unified division, having its own
marketing, sales, financial, and warehousing functions, became responsible for the
worldwide distribution of replacement parts
for RCA products: receiving tubes; indoor
and outdoor TV antennas, rotators, antenna
hardware and related accessories; car radi-

os, tape players and speakers; scanning

1971-1976
receivers; as well as other miscellaneous
and related accessory products. In addition, the new division became responsible

in the distributor market for a complete
line of TV picture tubes, certain replacement semiconductors, industrial tubes and
closed circuit TV cameras.
In mid -1976, RCA reentered the rapidly

growing citizens band radio field with its

Co -Pilot CB line. When the industry

and video cassettes extensively throughout the election campaign. NBC made the
first projection of President Carter's victory and attracted the largest election night
audience.

NBC continued its innovative programming with such new concepts as News Center 4 on WNBC-TV in New York and
expanded local news programs at other
owned stations; Weekend, a monthly tele-

changed to 40 channels in January 1977,
RCA unveiled a full -line of new citizens
band products including mobile and base
station units.

vision news magazine; NBC Saturday Night,

a live, late -night comedy -variety series;
News Update, a one -minute prime -time
news summary, and Best Sellers, which

In February 1977, RCA began to test market

presents popular novels in weekly episodes.

a microprocessor video game named Studio II, which is based on the RCA -designed CMOS 1802 microprocessor, and

NBC Sports continued to attract large
audiences for major events and has now
carried four of the five most heavily viewed

utilizes optional plug-in cartridges for a

sports programs of all time in terms of

variety of add-on games and programs.

total viewing homes. Early in 1977, NBC
signed an agreement to cover the 1980
Olympic Games in Moscow.

Broadcasting
The 1971-1976 period was one of continued growth and innovation for the
National Broadcasting Company.
NBC News presented approximately 11,000
hours of television news programming, cover-

ing such major events as the final Apollo
moon flights, the end of the Vietnam War,

Presidential trips to Russia and China,
the U.S. Senate Watergate hearings, impeach-

ment proceedings by the House Judiciary
Committee, the resignation of President
Nixon, and the inaugurations of Presidents
Ford and Carter. In 1976, NBC newsmen
covered a record 30 Presidential primaries
and used minicameras, and electronic tape

Attesting to the quality of NBC's radio
and television programs and personalities,
the company won 790 major awards and
citations during the six -year period, including 152 Emmy Awards and 26 George Foster Peabody citations. In 1975 and 1976,
NBC presented some 190 hours of special
programming in celebration of the nation's
Bicentennial, including a ten-hour live tele12

cast on July 4, 1976, using 250 cameras
coast -to -coast and in 13 foreign countries.
In 1976, NBC observed its 50th year as the
first national commercial broadcasting service, commemorating the milestone with a

new, highly modern corporate identification program; a series of five network radio

presentations, The First Fabulous Fifty;
and a special network television program
The First Fifty Years, which attracted one
of the largest audiences of the year. National Book Award nominee Robert Campbell summarized NBC's first half -century
in a lively, well -illustrated book, The Golden
Years of Broadcasting.

A major project to automate Television
Central in NBC's New York studios was
started in 1969 and completed in 1974.
This computer -controlled system, which
serves the NBC Network and the local
New York station, represents the most mod-

em and complex switching and control
television broadcast system in the Americas. The program was completed under
the leadership of NBC Engineering with
support from RCA Laboratories.

Global and domestic
communications
In six years RCA went from one
subsidiary in the telecommunications
field to three.
In 1971, RCA Global Communications Inc.
was the only RCA subsidiary operating in

the telecommunications field. Six years

11
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later there were two more-RCA Alascom

ting through. And going into operation for

to operate Alaska's long -lines telecommuni-

the first time was Datel service for exchange of computer data on a call-up

cations and RCA Americom to own and
operate a domestic satellite communications system. The six -year span unquestionably was the most dynamic in the 58 year history of RCA as a communications
company.

During this six -year period, RCA Globe= invested millions of dollars to increase
its overseas cable capacity. RCA became
part owner of TAT -6, a 4000 -circuit cable
going from Rhode Island to France and to

more than 30 locations in Europe and
beyond, and the TRANSPAC II cable between California and Hawaii and onward
to several Pacific locations. The company
also acquired circuits in CANTAT II between the United States, Canada, and the
United Kingdom.

In 1971, a new computerized telex service feature called Telextra was introduced

as RCA Globcom's answer to the "busy"
signal. Telextra takes calls, and automatically forwards them to correspondents when

the line is free. Camp -On, another new
computerized telex improvement, was also
made available. It repeatedly tries to make
connections when overseas teleprinters or

circuits are busy until it succeeds in get 14

basis between the U.S. and Tokyo, and the
U.S. and Hong Kong.

In 1972. RCA Globcom was first in the
industry to introduce UniCodes, permitting

overseas telex call selection by dialing a
single digit. That year, the company sold
the first communications satellite earth
stations to the People's Republic of China.
A year later, RCA Globcom again assumed
first position among U.S. carriers in overseas telex traffic.
In 1974, the RCA Globcom control cen-

ter, housing a new computer -controlled
telex exchange, was inaugurated, at Lodi,
Calif., and another was completed at Piscataway, N.J.With the computer complex
at Lodi, and those in San Francisco and
New York, RCA was the only U.S. interna-

tional carrier with four computer centers.
The following year, work began on a new
high-speed message telegram computer to
more than double RCA Globcom's message -handling capacity over the coming
years.

the Trans -Alaska oil pipeline. Those systems were completed and received prelim-

inary acceptance for service by Alyeska
Pipeline Service Company, builders of the
800 -mile line, during 1976. In the summer
of 1975, RCA Alascom, in cooperation with

the State of Alaska, undertook construction of the first 20 small earth stations to
provide satellite communication services
to villages in the rugged Alaskan bush.
The first 20 stations went into operation
during 1976, bringing telephone communications via satellite to small, isolated communities, which had never before had any
reliable means of communication with the
outside world. Most of the stations have a

circuit for emergency medical use by the
Alaska Area Native Health Service, in addi-

tion to the public village telephone. By
the end of 1977, some 100 such stations
are scheduled to be completed. Another
joint RCA Alascom/State of Alaska project, which got under way early in 1977, is
a one-year demonstration program to bring

television via satellite to 23 rural communities. The project, authorized by the
Alaska Legislature, also increases the a-

In 1971, RCA Globcom acquired the
Alaska Communication System from the
U.S. Air Force and established Alaska's

mount of live or same -day satellite television to five urban areas.

first commercial long -lines communications
system. RCA Alaska Communications, Inc.,

was formed initially as a subsidiary of

ing leased capacity in a Canadian satellite, was the first to provide commercial
domestic space communications services

RCA Globcom. In 1976, RCA Alascom be-

in the United States, beginning December

The RCA Satcom System, initially employ-

came an independent subsidiary of RCA

1973. These services were switched to RCA

Corporation.
In 1974, RCA Alascom announced agree-

Satcoms I and II after their launches in

ments for the development and installa-

the Satcom System carried the first regu-

tion of multimillion -dollar communications

systems, both satellite and microwave, to

larly scheduled pay -TV program service in
1976. RCA American Communications, Inc.

serve the construction and operation of

was created as a separate subsidiary of

1975 and 1976, respectively. Subsequently,

15

11. Microwave towers at RCA Alascom.
12. Broadcast Systems solved reception
problems in San Francisco with this tower
on ML Sutro.

13. TK-76 portable electronic journalism
camera made on -the -spot tv news possible.

14. TACTEC portable two-way radio.

15. Mini -state indoor/outdoor antenna
system.
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in 1975 was the TK-76, the first self-contained high -quality portable color television camera for electronic journalism. This
lightweight camera, housing three imag-

RCA Corporation to operate the domestic
satellite communications satellite system.
The new Satcom satellites designed and
built by RCA to be the most advanced and
cost-effective of their kind, link the nation's
largest business centers. With a growing
network of earth stations, the RCA Satcom

was in a position to capitalize on the eco-

System was designed to make possible
satellite voice, data, and television communications throughout the 50 states at

broadcast operations. It made possible the

provides a new order of flexibility combined with high -quality performance. In
1976 orders for this camera tripled, put-

automatic on -air showings of pre-pro-

ting RCA ahead of any competitor.

rates substantially lower than conventional
means.
By the end of 1976, major RCA Americorn earth stations were situated near seven

key U.S. cities: New York, Philadelphia,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Hous-

ton, and Atlanta, with the last three stations joining the network in 1976. In all,
including government and specialized users,

more than 115 earth stations were transmitting and/or receiving space communications via RCA satellite. During the year,
RCA Americom also began providing dedi-

cated earth stations carrying high-speed

nomic upswing in 1972 and 1973.

One product that contributed significantly to RCA's leadership was the TCR100 Video Tape Cartridge Recorder/Player.
First placed in service in 1971, the system

ushered in a major change in television
grammed commercials, program promotions,
and other 30 -second to 3 -minute tape seg-

ments. The TCR-100 design achievement
was recognized with the award in 1974 of
an Emmy by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.

In 1973, Broadcast Systems solved the
technical problems of providing eight TV
and four fm stations in San Francisco with
a common antenna site-atop a 977 -foot
tower on Mt. Sutro-to overcome the topography and construction impediments that
had previously marred reception.
In 1974, RCA introduced the TR-600
Video Tape Recorder which took advan-

data and television transmission for NASA
in support of its Viking Explorer mission
on Mars and the Space Shuttle program.

tage of the increasing emphasis on cost

Commercial communications

ing the largest selling VTR that RCA Broad-

New and improved products helped
Broadcast Systems withstand changing
economic conditions.

Although the economy again declined
in 1974, new products helped Broadcast
Systems to maintain its position of leadership and increase sales and profits. An
expanded international marketing effort
also contributed to its ability to withstand
downturns in the national economy. In

RCA shared in the late 1960s boom in
broadcast equipment sales, resulting from
the conversion of TV stations to color and
the launching of new stations. Although

the market fell off in 1970 and 1971 as
economic conditions declined, Broadcast
Systems continued to develop equipment
of improved quality and efficiency and

ing tubes and all required electronics,

Other advances during the period included the development of a portable color
camera, the TKP-45, that matched the TK45 studio color camera in high -quality pictures; the introduction of the TK-28, a TV

film system which greatly improved the
reproduction of color film on television
and quickly became the standard of the
industry; and announcement of a circularly polarized TV antenna, designed to
17

effectiveness by incorporating into its design capabilities formerly offered as accessories. The TR-600 is on its way to becomcast Systems has ever built.

1976, for example, RCA became the leading TV -equipment supplier in Latin America and the Caribbean.

The most noteworthy accomplishment

16

16. TCR-100 Video Tape Cartridge
Recorder/Player makes automated station
breaks possible.

17. Saloom communications satellite.

18. This camera was a vital part of Apollo
missions.

19. PRIMUS radar integrates digital displays and microprocessor technology.
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reduce reflections and ghosts caused by

the aviation industry for weather radar

tall buildings and other obstructions in

electronic management system in the new

and distance measuring equipment in the
airline general business, and military aircraft categories. In addition to greatly improved reliability, the PRIMUS equipments

38 -story Wells Fargo office in San Francisco.

integrate the use of digital display and

RCA Government Systems continued its
notable contributions to the nation's
space and defense efforts during the
1971-1976 period.

urban areas.

Mobile Communications Systems
designed improved two-way radios.
In 1973, RCA Mobile Communications engineers, employing advanced microelectronic

types developed originally for space systems, produced the TACTEC line of portable two-way radios for the land mobile
communications market. The use of integrated circuits and thick film hybrids, achieved with the cooperation of the Solid
State Division and the military division of
RCA Government and Commercial Systems,

provided the radios with more functions,
better performance, and greater reliability
than conventional designs.
By 1976, in common with the industry,
RCA's mobile -communications business suf-

fered from a leveling -off in budgets of
state and local governments, However,
RCA's international business continued to
grow, and the introduction of a new mod-

erately priced mobile -radio line called
VEETAC, which incorporates advanced fea-

tures, is expected to strengthen its worldwide competitive position.

Avionics Systems developed
weather radars.
In 1975, RCA Avionics Systems introduced
its new line of PRIMUS equipment to serve

microprocessor technology. For example,
the PRIMUS 400, introduced in 1977, has
a full -color display and an expanded memory for improved display resolution.
Three new weather radars were introduced in 1976 for the general aviation and
airline market, laying the groundwork for
further growth in 1977.
The history of RCA Community Television Systems began when RCA
acquired Electronic Industrial Engineering Company in 1972.
The Electronic Industrial Engineering Com-

pany, which manufactured equipment for
cable television systems, was originally a
subsidiary and became an RCA division in
1973. During that year the division introduced a new series of amplifiers employing push-pull hybrids, which were an advancement to the state-of-the-art in cable
TV technology. These amplifiers and continuing evolutionary improvements, established RCA Community Television Systems
as a significant contender in cable TV distribution systems.
In 1975, RCA introduced a unitized family of compatible head -end equipment cap-

able of delivering superior pictures for
modern large -screen cable TV systems.

18

In the five years of RCA's operations,
the business has tripled in volume and
Community Television Systems has become
a profitable business.

Facilities management systems were
installed in Florida and San Francisco.

Early in the 1970s, RCA installed monitoring and information -handling systems
that are extensively employed in the management of the Walt Disney World enter-

tainment and recreation center at Lake
Buena Vista, Florida. It also installed the

Space and defense

By the close of 1976, 24 RCA -built weather

satellites had been successfully orbited
and had returned some three -million photographs of the Earth's weather for use in
weather forecasting. RCA was selected by
NASA in 1975 to develop the Tiros -N, a
fourth -generation weather satellite, and to
build, integrate, and test eight of the polar -

orbiting spacecraft for launch beginning
in 1978. At 1400 pounds, Tiros -N nearly
doubled the weight of current weather satel-

lites and carried four times the payload.
New sensors will enable the satellites to
obtain high -quality atmospheric temperature and water vapor soundings, day and
night worldwide cloud cover pictures, and
radiometric information for sea -surface temperature mapping.

In 1972, an RCA Return Beam Vidicon

Camera flew for the first time on the
Earth Resources Technology Satellite and
produced high -resolution multispectral pic-

tures of excellent scientific value. The
same year saw the successful orbiting of
NOAA-2, first of a series of RCA -built envi-

ronmental satellites to provide worldwide
weather and ocean information never before
available.

In 1973 an RCA -built Atmosphere Ex-

plorer satellite was orbited to make a
continuing and systematic study of the
Earth's upper atmosphere. The first Explorer was followed into orbit by two others, launched in 1975.

In addition to providing information
about the Earth's weather, atmosphere,
and oceans, RCA communications equipment was successfully used in two space
probes, one to the Moon and the other to
Mars. During the Apollo 15 manned lunar
expedition in 1971, an RCA TV space cam-

era produced the clearest color pictures

19
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made to date of the lunar surface. The
camera was part of RCA's Ground Command Television Assembly (GCTA), a system which permitted controllers at Houston to operate the camera remotely from

Earth. The GCTA was mounted on the
astronauts' lunar roving vehicle along with
a briefcase -size RCA communications set

for direct two-way contact between the
Moon and Earth. Apollo 16 and 17 astronauts, used similar RCA systems as well
as an RCA -built laser altimeter for accurate mapping of the lunar surface.
During 1976 RCA -built communications
equipment was a vital part of the Viking
missions that undertook scientific probes
of Mars and a search there for life. The
RCA equipment was dormant during the
11 -month voyage, but shortly after the Viking Lander touched down it began to trans-

mit color pictures and telemetry to Earth
over a 250 -million -mile link. The pictures
were generally regarded as remarkable for
their clarity and color rendition.
The RCA Satcom I and II communications satellites, delivered to RCA Americom
for launch in 1975 and 1976, respectively,
made ingenious use of cross -polarized sig-

nals to incorporate 24 channels in a frequency band that formerly accommodated
only 12. The 24 channels each can early
one color -TV transmission, or 600 two-way

voice circuits, or 64 million hits of data
per second.
AEGIS, a key Government Systems development of the 1970s became the first Navy

defensive system with the ability to automatically search, detect, and track multiple targets and to fire missiles. The system's heart is the AN/SPY-1 phased -array
radar, which performs the simultaneous
20
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detection and tracking of multiple targets,
and also provides designation data for target illuminators. RCA was chosen as the
AEGIS prime contractor in 1969. Since
then, AEGIS has become the nucleus of a
total combat system, providing target -coordinate data to other weapons aboard ship

and controlling their use through its integral computer subsystems. Installed in the
USS Norton Sount4 the system detected,
tracked, and destroyed its first target drone

in May 1974. Since that initial success,
the AEGIS weapons system has had a near

perfect intercept record of missile and

minutes and will permit tactical and strategic communications on a worldwide basis.

Significant production of the terminals is
expected in the next five years for triservice use.

After a parallel study competition that
began in 1972, RCA was named in 1975 to

complete the prototype and subsequent
production of a modern communications
center, or Integrated Radio Room, for America's Trident -class submarines. The system
will make it possible to control all ship -to ship and ship -to -shore communications from
a single console. Production and shipboard

aircraft targets.
AEGIS entered its second phase in 1976

installation of the communications cen-

with the award of a new $159.2 million

mid -1980s.

Navy contract calling for RCA to provide a
combat system engineering development
(CSED) prototype. Centered on AEGIS, it
includes additional radars, electronic warfare, and surface and undersea weapons to
form a complete combat system. Government shipbuilding plans during the 1978-

In 1975 the Armed Forces began testing
the RCA -developed EQUATE (Electronic
Quality Assurance Test Equipment), a sys-

1985 period feature a number of guided

inksile cruisers designed to use the
AEGIS -based combat system.

In 1974 and 1975 RCA delivered to the
U.S. Air Force four low-cost mobile instrumentation radars controlled by a minicomputer and capable of one-man operation
and maintenance. Officially designated the
AN/TPQ-39 (V), the system is intended for
mini -ranges and temporary missions, and
is lightweight, relatively small, quickly set
up, and highly accurate. It is capable of a
variety of tracking applications, including
range safety, scoring, vehicle performance
evaluation, and determination of discrete

ters are expected to continue into the

tem capable of testing virtually all types
of military equipment. A computer -based
third -generation system, EQUATE performs
diagnostic, fault isolation, and performance
testing.
During the early 1970s, RCA developed

for the U.S. Army an automotive test system that performs more than 50 types of
tests and maintenance checks on a wide
range of engines and accessory systems.

The system, known as Simplified Test

22

mission events.
In military communications, Government
Systems' development of a family of trans-

portable satellite terminals led to a $37
million U.S. Army contract to build 31
such stations. Readily transportable, the

terminals can be put in use within 20
21

20. Transportable satellite terminal.

21. AEGIS system firing a missile.
22. AN/GIS-5 hand-held laser rangefinder

determine range of military targets 10
km away ((mural(' to 10 in.
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Equipment for Internal Combustion Engines (STE/ICE), is capable of testing 15
different types of vehicles, including armored personnel carriers, trucks, jeeps,
self-propelled howitzers, tanks, and recovery vehicles. The system produces a
substantial reduction in maintenance time

Service

services to the government, furnishing open

The RCA Service Company continued to
expand in both operations and volume.

ational and management support for military test ranges, NASA space programs,
and federal, state, and local educational

In 1976, the company marked the 22nd

programs.

consecutive year of increased sales in consumer service, achieving an all-time high.

while significantly improving the accuracy
of vehicle diagnosis.
A notable 1974 development was a hand-

By 1973, it had already topped the one -

held laser system that accurately deter-

The Service Company maintained its
position as the leading supplier of TV

mines the range of a military target in one

second. The GVS-5 system is about the
size of field binoculars, which it resembles, and weighs only five pounds. The
rangefinder's successful design resulted in

contracts for several large production
quantities.
Another successful venture was the intro-

duction and marketing of PRICE (Programmed Review of Information for Costing and Evaluation), a unique parametric
cost model service. The military services
made PRICE a standard measurement tool
for evaluating cost proposals, and a large

number of companies in electronics and
related fields have contracted to use it.
The PRICE family now covers hardware,
software and life -cycle cost models.

million mark in home service contracts for
TV and appliances.

receivers to hotels, motels, hospitals, and
schools. RCA Telephone Systems, the most
recent addition to the commercial products

line, experienced exceptional growthreaching 200,000 telephone interconnect

lines under contract to commercial and
small business customers by late 1976,
with an aggregate contract value in excess
of $100 million.

Technical service sales, which have improved year to year since 1958, grew even

more rapidly in the early seventies.

In

1970, RCA began to lease, as well as service, data communications equipment. By

In 1973, Service Company technicians
and engineers celebrated the 20th year of
service at the Air Force Eastern Test Range,

operating electronic instrumentation systems at Cape Kennedy and the downrange
stations in support of missile and space
programs. The Service Company team pro-

vided the same support for the historic
Apollo-Soyuz joint space flight in

1975.

The same year it received a contract to
provide support services for aerodynamic
and space research at NASA's Langley Research Center in Virginia.

In the early 70s, the Service Company
became firmly established as a leader in
educational services to government agencies. Under a 1972 contract, the Service
Company began providing comprehensive
vocational and language training and place-

ment services for unemployed men and

the end of 1976, the lease base of data

women at training centers throughout New

communications terminals under contract
exceeded 34,000 units. The Service Com-

York City. The program provided year-round

training to an ongoing student body of

pany also continued to be a major pro-

1800.

vider of installation and maintenance services for theatre, broadcast, marine, mobile
radio, scientific, industrial, and reservations systems equipment.

ed contracts by the Department of Labor

The Service Company maintained its
position as a leading supplier of technical

added to continuing contracts for such

In 1975, the Service Company was award-

to operate major Job Corps Centers in
Astoria, Ore., and Tulsa, Okla. These were

centers in Hazleton, Pa., and Marion, Va.

24

23. Automobile ignition system being tested
by a microprocessor -controlled test set

24. Service Co. technician does final tr
checkout.
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A fifth center, near Baltimore, Md., was

for the concept and development of the

added in 1976.

device, but also for the research and engineering that turned the experimental device into a commercial product. That same
year, the Solid State Division also began

Research and development

in the development of technologies that
permit the simultaneous transmission of
two TV channels by a single -satellite tran-

sponder, thus doubling the transmission
capacity for TV programs from the lower
48 states to Alaska.
During 1971-1976, RCA Laboratories

The close teamwork between the
product divisions and the Laboratories enabled scientists and engineers
of RCA Laboratories to work with the
divisional engineering staffs and
assist them in developments of new
and improved products.

offering silicon -on -sapphire (SOS) circuits

speed devices are expected to take over

doubled the output efficiency of previous

The role of RCA Laboratories changed in
several respects during 1971-1976 as a re-

an increasing share of the electronic watch

devices, thus speeding the eventual use
of such lasers in closed-circuit television

sult of pressures to increase the speed
with which research innovations are turned

into commercial products, and the realization of carefully laid plans for greater
integration of RCA's technical community.

to the electronics industry on a sampling
basis. This was again the product of an
extensive research and development program carried out by RCA Laboratories from
1971 through 1974. These low -power, high-

business, as well as to play an important
role in electronic data processing.
During 1975, the Laboratories also made
significant progress with the research program carried out by RCA Laboratories from
1971 through 1974. These low -power, high-

The ColorTrak television receiver system, the RCA Satcom system, the NBC
Television Central project, and the devel-

performance and pollution. In a related
effort, the Laboratories started work as

opment of the RCA SelectaVision Video -

opment of a Research Safety vehicle for

Disc System are prime examples of the

the National Highway Traffic Safety

closer relationship between researches and
division engineers.
In 1973, RCA Laboratories developed a
solid-state image sensor containing more
than 120,000 electronic elements on a silicon sensor chip the size of a nickel. This

Administration.
In 1976, Laboratories researchers devel-

the electronics subcontractor for the devel-

was the forerunner of the CCD cameras

oped high-speed logic circuits that process five billion bits of information per
second under test conditions, functioning
about ten times faster than logic circuits
used in conventional information proces-

that RCA Electro-Optics and Devices dem-

sing.

onstrated and made commercially available in 1975.

In 1975, the RCA Solid State Division
announced the commercial availability of
the industry's first COS/MOS microprocessor. The Solid State Technology Center of
RCA Laboratories was responsible not only

made good progress in new research
areas. For example, in 1971, Laboratories
scientists developed a new semiconduc-

tor laser with an optical capacity that

and in commercial and military communications systems.

In 1974, a major development was an
electro-optic modulator that could permit
as many as 5,000 persons to talk simultaneously over a single -laser -beam, highgrade telephone circuit. The experimental
device was the first electro-optic modulator compatible with integrated circuits and
capable of aiming or switching the direction of a laser beam. In another phase of
electro-optic research, the Laboratories demonstrated a document reader employing

a semiconductor laser that can provide
high -quality electronic reproductions of
26

In cooperation with the Alaska Office
of Telecommunications, RCA scientists developed frequency-modulaton techniques to
permit the transmission of satellite -borne
TV signals requiring minimum power and

bandwidth to small earth stations in the
Alaskan hush. A related project resulted

25

25. noir(' RC. -1 locations across the country
bad Minorities in Engineering Programs.

26. Laser beams controlled by electro-optic
modulators may someday carry 20 tr programs or 2.5,000 telephone conversations
simultaneously.
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text, sketches, and photographs suitable

Oklahoma City. The central reservation operation makes it possible for U.S. customers

Division undertook a major shift from the
city -suburban "van" type of rental delivery

to reserve a car anywhere in the world

truck to the big tractor -trailer combina-

with one toll -free telephone call.
The fuel crisis of 1973-1974 precipitated

tions. Until 1972, fewer than 10 percent of

a radical change in the makemp of the

duty over -the -road classification. By 1976,

to enhance and speed the use of optical

domestic and international rental car fleets.

up to 25 percent of its units were in the

communications in many applications.

In the domestic rental fleet alone, the

Vehicle renting and leasing

fleet proportion changed from 60 percent
standard cars to over 75 percent intermediate and smaller cars, providing greater

long-distance category. As a result, Hertz
expanded and revamped its service facilities. It increased the number of company owned service facilities to more than 180

for long-distance facsimile transmission.
In 1975, RCA Laboratories demonstrated

a solid-state laser that produces visible
light. This continuous -wave device, which
operates at room temperature, is expected

the Hertz truck units were in the heavy-

Despite fuel shortages and rising costs
Hertz achieved record earnings for five
consecutive years.

fuel economy both for the renter and Hertz.

by 1976. In addition, at the end of the

To ensure efficient standards of vehicle

The Hertz Corporation owed much of its
success in the early and mid -1970s to a

barked on a capital spending program in
1975 to construct and equip new facilities
at major airports. In 1972, Hertz Rent A

year, it had more than 300 franchised locations, plus 700 affiliated truck stops in its
nationwide network. In 1975, Hertz completed a 24 -hour emergency service system
for its trucks on the road.

significant tightening of management proce-

dures and controls, the implementation of

innovative marketing concepts, and the
move to leased "over -the -road" large trac-

tor -trailers. In 1972, the Rent A Car division formed the Hertz No. 1 Club, a computerized service to save time for the repeat

renter, and also to enable Hertz to sched-

ule its fleet and manpower needs more
efficiently. The service instantly retrieves
from the computer file such driver information as license number, type of vehicle
preferred, and charge card used. This con-

cept was later extended to Canada, and,
in 1975, throughout Europe.

Prior to the establishment of the No. 1
Club, a centralized reservation office and
separate data center were established in

27. Hertz remote area maintenance vehicle.

28. Random House High -Intensity Learning
Systems diagnose reading difficulties and
individually tailor reading prescriptions.
27

maintenance, the Rent A Car division em-

Car began retailing used cars from its ren-

tal fleet. Most of the cars are sold with a
12 -month 12,000 -mile warranty on drive train components.
In Europe, beginning in 1975, the company redirected its marketing thrust toward

the business traveler as this market grew
in importance. Fleets were concentrated
at airports and commercial centers, and
advertising was scheduled to reach potential renters where they lived, not where
they rented cars. These moves, coupled
with operating efficiencies, have resulted
in the achievement of record performance
levels in Hertz Europe.

Hertz passenger car leasing business,
initially built around leasing to corporations, extended its operations to individuals in 1974. At the same time, it began to
retail used cars to customers, and the fol-

Publishing
In 1976, when revenues in the book publishing industry were relatively sluggish,
Random House achieved the highest
sales in its history.

Together with two of its major imprints,
Alfred A. Knopf and Pantheon, Random
House placed 17 books on the national
best seller lists during the year. Over the
six -year period, offerings by Random House,
Knopf, and Pantheon received major recog-

nition, including Pulitzer Prizes for The
Americans: The Democratic Experience by
Daniel J. Boorstin, Huey Long, by T. Harry
Williams, and The Power Broker by Robert
A. Caro. In 1975, paperback rights to Ragtime, by E.L. Doctorow, were sold for $1.85

lowing year began finance leasing to

million, the highest price ever obtained
for such a sale. The juvenile department

individuals.
During the 1971-1976 period, the Truck

published books by such renowned authors
as Richard Scarry, Dr. Seuss, and Ronald

28
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Dahl, as well as Sesame Street and Charles
Schulz's Charlie Brown.
In 1972, Random House acquired Bal-

pressures on the company as well as the

plus Banquet products from the old pack-

consumer, coupled with Banquet's increased marketing efforts in the eastern

aging to the new uniform system is ex-

lantine Books,a mass -market paperback
house that publishes originals, e.g., Val-

part of the United States, and better manufacturing efficiencies through newly implemented industrial engineering techniques,

and Star Trek Star Reel Technical Manual, and a variety of popular reprints such
as Something Happened by Joseph Heller

enabled the company to turn in a record

pected to be completed in 1977.
In 1974, RCA acquired Oriel Foods Limited, and Morris & David Jones Limited,
both major food distributors in the United
Kingdom. The two companies were inte-

year for sales and earnings in 1976.

grated in 1975 to form the Oriel Foods

and the Seven -Per -Cent Solution by Nicho-

duced a variety of new products, including

las Meyer. In 1975, the company acquired
CRM textbooks, a major publisher in the
college field.
Random House's High Intensity Learning Systems increased its operations significantly. This program focuses on reading centers where youngsters' reading diffi-

frozen fried chicken, and opened a fully
integrated frozen fried chicken operation
in Batesville, Ark. The following year, it
expanded its distribution to all 50 states

ency Girl by Robin Moore and Susan Dietz,

culties are diagnosed and corrected with
individually tailored reading prescriptions.
By the end of 1976, there were over 2000
reading centers.
Random House Enterprises, a direct mail
operation, was launched in 1973. By 1976,
its most successful products, the McCalls

Great American Recipe Card Collection
and Weight -Watcher's Recipe Card Collection, had more than two million customers.

In 1971, Banquet Foods successfully intro-

Group.

Home furnishings

and Canada. To improve its distribution in

Despite depressed conditions in the
carpet industry, Coronet continued to
innovate and grow.

the Eastern market, Banquet Foods, in

The twin problems of inflation and reces-

1973, began operation of a major frozen
food processing plant in Wellston, Ohio.
Production capacity was doubled at the
Batesville plant. When recession hit the
frozen prepared food industry in 1974, the
company countered the problem with energetic promotional campaigns and the introduction of several product innovations.

By 1975, Banquet Foods' frozen fried
chicken business had become the indus-

sion that struck the nation during the
later half of the 1971-1976 period created
severe problems in the housing field. Fewer

Americans bought new homes because of
the economic situation, and fewer householders made major investments in furnishings, As a result, Coronet Industries,
acquired by RCA in 1971, was adversely
affected.

try leader. In that year, a unique, fully
automated massive freezer complex also

30

was constructed at Wellston, further strength-

Food processing and distribution

ening the company's market position in

The key to Banquet Foods' success was
a continuing expansion program.

Banquet's new package design system. Intro-

the Eastern United States.

Contributing to its 1976 success was

During the six -year period, Banquet Foods

duced during the fourth quarter of 1975,

Corporation enjoyed uninterrupted yearly

the new package design system has accom-

increases in sales of its more than 100

plished its overall objective of providing
Banquet products with a uniform identity
thereby allowing the consumer to easily
identify, recall, and choose the Banquet

products. It emerged the leading force in
the frozen prepared food industry taking
full advantage of its industry's recovery
which had been building since late 1975.
The easing of inflation and recessionary
29

brand over anything else in the retail freez-

29. Coronet industries continued to innomite and grow despite inflation and

er cabinet. Total conversion for all

recession.

100 -

30. By 1975, Banquet Foods' fried chicken
business had become the industry leader.

1971-1976
This did not prevent Coronet from continuing to innovate and grow. Do-it-yourself carpeting was introduced in 1971. In

1973, new equipment and processes for
tufting, dyeing, and finished carpets highlighted expansion and modernization pro-

grams in five Coronet plants in the U.S.
The following year, the new carpet -dyeing

technology was extended to all plants in
the U.S. and Canada. Construction of a
new yarn -spinning facility was begun at
Gainesville, Ga., within easy supply range

of the main Coronet plant at Dalton. In
the Far East, Coronet began marketing its
floor coverings through a network of distributors in Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore,
and Australia.
By 1976, profits for Coronet as a whole
had more than doubled and sales reached

In 1972, ground was broken for a major

urban renewal program in Camden, NJ.,
supported by RCA and others and involving the rebuilding of most of Camden's

interest minorities in engineering. In 1975,
twelve RCA locations across the country
had MEP programs, giving approximately
200 talented high school students an oppor-

downtown area. During this period, in one
of the nation's most successful inner-city
housing programs, the company also aided
in the rebuilding of more than 500 houses
in Camden. Support was also given to cer-

tunity to learn firsthand about the

tain community -based job training programs

At the Annual Shareholders Meeting in
May 1977, President Griffiths described

in cities where the company had facilities.
In 1974, purchasing officials throughout
the company were instructed to seek bids
from qualified suppliers who were members

of minority groups. Concurrently, RCA
sought to stimulate minority vendor inter-

profession.

Prospects for the future

1976 as "a turn -around year, and the second

best in the history of this Corporation."
He then pointed out that in the first quarter of 1977 "our sales had advanced by 9
percent and our profit by 41 percent. Our

a record high for the company's major

est through advertisements in black and
Hispanic media. As a result, 92 such vendors, an increase of 46 percent over 1973,
sold some $2.2 million worth of materials

profit dollars were $48.5 million, and this
represented the very best first quarter that
RCA has ever experienced."

product, floor coverings. To enable Coronet

and services to RCA.

to concentrate on its more profitable and
faster growing carpet business, the company acquired full ownership of Coronet
Carpets, Ltd., of Canada and by 1977 had
sold both its furniture and wall -covering

By the end of 1975, RCA could report
that as a result of its vigorous Affirmative
Action programs, approximately 12.5 percent of its employees in the United States
were minority group members represent.

that in 1977 RCA would do appreciably
better than the predicted 12 to 14 percent

operations.

ing 15 percent of the hourly workforce,
and 10.5 percent of salaried employees.

Corporate responsibility
Over the 1971-1976 period, RCA broadened its interest and activities as a
socially responsible corporation, both
nationwide and in the communities
where it operated.

In addition to the long-standing Affirmative Action programs to assure improved
opportunity for minority groups in recruitment and promotion, RCA, in 1971, devel-

oped a new program to assess the qualifications of women employees throughout

He then went on to say he expected
increase of the corporate profit for Ameri-

can companies and that "we are on our
way to another record year."
In summation, Mr. Griffiths said he has
often been asked, "How much money can
RCA make? And I've given them what is a

Approximately 40 percent of all RCA employees were women, and they occupied
17 percent of the managerial, professional,
and sales positions. In 1975, the company
increased substantially its purchases from

totally honest answer. I don't know, And
I've quickly added that we are embarked
on a program to find out. I believe that we

minority vendors, including black and American -Indian owned companies.
RCA also took part in the Minority Intro-

ment, and we need now the energy and

have the tools and the people, we have
the buildings, the facilities, the test equipdetermination to do it. And that we have."

duction To Engineering (MITE) program

to encourage minorities and women to
enter the engineering profession. In addition, it established the RCA -MEP (Minorities in Engineering Program), designed to

the company, and to ensure them equal
consideration with men for promotion to
more responsible professional and supervisory positions. That same year, RCA also
won national recognition for its companywide environmental improvement program
that included recycling centers at five major RCA locations.
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Part 7-The years 1977-1984
By William M. Webster

-

RCA targets three major growth areas
electronics, communica`ions, and entertainment
corresponding to its basic strengths and competencies.

Of the many events that involved RCA in
the challenging years 1977-1984, the most
crucial was the watershed decision made
in 1981 by top management to focus on
those business areas offering the greatest

was the ChanneLock color tuning system
that electronically (rather than mechanically) locates and locks onto the selected

potential for growth-electronics, com-

also marked the introduction of charge -

munications, and entertainment. The deciRCA's strengths, talents, and special abili-

coupled delay -line integrated circuits that
brought about a significant increase in picture sharpness and quality

ties and at the industries in which RCA
competes. This significant decision was

More recently, in 1984, this delay -line or
"comb -filter" has been improved to extract

sion was made after a long hard look at

100% of the color information from the

greatest strength was, as stated by the
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

broadcast video signal. The increased color

Thornton F. Bradshaw, "our technological

improvement for TV viewers.
Another source of major and continuing

marketing, production, and administrative
personnel, is constantly meeting the challenge to bridge the frontiers of technology
with the realities of the marketplace.
This seventh segment of RCA's history
will focus largely on the accomplishments

in these core areas. However, it will not

1. The first AEGIS guided missile cruiser.
Ticonderoga, during second sea trials
demonstrated her capability to carry out
her mission.

TV channel, eliminating the need for a manual fine-tuning adjustment. The year 1978

welcomed because it recognized that RCA's

base of 6200 scientists and engineers."
This group of highly talented technical
people, augmented by equally talented

3

-

overlook other areas of RCA business inter-

ests, including some that have been discontinued or sold, or the several very profitable ones that have remained an important part of the RCA family.
The most important management change
was made in July, 1981, when Mr. Bradshaw

2. Zubin Mehta directed the New York
Philharmonic as part of NBC's Live from
Studio 8H series.

became Chairman and Chief Executive

3. RCA's new solid-state CCD color TV camera
camera eliminates many problems of tube
cameras. The camera was used in 1984 at the
World Series and at both Democratic and
Republican Conventions.

ing Officer.

Officer, succeeding Edgar H. Griffiths. In

resolution has provided a demonstrable
improvement in picture quality lies with
the picture tube. First, the precision in -line

matrix color picture tube, introduced in
1972, offered a more efficient energy -saving

color TV system. Then, in 1982, another
forward step was achieved with the COTY29 color picture tube system. This system
optimized the design of the tube, yoke, and
the receiver to provide improved focus and

generally superior performance and reliability with reduced system and operating
costs.
RCA continued its leadership in CMOS
integrated circuits by introducing a number
of large-scale ICs having applications rang-

ing from TV receivers to automotive fuel
management systems. In 1981, sales of the

RCA's electronics business during 1977-

RCA CMOS Microprocessor 1802 surpassed
two million units, firmly establishing it as a
leading low-cost CMOS microprocessor in
the industry. By 1984 the annual RCA sales
of CMOS devices, now 7% of the IC industry,
passed $200 million. RCA is well positioned

1984.

in

1982, Mr. Bradshaw selected Robert R.
Frederick as President and Chief Operat-

First, let us review the highlights of
The company that introduced television

to the world continued its leadership by
introducing several significant innovations
into RCA television receivers. One, in 1978,

this fastest growing part of the IC

business.

The VideoDisc System, introduced in
1981, was an outstanding technological
achievement combining RCA's skills in
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both electronics and entertainment but
with a major emphasis on video signal pro-

larly polarized antenna that provides stronger signals for broadcasters in their areas

cessing. In 1984, sale of the VideoDisc

of coverage.

player was discontinued. The sale of Video -

A crowning achievement in TV cameras
came in 1984 with the introduction of the

Discs is continuing, with more than 1200
titles available.
RCA's efforts in behalf of the country's
military defense also featured outstanding
achievements. One of the most important
is the AEGIS weapons system, a significant

advance in fleet defense. This first fully
tested AEGIS system became operational
in the Navy's new guided -missile cruisers,
USS Ticonderoga (CG47) and USS Yorktown (CG48). To date, Congress has authorized construction of 16 CG47 class cruisers plus the lead ship in the Arleigh Burke
class (DDG51) of guided -missile destroyers. The AEGIS system includes four fixed
phased -array antennas mounted on four
sides of the ship's superstructure, instead
of conventional rotating radars. These radars can search and track in all directions
simultaneously. The AEGIS weapons con-

trol system can simultaneously fire and
direct more missiles at more targets with
greater accuracy than any other system.
The AEGIS weapon system represents the
biggest defense program in RCA's history
with a total dollar value since its inception
in 1969 exceeding $2.5 billion.
Another RCA innovation, the TK-47 broad-

cast color TV camera, was honored with an
EMMY in 1981 by the National Academy of

Television Arts and Sciences. With its
microprocessor controls, the TK-47 automatically checks and aligns its circuitry in
seconds, thereby eliminating the hour or
more of manual adjustment required for

4

ments, it is appropriate to recall that wireless communications was RCA's first business and that the RCA communications
specialists today are maintaining a long-

CCD (charge -coupled device) camera that
takes pictures in very low light, has a very
wide dynamic range, completely eliminates
lag and fuzziness usually associated with

standing tradition of world leadership in

moving objects, is very rugged, and has
unique special -effects capabilities. The
CCD image sensor technology employed in

tributing Home Box Office programming
to two earth stations, in .Jackson, Mississippi and Fort Pierce, Florida. Four years

this camera is finding use not only in

later, there were over 5,000 earth stations

broadcast operations but in military, surveillance, and consumer applications.
It is worth mentioning at this point that
RCA's traditional expertise in video signal

in this service, and today RCA has two
satellites dedicated to cable television
that reach over 6,000 cable systems in

processing has been the keystone of many
of its electronics and communications

In 1978 RCA introduced the first highspeed, high -quality facsimile service for
international use in concert with Kokusai
Denshin Denwa, a Japanese international

activities and has helped gain and hold
world leadership.
The line separating electronics and com-

munications activities is not a sharply
defined one from the technology standpoint. In fact, one could easily affirm that
RCA's tremendous satellite activities are
major achievements in both areas. In the
1977-1984 period, twenty five RCA -built
satellites were launched, including five in
1981-making it the busiest RCA year in
space since the company entered the field
in 1958. These satellites have a wide range
of applications including communications,

weather information, search and rescue
missions, navigation, and scientific studies. RCA also made major contributions to

NASA's Space Shuttle program, particu-

larly with camera equipment and radio
systems.

Before we continue the highlights of

conventional TV cameras.

Another EMMY winner was the circu-

RCA's recent communications achieve-

5

international communications systems.
In the fall of 1975. RCA began to make
cable television a household word by dis-

the U.S.

telecommunications company. It now serves

twenty-eight countries. Other communications services initiated during this period
include telex access to and from computers, a full service electronic mail system

(RCA Mail), domestic telex and leasedchannel services, and a national paging
service that is expanding towards a worldwide personal messaging service.

In the entertainment field, the third
area of RCA's core businesses, RCA has
continued its accomplishments in broadcasting, records and tapes, and has entered
several new areas of home software distribution.
In the field of TV broadcasting, NBC has
continued to be a leader in a dynamic, ever
changing industry. Revenues, over the 19771984 period, have increased at an average
annual rate of nearly 11 percent. Although

profits declined between 1978 and 1981,
they have risen since. In 1983 and 1984,
NBC experienced the highest profits in its

history. In the 1984 ratings, with quality
programs, NBC-TV has advanced from third
to second place in prime time. It has won a
good share of Emmy Awards. One program
alone, "Hill Street Blues," has won 25 dur-

ing the 1981-1984 period. The new CCD
camera, mentioned earlier, was introduced
by NBC and used in the 1984 World Series
to achieve some remarkable slow-motion
6
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action scenes that would not have been
possible with a conventional tube -based
broadcast camera.
RCA Records during the 1977-1984 period

4. Microwave relay antenna towers, used by
RCA Network Services, transmit voice and
data among RCA's major locations between
New York City and Camden, N.J.

increased its share of the market both

RCA.

world-wide and in North America. In addition to records and cassettes, RCA began to
market laser -based digital Compact Discs

The subsequent text is a more detailed
coverage of the historical highlights and

and became distributors throughout the
5. Technicians at RCA Astro-Electronics

attach a solar array panel to the U.S Navy's
NOVA -I navigation satellite. Nova satellites
were launched in 1981 and 1984.

Compact Disc club. In 1984 it began a year
long celebration of Elvis Presley's fiftieth
anniversary. To date, over one billion copies
of Presley's recordings have been sold by

United States and nine foreign countries of

video cassettes for Columbia Pictures. It
expanded its record clubs by launching a

accomplishments of RCA during the 19771984 period. The author owes considerable
gratitude to the divisions and subsidiaries
of the RCA Corporation for their help in the
completion of this history.

Electronics-RCA Enhances Its Heritage
6. "Nipper" originally joined RCA with the
acquisition of the Victor Talking Machine Co
in 1929. The trademark was brought back
into use in 1978 for consumer and
commercial products.
7. The Control Center of RCA's Dimensia
Audio/Video System communicates commands to audio and video components pro riding remote control. The user simply enters

a command, and the microcomputers carry
it out, allowing multiple functions to be
operated simultaneously.

8. RCA offers a wide choice of color video

cameras, including the incredibly light (only
35 ounces) "Small Wonder."
9. Computer controls the placement of
circuit -board components for a color TV
chassis at RCA Consumer Electronics'
Bloomington, Ind., plant,

Consumer Electronics Division
In the years 1977 through 1984, RCA continued on a "fast track" in terms of technological developments and in rapid expan-

potential operating life of the receiver is
extended. The XL chassis first was incor-

sion of the video products market. The
period properly can be characterized as
one in which RCA continued at the fore-

few months later it was incorporated in

front of the "video revolution" with significant advances in color television receivers,
with entry into the marketing of video cassete recorders (VCRs) and the early assumption of a leadership position, and, near the
end of the period, with the introduction of

broadcast stereo and "Dimensia," a dramatic new concept in audio/video system

porated in XL -100 models and then just a
ColorTrak models. By mid -1978 all RCA
color receivers utilized this energy -saving
chassis.

1978 also witnessed the use of largescale integrated circuits (LSIs) in new RCA
ColorTrak receivers to eliminate the need

for fine tuning, a manual control that had
8

control.
In early 1977, RCA announced the intro-

duction of its XtendedLife television receiver chassis. Because the chassis requires

reduced operating power, less than that
used in a 100 -watt electric light bulb, the

7
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been part of television receivers since the
introduction of color in 1954. Called ChannelLock, the tuning system is based on an

o The introduction, beginning 1980, of a
line of high-technology color monitor re-

RCA -developed frequency -synthesis system

video cassette recorders, video games, and

using a precision quartz crystal that auto-

home computers. These monitors have

matically matches the exact station fre-

been enthusiastically received by the American consumer.

quency and locks in, ending tuner drift that
can distort colors in the picture.
The period 1977-1984 was also significant for RCA in terms of the VCR distribu-

tion business, which it entered near the
end of 1977. The company aggressively
pursued this new business opportunity
with heavy investments in advertising and
promotional programs. These programs together with careful choice of product spe-

cifications and capabilities led to RCA's
becoming the recognized leader in VCR
marketing. New products included programmable recorders, portable recorders
(some with on -screen display graphics to
facilitate remote programming), and the
introduction of associated color cameras,
like the 2.2 -pound RCA "Small Wonder."
Other developments during the 19771984 period included:

o First, as an interim step, the addition of
the capapahility of receiving mid -band
cable television channels on some models
of color receivers. This step initiated the
development program for RCA's frequency synthesis, multiband tuning system that by
1982 led to receivers having 127 -channel

tuning capability.
o Emphasis on the remote control feature
for color receivers. Remote control receivers accounted for 35 percent of all RCA
color television unit sales in 1981, a growth

that is continuing.
o Entry into the promising projection television business in early 1981. These large screen television receivers are a natural for
the "videophile" and RCA has made signi-

ficant advances in picture brightness and
resolution.
10
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ceivers particularly suited for use with

o In mid -1984 the introduction of color TV
receivers having the built-in capability for
receiving broadcast stereo transmissions.

These receivers also include a "second
audio program" channel offering the broad-

caster a variety of options including the
audio programming of a second language.

o Near the end of 1984 the "marriage" of
audio and video in a new audio/video system called "Dimensia." Using extensive
computer technology, this product is the
first consumer system to wholly integrate a

variety of audio/video components into a
full -function media center, providing simplified operation and full remote control of
each component, independently or in concert, by means of a single remote device.

Video Disc Venture
In March of 1981, RCA introduced its
"SelectaVision"VideoDisc system to the
general public, culminating more than 20
years of research and development. The
12 -inch plastic discs, which resemble audio

long -play records in appearance, contain
up to one hour of prerecorded audio and
color video information on each side. The
video disc player can be attached to any
television set for playback.
In developing the video disc system, RCA

scientists had to advance the state-of-theart in several technologies by developing:

o A method of recording a spiral groove
over 7 miles long, having over 10 thousand
turns per inch.
11

o Optical, mechanical and electron beam
techniques for recording signal elements
as short as one millionth of a meter on the
disc master.
o Signal systems for providing processed
TV pictures and audio signals, synchron-

ized for either mechanical or electron beam recording on a disc master.
o Methods of making suitable metal stampers and plastic discs from the masters.

o Technology in fabricating an unprecedented new stylus having a tip less than
one tenth the size of those used for audio
records.

o Ultra -sensitive circuitry to detect capacitance variations between stylus and disc
surface.

o Players capable of tracking the finely
pitched grooves and processing record
information into electronic signals that
provide full color pictures and stereo
sound.

The "CED" (capacitance electronic disc)
system is a widely acknowledged tribute to

the skill and ingenuity of RCA scientists
and engineers.
When the playback -only video disc sys-

tem was introduced, RCA management
recognized that it would be successful only

as long as it could maintain a substantial
price advantage over the video cassette
recorders, which offered consumers the
additional ability to record off -the -air or
with a home TV camera. The combination
of steep price cuts on VCRs and the availability of inexpensive cassette rentals, however, eroded the sales of video disc players
and in 1984 forced RCA to halt player production. The company continues to manufacture video discs and there are more than
1,200 "CED" titles available to consumers.
12
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RCA Video Component and
Display Division

quate profits. Consequently, major steps
were launched to improve operating effi-

Throughout the history of commercial tele-

ciencies in all areas of the business. Among

vision and particularly since RCA scientists pioneered the shadow -mask color TV

tube, RCA has held a leading role in the
10. Video discs are pressed and then sprayed

with a special solution at the manufacturing

facility in Indianapolis.

production and sales of picture tubes. RCA
celebrated the 25th anniversary of the shadow -mask tube in 1979, and by 1984 RCA

and its affiliates had produced over 130
11. Giant mechanical arm used for
transporting funnels for color TV tubes from
a coating machine to a conveyor at the
Scranton, Pa., plant.

12. Interiors of color television picture -tube

faceplates-already treated with a
photosensitive phosphor solution-are
exposed to ultraviolet light in a mechanized
screen room.

13. High -resolution display tubes for
computer -graphics applications being tested
in 1981 at RCA's facility in Lancaster, Pa.

14. A designer is shown using a graphics
terminal for computer -aided design and
manafacture. More than 150 personal
computers and graphic design terminals
were introduced into the VCD Division as
part of a multiyear program.

million TV picture tubes. Of these, 90 million were color and 40 million were black and -white picture tubes. RCA discontinued
black -and -white production in 1977 to be
better able to support the growing demand
for color.
By 1978, RCA's line of precision in -line

matrix color picture tubes, which supported the more efficient energy -saving
color TV system, was well established not
only in the U.S. market but also in Europe.
In 1982 RCA reasserted its technical leadership with the commercial announcement
of the COTY-29 program (Combined Optimum Tube and Yoke, having a neck diameter of only 29 millimeters). Its improved

focus and miniaturized yoke resulted in
savings in materials costs and a reduction
in the deflection power required. This
advance was followed in 1983 with the
COTY-FS (Full Square) color picture tube

featuring a rectangular screen, i.e., one
having straight sides and square corners,
and, consequently, a larger viewing area.

15. Computerized equipment is used to check
performance of electron beams in color
picture tubes. The large coils surrounding the
tube are used during tests to provide control
of ambient magnetic conditions.
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The latest version (1984) COTY-SP (Square

Planar) has a nearly planar screen edge, a
much flatter faceplate, and a rectangular
screen. These new tubes represent the first
major change in industry screen size and
format in 13 years.

The period 1977-1984 brought about
some interesting developments in picture
tube manufacture. In 1981, worldwide overcapacity for color picture tubes compounded

the impact of the general economic situation and made it difficult to maintain ade14

them were the decisions to end the partnership arrangement with VideoColor
(France) and, in 1982, to close the Midland
(Canada) plant.

The technology portion of the international business, however, was very active.
From 1978-1983 RCA sold color picture
tube manufacturing equipment to the
U.S.S.R.; in 1982, a 7 -year equipment and
technology transfer contract with Poland
was successfully completed; and in 1984,
top-level discussions were held with the
People's Republic of China with the goal of
establishing ajoint program. In addition to
the profit opportunities, these efforts reinforced RCA's technical image and contrib-

uted to its domestic position of strength
and leadership.
During this period, a number of produc-

tion advances also were made. In 1978,
three Unimate robots were installed in
Scranton, marking the beginning of a focus
on automation in the manufacturing plants.
From this modest start, the effort grew over

subsequent years to include highly automated screen rooms and computer -con-

trolled or monitored equipment of all
kinds. The rising cost of labor coupled with
the rapid advances in computer technology

has tipped the scale dramatically toward
greater automation efforts.
The Picture Tube Division was renamed
in 1983 as the "Video Component and Display Division," signifying a new charter to
pursue OEM sales of video display products
for computer and other major commercial

and industrial applications, as well as to
sustain its traditional role as a major supplier of color picture tubes to the TV industry. RCA entered the color data -display CRT
15
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market in 1982 with a high -resolution tube
having a 13 -inch diagonal and 90 -degree
deflection angle.
A line of monochome and color monitors
was introduced to the computer market in
1984. Monitor design efforts draw on the
expanded engineering capabilities of the
Consumer Electronics and New Products

automatic tint control. Other RCA IC designs

Divisions. Existing manufacturing facilities in these divisions are utilized to pro-

throughout the electronics industry, including the military and aerospace, for
whom high reliability has been a major

duce the display monitors. The RCA Laboratories provide the extensive research and

for TV receivers are described in the Consumer Electronics section of this history.
Throughout 1977-1984, RCA Solid State

introduced a large number of linear and
digital ICs designed for specific applications. In many cases, ICs were also designed

and manufactured for specific customers

products.

requirement.
In 1981, the company produced new ICs
for both the U.S. and European automotive

Solid State Division

markets. RCA introduced the fist commercially available ignition control IC in

development support required for future

In 1977-1984 RCA continued to maintain

leadership in CMOS integrated circuits
through cooperative efforts by the engineering staffs of the RCA Solid State DMsion, the Solid State Technology Center,
and the Laboratories. The RCA -invented

CMOS technology, which made digital
watches and hand-held calculators possible, has been at the forefront of RCA's solid
state efforts. RCA is one of the few manufacturers to offer a total line of CMOS logic

products. During this period, RCA introduced a very large number of new integrated circuits having applications ranging

from television receivers to automotive
fuel -management systems.

In 1977, RCA Solid State introduced a
single -package IC for television receivers
that replaced three ICs in use only a year
earlier. The result was a simpler and more
reliable chassis having an added feature,
16

1981. In 198:1, Chrysler chose RCA as the

major supplier for the microprocessor for
the spark -control computer system to be

microprocessor design. In 1982, RCA signed

an agreement with Philips of the Netherlands for a joint development of high-speed
CMOS logic chips, known as QMOS. QMOS
devices are important because they include
high-speed CMOS replacements for LsTri,
devices in existing designs and also low -

power all-CMOS designs for new digital
systems. In 1983, alternate -source agreements were completed with LSI Logic, Inc.
for semicustom gate arrays. In 1984, RCA
announced a joint venture with Sharp Corporation, a .Japanese electronics company,
to engage in the design, development and
fabrication of CMOS VLSI integrated circuits in the United States.
During the later half of 1977-1984 period,

used in 1985 models.
Because the RCA -developed CMOS technology offers low power consumption, good

the semiconductor industry was rapidly
becoming aware that the CMOS techno-

reliability, and high speed, a number of

technology of the future for large scale

new applications for large-scale integrated
circuits (LSI) using the CMOS technology

integrated circuits. R('A's experience and
expertise in CMOS put the company in a
firm position for rapid and healthy growth
with this product in the yeas beyond 1984.

appeared late in the 1977-1984 period.
These applications included automotive
fuel management systems, pollution and
timing controls, portable instrumentation
and equipment, and implantable medical
electronics. Also in 1981, the sale of the

logy, which RCA invented in 1962, was the

New Products Division

RCA CMOS 1802 microprocessor surpassed
2 -million units, firmly establishing this
device as a leading low-cost CMOS general

Division, headquartered
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, was created in
late 1983 to implement RCA's strategy of
increasing new -business development with-

microprocessor system in the industry.
The latter part of this period also saw a
trend toward alternate -source agreements

organized to plan, develop, manufacture,
and market new electronic products. It was

and joint ventures in the semiconductor
industry. RCA was a participant in this
trend. In 1981, RCA broadened its line of
17
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microprocessors by obtaining the right to
produce and sell Motorola's 8 -bit CMOS

in the electronics area. The Division is

formed with a base business of RCA's exist 18
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ing closed-circuit video equipment, power
tube and other electro-optics components
activities.
The division encompasses several dif-

state imagers, known as charge -coupled devices (CCDs). These devices are also men-

ferent businesses participating in unrelated markets. The largest is the Closed

Systems Division's new color TV camera.

Circuit Video Equipment (CCVE) line. A

leader in its marketplace, this division
16. Many engine functions of Chrysler
automobiles are monitored and controlled by
an advanced electronic engine -control kit
composed largely of integrated circuits
produced at RCA Solid State Division.

17. A "carousel" of integrated circuit wgfers
is lowered into an ion implantation chamber
al RCA Solid State, in Swnerrille, N.J.

18. An employee inserts a silicon -intensified
target (SIT) tube into a surveillance -type TV
camera al New Products Div., Lancaster, Pa.

19. Charged -coupled device used as image
sensor in solid state color television cameras,
such as the RCA CCD-1 broadcast
camera.

manufactures closed-circuit television cam-

eras and monitors. It also purchases and
resells various accessory products such as
tape recorders, time/date generators, mo-

tube, manufactured in Lancaster, Pa., and
delivered to Princeton University in 1978.

21. At D&SP's warehouse in Deptford, NJ.,
orders are processed and an inventory of
thousands of items is maintained by
computer.

19

tioned in connection with the Broadcast
NPD also operates a Solid State Emitters and Detectors product line, headquartered in Montreal, Canada. High-performance

light -emitting diodes, solid state injection lasers, IR photodiodes, and avalanche
photodetectors have given RCA a leader.

ship position in many military and tele-

tion detectors, and other installation accessories. RCA's CCVE products are sold to

communications applications.

banks, supermarkets, shopping centers,
department stores and the like, as well as

Distributor and Special
Products Division

to Government installations.
A product line for many years is NPD's
Tube Operations. In the Tube Operations,
RCA's power tubes have given the company
a leading position in the VHF transmitter
tube market and a solid position in specific
military applications for radars, communications, and countermeasure systems. Power
Tube Operations is also heavily involved in

the government's Fusion Research Program for energy development.

NPD's Tube Operations is also the
20. The .120-1b. electronic vacuum -switch

the development and production of solid-

world's largest manufacturer of Silicon
Target Vidicons (trademarked Ultricons),
for low -light -level closed-circuit television.

Photomultipliers and high -resolution
display tubes completed the Tube Operations' product line.
New Products Division is responsible for

20

During 1977-1984, the RCA Distributor and

Special Products Division focused on its
major role of marketing parts, components,
and accessories through a network of more
than 500 electronics distributors.

From a vast inventory of some 80,000
separate items, the Distributor and Special

Products Division provides replacement
parts and components to support RCA
electronic equipment throughout the world.

Many of the Division's products are also
used in equipment of other manufacturers
and are marketed for general industry use.
In order to capitalize on the tremendous
growth in VCR instruments, the division
entered the VCR accessories business in
1982. This new business activity was a natu-

ral outgrowth of the TV accessories business in which the division had been involved.

In 1983, the division further broadened its
base in VCR -related products by adding
blank %-ideo tape. Both of these new busi21
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were adapted to telecine (film to video

hampered industry acceptance of the for-

mat, and the system has not achieved

manufacturing and broadcast systems. The
items vary in size from microscopic solid

transfer) with the introduction of the TK290 automatic telecine system. The TK290 utilized the same set-up terminal as
the TK-47, allowing operation as an integrated system with attendant economies.
In 1984, RCA announced the TK-48 automatic color camera having added features
and expanded software capability for enhanced performance.
Clearly, the technological achievement

state devices to huge transformers. The

of the 1982-84 period was the develop-

division's warehousing and shipping facilities cover more than 26 acres, equivalent to
seven football fields.

ment and introduction of the CCD-1

nesses show exceptional promise for future
growth.
Other products marketed by the division

include RCA exact replacement parts,
solid state devices, receiving tubes, picture

tubes, and industrial tubes.
The Division's products are utilized in
equipment ranging from TV sets and other

consumer instruments to sophisticated

Broadcast Systems
The 1977-84 period saw RCA Broadcast

Systems record peak sales, growth and
profits during the early years, followed by

a sharp contraction of sales, with severe
operating losses during 1982-84.
Camera design activity during this time
was maintained at a high level. The innovative TK-76 portable camera, introduced in

1975, was an engineering and marketing
success. In five years, more than 3,000 of

these cameras were put in operation in
50 countries.

The TK-47 automatic color camera introduced in 1979 was a microprocessor -

based design that permitted fast, automated setup and established new standards for camera performance, stability,
and reliability. The automatic features
22

(charge -coupled device) camera. This solid-

state camera represents a significant
breakthrough because it eliminates problems associated with conventional tube -

type cameras-tube replacement,

lag,

comet tailing, image burn -in. Used by NBC
in 1984, delivery to others began in 1985.

A key new product, the TR-800 one inch videotape recorder developed in the
late 1970s, was expected to generate excellent sales as a replacement for aging

period was the continued broadcaster pref-

erence for RCA television antenna and
transmitter products. A new line of advanced solid-state VHF transmitters was
introduced in 1979 and expanded to cover
26 models in power levels from 10 kW to
100 kW. More than 100 of these G -Series

transmitters were delivered in the first
two years. The transmitter line was extended in 1984 with the announcement of
a solid-state 100 -kW UHF transmitter, an
advanced design system utilizing high -efficiency klystrons.
In 1979, RCA completed erection of the
world's larger multiple TV antenna on top

of the 110 -story World Trade center in
New York City. The 351.5 -foot RCA antenna

quadruplex videotape machines. However,

tower accommodates antennas for 10 TV
stations and 15 FM radio stations.
Circular polarization of TV signals to
improve reception and reduce ghosts and

although the product design included

similar reflections became increasingly pop-

many advanced features, it proved difficult to manufacture and required exten-

ular, and RCA was ready with a range of
innovative antenna designs. In 1984, the

sive field servicing. Consequently, the TR800 was discontinued and inventory written
down, contributing substantially to 19821984 operating losses.

division was awarded an engineering EMMY

for its pioneering role in the development
of circular polarization for broadcast television.

For videotape, a new half -inch Chro-

Broadcast Systems entered a "new be-

maTrak recording technique was developed

ginning" in 1984 with the move from Cam-

in 1983 utilizing VHS videocassettes, yet
achieving video quality approaching that
of the far more expensive one -inch VTRs.
The new format was the basis for the onepiece recording camera, a unique concept

den to Gibbsboro, N.J. A new building

introduced by RCA. The system was a
technological achievement and RCA earned

an engineering "EMMY" in 1983 for its

development. The lack of standards in
half -inch videotape recording, however,
23
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anticipated market penetration.
Among the bright spots throughout the

with administrative, engineering, and pro-

duction facilities was completed in the
early fall and was fully operational by
24
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year end. This move consolidated all operations of Broadcast Systems with the already
operational Antenna Systems unit in Gibbs-

integration, and testing of a complete wea-

boro.

for the design and development of the

Government Systems Division

AEGIS Combat System that will be installed
in the DDG51 class of guided -missile des-

pon system for the Navy. In 1984, RCA Mis-

sile and Surface Radar received a contract

Missile & Surface Radar
The RCA Government Systems Division

troyers. The lead ship in the multiyear

(GSD) work on the Navy's AEGIS weapon
system represents the biggest defense pro-

stroyer commander and later Chief of Naval
Operations. DDG51 is scheduled for commissioning in 1989.

gram in RCA's history. The total dollar

building program will be named Arleigh
Burke, after the famous World War II de-

value since the program's inception in 1969
22. The microprocessor controls of RCA's TK47 color TV camera provide automatic set up

and alignment-features which earned it an
Emmy Award in 1981.
23. The G -line of VHF Transmitters developed
by RCA now includes 26 models covering
power levels from 10 kW to 100 kW.

24. RCA -designed antenna atop the World
Trade Center's north tower in New York City
is "topped out.," as signified by the American

flag attached to last antenna section put in
place.

25. Electronic Computer -Originated Mail (or
E-COM) system for the U.S. Postal Service
under test at RCA Government Communications Systems in Camden, N.J.
26. Extensive testing of the AEGIS system is
carried out by resident Navy crew and RCA
engineers under computer -simulated battle
conditions at the Navy's Combat System
Engineering Development site.

25

exceeds $2.5 billion. AEGIS can simultaneously and automatically detect, track,
and engage multiple missile, aircraft, surface, and subsurface threats.

Government Communications
Systems

Built around a highly sophisticated radar
system developed by RCA, the AEGIS system takes advantage of advanced electronics technology in radar, command and control data processing, and communications.
The system uses novel designs and circuit-

cations Systems, part of GSD, developed
and installed for the U.S. Postal Service an
electronic communications (E-COM) system that enables volume mailers to electronically send computer -originated statements and letters to 25 cities. The E-COM

ry, including specialized integrated cirdestroy hostile aircraft, missiles, subma-

system was operated successfully from 1982
through 1984.
Among many communications programs,
Government Communications Systems pro-

rines, and surface ships in order to prohibit

vides Integrated Radio Rooms for Trident

their employment against U.S. forces. AEGIS

ballistic missile submarines. Developed

ships are normally assigned to carrier battle groups or surface action groups. RCA's
dual role in the AEGIS program is unique

under a series of Navy contracts, the

in the history of U.S. Navy Contracting. The

tem gives Trident commanders a wider

cuits.
The primary mission of AEGIS ships is to

Corporation is the first independent contractor to be selected to perform systems
engineering for a total ship combat system.

RCA is also the first to serve as prime
contractor in the development, production,

26

During 1981, RCA Government Communi-

advanced system controls submarine communications from a single console. The sysrange of communications capabilities than

ever before. The Integrated Radio Room
also has potential applications for other
submarines.
Another computer -controlled communi-

1977-1984
cations system is being produced for the

cations equipment that was an outgrowth

Navy's CG47 class cruisers. Designated the
Integrated Voice Communications Systems
(IVCS), it uses two computer -assisted

of a research effort performed by RCA
under government contract. Later, the pro-

switching centers to automate shipboard

duction program was expanded several
times. In late 1983, RCA was awarded a

telephone communications traffic. The sys-

secure -communications production program

tem can be expanded to handle 2,000 to
3,000 communication stations on large

based on an equipment design provided by
the government. This program is being fulfilled by Government Volume Production.

ships, such as aircraft carriers. The AEGIS
IVCS is an advanced version of equipment

developed by GCS for the Navy's LHA
assault ships.
Government Communications Systems
also developed a family of small super high -frequency satellite communications
terminals for the U.S. Army and U.S. Air

Force. Transportable by trailer or light
truck, they are designed to provide short -or
long-range communications within 20 min-

utes after arrival at a chosen site.

Government Volume Production
A new separate business unit, RCA Government Volume Production, was established
to handle production programs like that for

the SHF satellite communications terminals. This business unit, which shares facilities with RCA Government Communica-

tions, handles major production contracts
for U.S. government customers. One of its
first programs is a contract to build 111
transportable ground stations and related

equipment for the Air Force's satellite
communications networks. This five-year

production contract calls for delivery of
four types of ground stations and 250 low -

rate multiplexers. Initial production includes a large contract for secure-communi-

27

Automated Systems
Automated Systems (AS), a business unit
of GSD in New England, achieved a rapid
annual growth rate through the years 1977-

ligence business area, which developed
TCAC (Technical Control Analysis Center),
tactical and strategic terminals and REM BASS (Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sen-

sor System), among other products. These
systems represented a wave of emerging
technologies that are being applied to new
military readiness requirements.

Astro-Electronics

1984, mainly through its leadership in

The entire 1977-1984 period was a major

developing automatic test equipment (ATE)

one for the space endeavors of RCA AstroElectronics. Twenty-five RCA -built satel-

for electronic, communications, and automotive equipment. EQUATE, a third -generation tri-service ATE -system was selected

as the U.S. Army standard for depot and
intermediate -level maintenance. Systems
are being delivered worldwide to support
every major combat system and combat
support system in Army inventories into
the 21st century. Through the years to 1984,
145 EQUATE Systems were ordered and 114

lites were launched into space since the
company entered the field in 1958. Seven
RCA Satcom domestic communications
satellites were operating until RCA Satcom

I was retired on June 4, 1984, after eight
and a half years of service. RCA Satcom II

continued in operation, along with the
other satellites in the RCA network: III -R,

launched in 1981; IV and V, launched in

delivered, with total contract values ex-

1982, and I -R and II -R, launched in 1983.

ceeding $300 million.

Satellites V, I -R, and II -R are Advanced RCA

AS's vehicle test system capabilities
carried over to solve a more fundamental

Army testing problem. Simplified Test

Satcoms equipped with highly reliable all solid -state power amplifiers. Each spacecraft contains 28 C -band 8.5 -watt amplifi-

Equipment (STE) was developed for soldiers to perform complex diagnostics on
military vehicles in the field. In 1981, the

ers in a redundant configuration that

David Sarnoff Award for Outstanding Technical Achievment was presented to the AS

pansion program and put into operation a

team for its work on STE, and over 7,000
test sets were delivered to support the M-1
Abrams main battle tank, the MI/M2 Bradley fighting vehicles, and all other Army
combat and training vehicles.

ing, monitoring and control of communi-

Another David Sarnoff Award was granted

28
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to AS for the development and production
of the AN/GVS-5 hand-held laser rangefinder. The AN/GVS-5 is part of AS's Command, Control, Communications and Intel-

allows 24 operating channels.

Astro Electonics entered a major exworldwide launch control network for track-

cations satellites as they orbit the Earth
prior to being placed into equatorial orbits.

29
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The network placed RCA in a leading
position in commercial satellite control
operations.
Also placed into operation by RCA was

the nations's largest clean -pumped ther-

mal vacuum chamber for testing satellites in a simulated space environment.
The chamber can test half of a Space
Shuttle payload, including 15 -ton spacecraft measuring 35 feet by 15 feet.
Astro-Electronics started work on four
RCA Satcom Ku -band satellites. (The first
two satellites were scheduled for launch
27. Navy personnel work with an integrated
radio room at RCA Government Communications Systems in Camden, NJ.
28. Mechanics use simplified test equipment
built by RCA to test and diagnose problems
in the U.S. Army's MI Abrams Main Battle
Tank.

29. Testing of one of the solid-state power
amplifers used in the communications
satellites built by RCA Astro-Electronics.

in 1985.)

Also received were the following con-

Somerville, NJ, automatic bonding of wires
within an integrated circuit device known as
a 64 -lead flat pack.

32. RCA Service Company is known for its
nationwide network of service centers
providing prompt, reliable home service of
RCA TV sets, and certain other appliances.
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of persons saved with the help of these
spacecraft reached 400 by the end of 1984.
In other space developments, RCA -built
NOVA navigation satellites were launched

for the U.S Navy in 1981 and 1984, and
NASA dual -launched a pair of Dynamics
Explorer scientific satellites in 1981 to
study the interactive coupling between the

Earth's magnetosphere, ionosphere, and
plasmasphere.
The Corporation also played a major role

Four dual -band "Spacenet" communications satellites for GTE Spacenet Corp.

in NASA's Space Shuttle program, with
RCA equipment and services involved in

Spacenets 1 and 2 were successfully launch-

each flight from liftoff to touchdown. Shuttle missions carry as many as eight television cameras that were designed and built

ed in May and November 1984. Spacenet
3 is scheduled for launch in 1985.
Also for GTE, four Ku -band "GSTAR"
communications satellites. GSTAR-I is
scheduled for launch in 1985.
o Three dual -band domestic communications satellites for American Satellite Co.

by Astro-Electronics. The shuttle's UHF
radio system was developed by RCA Govern-

ment Communications Systems.

RCA Service Company

1985.

During 1977-1984, the RCA Service Com-

A contract from NASA to design and

pany set new sales records annually. By

build an Advanced Communications Tech-

developing new advanced -technology businesses, expanding existing businesses, and

nology Satellite (ACTS) and supporting
31. At the Solid State Technology Center,

weather satellite, was launched.
The NOAA-8 and -9 spacecraft were the
first American satellites equipped to assist
in search and rescue missions. The number

tracts for communications satellite systems:

First launch will be in the summer of
30. Computer -aided design of solid-state
circuits at the Advanced Technology
Laboratories.

since 1960, when TIROS -1, the worlds's first

ground stations.
o Direct Broadcast Satellites for Satellite
Television Corp. and United States Satellite Broadcasting Co. Inc. These satellites
will broadcast directly to homes by way of
inexpensive, 24 -inch diameter, dish -shaped
rooftop antennas.

In addition, Astro-Electronics continued
to build Advanced TIROS -N weather satellites for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), as well as

the U.S Air Force's Block 5D defense
meteorological satellites. More than 50
weather satellites have been launched

cultivating new servicing opportunities,
the Company has met the increasing needs

of its consumer, commercial, telephone,
data, and government markets.
Consumer Services, while building and
maintaining a customer base of more than
one million service contracts on RCA home

entertainment products and Whirlpool appliances, expanded its service capabilities

significantly in the past three years. In
1983, the Service Company assumed the
32
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responsibility for the nationwide servicing

ers and peripheral equipment, as well as

The Government Services activity ex-

of JC Penney home electronics products
and microwave ovens, accounting for an

the third -party maintenance of news, trans-

perienced significant growth while furnish-

portation, and commodities services and
microcomputers. Major third -party custo-

ing technical, educational, and support
service to government customers in the
U.S. and abroad. Contributing to record

additional 440,000 contracts in force. Also
in 1983, Consumer Services helped launch

the first direct broadcast satellite (DBS)

mers include American Airlines, for which
RCA provides service on reservation, opera-

home TV service, installing and maintain-

tion, and security terminals; the Reuters,

ing small earth stations and peripheral
equipment. In 1984, Consumer Services

UPI, and Commodity news services; and the

1983, contract service was initiated in IBM

sales and earnings were contracts awarded
and renewed for the operation and maintenance of full-scale drone operations for the
U.S Air Force; range instrumentation and
communication for the testing and tracking of missile and space operations for the
Air Force; weapons testing at the Missile
Test Project in Florida; remote Alaskan Air
Command aircraft control and warning stations; flight simulation equipment for the

receivers and a wide range of communica-

personal computers. In 1984, RCA intro-

Air Force and Navy; as well as the operation

tions and entertainment products to the
lodging, healthcare, educational and industrial markets. In 1983, RCA began

duced a multiuser, multitasking workstation, designed to communicate with

and support of several military bases, Job
Corps Centers, and a variety of Defense,

other workstations, terminals, mainframes,
and peripherals in the office environment.

NASA, and other government programs and
installations.

ness environments.
The Service Company's Commercial Products activity maintained its leading posi-

Norland chain of restaurants and convenience stores. In 1982, Apple Computer
selected RCA to be the exclusive third party supplier of on -site maintenance of
Apple's original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) and national account customers. In

tion in providing commercial television

initiated a test of the microcomputer service market in the home and small busi-

marketing a satellite TV receiving system
and premium entertainment programming

packages for hotels and motels. Also in
1983, RCA introduced two "dedicated" TV

Communications -

receivers to its product line - a 9 -inch

RCA Continues Its Leadership Traditions

personal color TV for bedside use in the
healthcare market and a 25 -inch monitor/ -

receiver having advanced design features
for industrial and educational applications.
RCA Telephone Systems installed its

one millionth line in 1983, despite the
intense competition in the interconnect
market. Throughout this period, the Service Company maintained its leadership
position in the sale, installation, and servicing of the telephone interconnect systems. In 1984, RCA met the increasing
complex high -traffic demands of its large
business and hotel customers by adding
advanced digital voice/data switching sys-

tems to its product line. RCA currently
markets telecommunications and call -accounting systems manufactured by Mitel,
Hitachi, TIE, and Summa Four.

Data Services sales and profits continued to rise during the eight -year period.

Growth in this activity stems from the
lease, installation, and service of teleprint33
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RCA Communications, Inc. was established

in 1981 to consolidate the Corporation's
telecommunications businesses and to pro-

vide the overall strategic and financial
planning support that enables RCA to
compete in the rapidly changing telecommunications industry. The Communications group is made up of four operating
companies. RCA American Communications
(RCA Americom) provides domestic satel-

lite services to the cable TV and broadcast
industry, to business, and to government.
RCA Global Communications (RCA Glob 34

com) offers communications services to
more than 240 countries as well as within
the United States. RCA Cylix Communications Network (RCA Cylix) provides on-line
data network services, and RCA Network

Services primarily operates the Corporation's telecommunications network.

RCA Americom
In 1973, using channels leased from a Canadian satellite, RCA became the first com-

pany in the United States to operate a
domestic satellite -communications service.

By 1977, RCA Americom had reached a
leading position in supplying satellite
communications services to the cable television industry. This leadership continues.
In 1984, for example, the company distrib35
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33. RCA Service Company engineer conducts
a post -installation check of the Mitel SX-2000

integrated communications system recently
installed al RCA's Broadcast Systems
Division, Gibbsboro, N.J.

34. RCA installs and maintains satellite
receiving Earth Stations for hotels and other
commercial properties for distribution of
premium TV programming and
teleconferencing capability.
35. RCA operates and maintains multiband
radar for electronic countermeasures and
pattern -measurements at Eglin
Air Force Base.

uted more than 30,000 hours per month of
programming to an estimated 36 million
homes served by some 6,000 CATV systems.
In 1979, RCA Americom sold RCA Alas-

com, its Alaskan service, to Pacific Power
and Light, but continues to provide satellite control services for Alaska's telephone

company, Alascom, Inc. These services
comprise operation of Alascom's spacecraft, Aurora, which was launched by RCA

Astro-Electronics in 1982 as Satcom V,
RCA's first Advanced Satcom.
The company's commercial services have

continued to expand over the years. In
1983, a long-term contract was signed with
MCI Telecommunications Corp. under which

RCA Americom would lease to the carrier
36. Two of the four antennas at the Vernon
Valley, New Jersey earth station of RCA
Americom. Believed to be the largest such

facility in the free world, this earth station
handles voice, video, radio and data
telecommunications into and out of the New
York area, and via terrestrial extensions,
from Boston to Washington.

37. RCA Americom's Communications
Console in Vernon Valley, N.J. provides
continuous monitoring of all communications equipment within the earth station
and between the earth station and New York
City.

36

long-distance intermachine trunks connecting the customer's switching centers.
Similar agreements have been made with
other alternative long-distance telephone
companies as the nation's telecommunications industry proceeds through divestiture.
During the same time period, the number
of private leased channels on the Satcom
satellite system increased to 12,500, mak-

ing RCA Americom far and away the

984

launching starting in late 1985. This service is specially suitable for transmissions
serving satellite master antenna and directto -home television services as well as for
the development of direct -access private

business networks for voice, data, and
video communications. In 1984, the com-

pany applied to the FCC to increase the
transponder power on its planned Ku -band
satellites to 45 watts from 40. This increase

will make these the most powerful satellites in such service.
RCA Americom's in -orbit satellite fleet
had grown to seven in 1983. At year end,
Satcom I and Satcom II were used as in -or-

bit spares. That year saw the inauguration
of the company's digital audio transmission service, which has set the standard in
superior quality distribution of stereo network radio programs. ABC, CBS, NBC, and

RKO radio as well as Westwood One, a
leading syndicator, now use this service to

access an estimated 2,500 radio stations
equipped with small receive -only antennas.

The company also inaugurated its international video services in 1983. RCA Americom has since expanded the service offer-

nation's leading domestic satellite carrier
for this service.
The NASA Shuttle video and data net-

ing it to and from 87 Atlantic Intelsat
signatory countries via its international

work operated by RCA Americom brought

Andover, Maine.

to the public live coverage of the historic
first launch and landing of the Space Shut-

From an historical perspective, the most
significant event for RCA Americom during

tle in 1981. The company continues to pro-

network.
A new type of satellite communications
service was announced in 1982 as the com-

1984 was the retirement of Satcom I and
Satcom II from the orbital arc. These two
spacecraft, which together logged over one
billion miles of travel, were largely responsible for the development of the nation's
satellite communications industry.

pany applied to the FCC to construct and
operate a series of spacecraft operating in
the Ku -band of the radio -frequency spec-

government services network had grown to
44 antennas at 37 locations. Its commercial

vide coverage of the Shuttle missions as
part of its extensive government services

trum. These satellites are scheduled for
37

earth stations in Etam, West Virginia and

By the end of 1984, the company's
services network was reaching 16 major
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metropolitan areas ranging from Boston to
Honolulu.

Also in 1983 with its DDD-50 service,

company's switched and leased services,
including a much expanded AIRCON public shared -message switching system for
larger customers who develop and operate

RCA began offering common telephone line

their own international networks using

access from dedicated telex terminals.

leased channels.

fering DataLink service that enables overseas customers to use telex terminals to
access databases in the U.S.

RCA Globcom
The 1977 to 1984 period was one of unprece-

dented expansion of services and facilities
for RCA Globcom. Some of the major services introduced during this period included

high-speed international facsimile, telex
access from computers, RCA Mail (full -ser-

vice electronic mail), and domestic telex
and leased channel services.
In 1978 the company introduced the first
high -quality, high-speed international fac-

simile service, called Q -Fax, in concert
with Kokusai Denshin Denwa (KDD), the
Japanese international telecommunications
company. Subsequently, this service was
expanded to serve 28 overseas locations. In
1980, RCA Globcom provided customers
with the ability to send as telex messages

ASCII messages at 110 and 300 bits per

second (bps), such as from a personal
computer.
Between 1977 and 1982, RCA Globcom

expanded its domestic gateway cities for
international service to more than 80 city
areas, from 5 in 1976. In March of 1982, RCA

Globcom began offering domestic as well
as international telex service. During the
same year, RCA Globcom introduced its
computer -to -telex service. This service enabled customers to send and receive telex

messages at 300 and 1200 bps with their
personal computers. With access to RCA's
network as close as the nearest phone,
every area of the country could now use
RCA Globcom telex service.
In 1983, a domestic leased -channel ser-

This service reduced the cost of direct con-

nection to its telex service in anticipation
of large increases in the rates for private
leased channels expected in 1985. The
company began offering an additional telex

news and information service in 1983
called "Hotline" in the United States and
marketed overseas as "FYI."
In 1984, Radio Page America was formed.
This company, ajoint venture between RCA
Globcom and Page America Group, offers
pocket radio message service and has been

referred to as pocket telex. It is contemplated that this venture will expand towards
a worldwide personal messaging service.
RCA Mail, a full -feature, sophisticated

electronic mail system, made its debut in
September of 1984. The same service was
made available through RCA Network Services to units of RCA Corporation.
The period of 1977 to 1984 was also one

in which operations were carefully analyzed, streamlined, and consolidated. The
Lodi Communications Center and the Port
Arthur Marine radio station were closed.

Rocky Point, originally known as Radio
Central when it was RCA Globcom's main

international radio center in the days of
Morse code, was also closed. The company's operating center in Piscataway, New
Jersey, however, was expanded and by the

end of 1984 handled virtually all of the
39

RCA Cylix Communications
Network
In 1982, RCA Communications acquired
Cylix Communications Network, a valueadded data communications company. RCA
Cylix is a satellite -based network providing
end -to -end services for a wide spectrum of

industries and applications. Routing data
by RCA Satcom satellites, the network can

link any two or more locations in the United States and Canada. At the heart of the
RCA Cylix network is the central switching
site in Memphis, Tennessee. The specially
constructed bunker is earthquake- and tornado -resistant, has back-up power supplies, and all network components are duplicated for reliability.
Since the conversion to a satellite network was completed in 1981, RCA Cylix has
focused a large share of its resources on the

reliability of the network's technology. At
the same time, customer service has been
viewed as an important aspect of the company's product offering. RCA Cylix intensi-

fied its commitment to providing reliable
data communications in January, 1985,

with the introduction of the Customer
Resource Team (CRT), a personal approach
to customer service. The CRT service con-

cept integrates each of the company's
major operations departments into regional

teams of network specialists finely tuned

vice, ExpressNet, was inaugurated. This

to each customer's communications needs.

service transmits data at speeds up to 1200
bps and is suitable for both data and telex
applications. The company also began of -

40
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RCA Network Services
With the formation of Network Services

1977-1984

ities analysis, network design, user operating support, and facilities management.

in1981, came an extensive examination of

38. This photo shows telex message being
sent via a public telephone from a hand-held
computer. Two-way contact with virtually
any telex or Tiff machine can be made by
phone from a home computer or word
processor.

39. The first fully integrated electronic mail
service for business firms, called RCA Mail,
offered by RCA Globcom, is designed to

operate with almost any type of computer
terminal and can interface with telex.
40. An operations support director at RCA
Cylix looks over network statistics in front of
equipment that converts digital signals into
radio -wave frequencies needed for satellite
transmission.

41. The examination of a design developed
through CAD -CAM technology at RCA

Laboratories.

42. A recently installed high-energy particle
accelerator at RCA Laboratories in Princeton,
N.J. provides scientists with a new tool in
materials research.

41

all RCA's internal communications. The
objective was to determine how Network
Services could best provide existing and
new telecommunications services to the
corporation at cost as a service to the corporation. As a result of this examination,
plans were made to improve TACNET,
RCA's private long distance voice network
(one of the largest in the United States) by
replacing the six AT&T switches throughout the United States with RCA owned and

operated switches. The substitution will
begin in February of 1985 and be accompanied by the establishment of an RCA
microwave link supporting the network
between New York and Camden.
In June of 1984 Nippernet, RCA's private
data network was established making pos-

sible communications among many data
terminals and host computers throughout
RCA, regardless of their interface compati-

bility. At approximately the same time, a
new group called Communications Consulting Services was formed by RCA Network Services. This telecommunications
consulting organization provides practical
solutions to daily telecommunications problems and assists in long-range planning. It
offers information, expertise, and analyti-

RCA Laboratories
Throughout 1971-1984, RCA's central re-

search organization, RCA Laboratories, con-

tinued its program started in the early
1970s of strengthening the working relationships between the research and development staffs of the product divisions and
the Laboratories.
To speed innovation's development into
product, satellite laboratories were established at product division headquarters.
This arrangement began in the early 1970s
when the Solid State Technology Center

was set up at the Solid State Division's
headquarters in Somerville, New Jersey. By
the end of 1981 there were four other satel-

lite laboratories: the New Products, the
Manufacturing Technology, and the Advanced Yoke Development Laboratories, all

at Consumers Electronics in Indianapolis,
and the Technology Transfer Laboratory at
the Video Component and Display Division
headquarters in Lancaster, Pa. These groups

provide a close coupling between the product divisions and the Laboratories, thereby fostering communication and effective
engineering development.
The establishment of Manufacturing Sys-

cal tools to its customers to help manage

tems and Technology Research Laborato-

their changing communications needs.

ries at RCA Laboratories in the mid1970s-and their subsequent growth in

These customers include real estate developers, hospitals, hotels and motels, other

businesses of all sizes, and government
agencies. The group's services include facil-

size and status-is another factor in RCA's
growing technological strength. RCA early
recognized that, for a technical product to

42
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Disc system, the TK47 microprocessor -controlled color TV camera, the use of charge -

for heat -leaking areas, in environmental

and in the military for tracking planes,

period RCA Laboratories spearheaded Com-

coupled -device (CCD) comb filters to improve substantially the horizontal resolution
of the TV picture, and the highly advanced
solid state portable TV camera using CCD
chips.
In advanced television technology, RCA
is developing digital television receivers.

puter -Aided Design and Computer -Aid Manu-

The processing of a television signal through

facturing (CAD/CAM) technology to make

digital techniques permits precision pic-

possible the creation of designs quickly

ture control and promotes the introduction
of new features while reducing the number
of electronic components. In High -Defini-

be successfully produced and marketed,
innovation and advanced technology in
product design requires innovation and
advanced technology in product manufacturing. This recognition has enabled RCA
to compete successfully with the Japanese,
for instance, in the production of the top rate color television receivers. During this

and efficiently.
Because of the close relationship between

RCA Laboratories and the product divisions, the Laboratories are involved in both

long-range and short-range research and
development operations. One ongoing program is the development of a higher -definition TV (HDTV) picture compatible with

the present NTSC broadcast standards.
RCA also continues research on technologies for a flat screen TV. In 1980 the Labora-

tories demonstrated a basic technical con-

cept for a 50 -inch (diagonal) color TV
display only about 4 inches thick. While the
concept remains viable, research efforts on
flat panel TV have been redirected to better

understand the high -resolution capabilities of other technologies.
Several excellent examples of research
projects that demonstrate the close relationship of RCA Laboratories and the product divisions have been described pre-

tion TV research, RCA Laboratories are
constructing demonstration hardware to
further evaluate the performance of future
TV systems. A major objective of the effort
is to preserve compatibility with the present NTSC system.
In 1984, as part of an interdivisional RCA
effort, a new Information Systems Research
laboratory was formed at RCA Laboratories
to lay the groundwork for the development
of a communications -oriented home information system. This laboratory is develop-

ing the hardware and software that the
consumer would use.
In 1981, RCA Laboratories and RCA
Automated Systems demonstrated an experimental infrared imager that by detec-

ting temperature differences creates TV
pictures in total darkness. The camera contains a high-performance solid-state imager,

control as a pollution -measurement system,

tanks, and personnel.
During 1977-1984, RCA Laboratories and
GSD's Advanced Technology Laboratories
continued to improve an optical -disc mass -

data -storage system, which features vast
memory capacity and quick random access.
A major advance was the development of a

high-powered solid-state laser-replacing
a much more bulky and unwieldy gas laser-for recording and retrieving data and
pictures from optical discs up to 14 inches
in diameter. The proposed storage system
could contain the complete Encyclopedia
Britannica (100 billion bits of information)
on one disc. In 1984, the Laboratories

announced its new multichannel optical
recording system, by which three channels
of information can be recorded simultane-

ously onto an optical disc using three
semiconductor lasers on a single chip. It is
a major step in the development of a compact system that can store and retrieve vast
amounts of information at extremely high
speeds.
Studies of direct broadcast satellite systems to provide television, audio, and other
services to individual and community re-

ceiving stations were undertaken by the
Laboratories and RCA Americom early in
1981. The results have provided valuable
guidance to RCA, NBC, and customers.

viously. Among them are the COTY-29 color

about the size of a dime, containing over

The RCA Satcom V, launched in 1982, is

picture tube, the "SelectaVision" Video -

800 infrared -sensitive elements. The heat sensing camera has potential applications

the first commercial communications satellite to use GaAs FET microwave amplifiers. These amplifiers were developed in a
combined program by RCA Laboratories,

43
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in the field of medicine to locate tumors
and blood clots, in industry as a detector
44

1977-1984
Astro-Electronics, and RCA Americom. More

reliable and durable than the tube units
they replace, the solid-state amplifiers also

increase the communications capacity of

the satellite. The useful life of the RCA
Satcom satellites, which is now about 7

phous silicon-a low-cost but relatively
efficient material-in solar cells. Working
constantly to improve the efficiency of

years, is expected to increase to 10 years as

amorphous silicon solar cells, RCA Labora-

a result of the amplifiers.
Also in microwave research, Laboratories scientists have been working with physicians at several medical centers on the

tories researchers reached 6 percent in
1980 and 7 percent in 1981. They "broke

use of microwave -induced heat for the
treatment of external and some internal
43. RCA Labs scientist aligns the optics of a
laser used for multichannel high-speed data
recording. The new recording technique is
considered a major step in the development
of a compact system that can store and
retrieve vast amounts of information at
extremely high speeds.

of energy, an Energy Resource Laboratory
was established in 1977, the same year RCA
received a basic patent on the use of amor-

cancers. Results have been encouraging.

Another noteworthy RCA Laboratories
accomplishment did not concern existing
RCA products, but, rather, a possible future
product. To investigate alternative sources

the four -minute mile" in mid -1982 by reach-

ing 10 percent conversion efficiency, a
major step toward large-scale power production. Despite the successful research
results, it was determined that further
development of solar cell technology was
not compatible with RCA's long-range research goals and the technology was sold in

its entirety to Solarex in 1983.

Entertainment-RCA Emphasizes High Quality
44. In 1982, engineers and scientists from
RCA Automated Systems and RCA Labs,
demonstrated the sensitivity of a heat sensing image sensor. The inset al the lower
right shows a photomicrograph of the 64 x
128 element infrared CCD image sensor.

45. Vision -assisted robot assembles parts at
RCA robotics research laboratory.

46. Solid slate power amplifier under lest al
RCA Laboratories.

47. In the Zurich Laboratories, a member of
the engineering development group works on
a systems design.
45

National Broadcasting Company
(NBC)
The years 1977-1984 were a time of transi-

gradual erosion in the combined audience

tion at NBC during which the company

share of the three commercial networks

adapted to a changed broadcasting marketplace and emerged with new strength.
Over the period, revenues doubled, rising
at an average annual rate of nearly 11 percent. Profits declined between

caused by the inroads of cable, pay -TV, VCR

1981 due primarily to difficulties in the
Television Network division-including a
$33.7 million net loss resulting from the
forced cancellation of NBC coverage of the
1980 Moscow Olympics following the U.S.
decision to boycott the Games. The slump
ended in 1982, however, with a 32 percent
rise in earnings, and NBC went on to exper-

ience the highest profits in its history the
following year, a surge which continued
through 1984.

and other rival technologies, and more
competition from independent television
stations. When the programming efforts
failed to stem a decline in NBC -TV's competitive position, a new management team
headed by Grant A. Tinker was named in
June 1981. By the end of 1984, with such
new hit series as "The Cosby Show" and
"The A -Team," NBC-TV had advanced from

third to second place in the prime -time
ratings and was leading in those audience
groups most attractive to advertisers.

NBC remained "the quality network"

47

The 1977-1984 period was marked by
46
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with award -winning programs such as "Holo-

caust" (1978) and "Shogun" (1980). The
most honored drama series in television
history, "Hill Street Blues," amassed 25
Emmies during 1981-1984, a period in
which NBC led the networks year after year
in prime -time Emmies.
The NBC -Owned Television Stations Div-

bama, Rick Springfield, Daryl Hall & John
Oates, Irish flutist James Galway, and the
new British recording duo, Eurythmics. In
1984, RCA began a year -long celebration of

puterized U.S. manufacturing and distribu-

Elvis Presley's fiftieth anniversary. Pres-

cally located satellite "hits warehouses,"

ley's recordings for RCA have sold in excess
of one billion copies, worldwide.

to provide extremely fast service on a

ision sustained record profits throughout

During this period RCA added several
record companies to its wide distribution

most of 1977-1984. The NBC Radio Division

network: Arista, in which RCA has an

successfully adopted the "narrowcasting"
approach of radio in the '80s, winning new
specialized audiences through two additional networks, "The Source" and "Talk net."

equity position, whose artists include Air
Supply and Dionne Warwick; A&M, for
which the Police and Supertramp record;
and, outside of North America and Africa,

Under a $300 million 10 -year agreement

with Comsat General Corp., NBC in 1983
became the first network to adopt Ku -band

satellite distribution, assuring superior
transmission to affiliates. The system has
been successfully operated since January
1985. In 1984, NBC-TV introduced the RCA

Motown Records, home of such top -selling
artists as Stevie Wonder and Lionel Richie.

At the heart of RCA's automated, com-

tion system are its Indianapolis pressing
facilities and warehouses, which service
the entire nation. RCA also added strategi-

regional basis for fast -selling new recordings.

Also during the 1977-1984 period, RCA

began distributing the videocassettes of
Columbia Pictures Industries throughout
the U.S. and in nine foreign countries. In
the Direct Marketing division, RCA launched
the Compact Disc Club, which offers laser read digital audio discs from virtually every

major record label. RCA's three record
clubs now service the popular, classical,
and Compact Disc markets.

Other Businesses RCA Streamlines and Strengthens Its Operations

CCD television camera, which takes pictures in very low light and has unique special -effects capabilities. On July 26, 1984,

The Hertz Corporation
The period 1977-1984 was one in which
Hertz pioneered new and improved poli-

NBC aired the first network TV broadcast in
stereo.

cies and services for the rent -a -car industry. The most innovative new policy was
the implementation of unlimited mileage

travelers who are members of #1 Club
bypass the counters in the airport termi-

RCA Records

rates on all rentals. This changed a 60 -

area where they complete their arrange-

year -old industry policy of charging time

ments for the pre -assigned cars.

From 1977 to 1984, RCA Records improved

its share of the market, both in North
America and in major international mar-

kets, including Latin America and the
Far East. In addition to albums and cassettes, RCA began marketing digital compact discs, the new state-of-the-art, laser read format for recorded music.
Among the RCA artists who achieved
prominence during this period are Dolly
Parton, Kenny Rogers, Diana Ross, Ala 48

became increasingly strained, Hertz in 1980
introduced Express Service to let frequent

nals and proceed directly to the ready -car

and mileage on basic car rental rates.

To expedite car return as well as car

The new policy of a flat daily charge with
no charge for mileage permits customers

check-out, Hertz in 1983 introduced Express Return at major airports. Available

to know in advance the cost of their car
rentals. The new policy was quickly
dopted by others in the industry.
As car rental volume at airports continued to grow and car rental counters
49

to #1 Club members who are charging
their rentals on credit cards acceptable
to Hertz, the computerized Express Return

system provides customers with instant
receipts for their car rental transactions.
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Hertz currently operates in over 120
countries from more than 4,500 locations
with a fleet of nearly 400,000 rental and
lease vehicles.

Coronet Industries, Inc.
The years 1977-1979 were marked by record

sales and earnings return on sales as
I

48. "NBC Nightly News" is produced and
directed from this control room in NBC's
New York studios.

49. Hertz rents and leases a variety of
equipment for construction and factory use.

50. Hertz's computerized reservation center
in Oklahoma City features the latest in
communications and data systems.

51. Coronet Industries lab technicians mix
dye formulas for different shades of carpet
colors.

Coronet capitalized on its new innovative
multicolor dyeing technique. To expand its
product/coloration innovation, Coronet undertook major capital additions at both its
domestic and Canada operations for new
multicolor dyeing equipment along with
new state-of-the-art continuous heat -set
equipment. that improved carpet quality
and performance as well as appearance.
During the last ten to fifteen years, yarn
prices escalated rapidly in response to the
shortage and subsequent price fixing of the

its and interest rates reached peaks in the
low 20s. a recession hit the housing industry and carpet sales declined sharply.
The year 1981 was marked by the 25th
anniversary of the founding of Coronet in
the year 1956. A new high-speed energy -efficient Finishing Range was installed which
gave the carpet pile a finely tailored look in

addition to reducing the cost of the carpet.
Maijon, the commercial carpet operation
introduced a new line called "Gibraltar" to
meet the needs of contract specifiers, interior decorators, and architects.
In 1982 the U. S. economy was hit by a
major recession, accompanied by high in-

flation and high interest rates, which
caused a depressed market. Coronet, how-

petrochemical feedstocks used in the manufacture of carpet yarn fibers. The shortage
was brought on by an embargo on oil ship-

ever, launched a major transition of its

ments from the Mid -East countries and
price fixing by the establishment of the

and install new high-speed state-of-the-art
manufacturing technology. A major part of
this transition was the shutdown and sale
of its obsolete dyeing facilities and consolidation of the dyeing process into the existing finishing plant. Coronet Canada also
eliminated obsolete facilities and installed
new state-of-the-art equipment in 1982.
In 1983 Coronet continued its program
of streamlining facilities and productivity
improvements. In a major move to reduce

OPEC Cartel. Coronet was able to recover
most of these cost increases because of its
style leadership. However, margins were
depressed.

In mid -1979 in a move to broaden its
product offering and to capitalize on the
forecast rapid expansion of the commercial

carpet market segment, Coronet acquired
50

Coronet immediate access to floor covering
users such as offices, hospitals, motels, and
other public buildings.
In 1980 as inflation reached double dig-

MarJon Carpet Mills, Inc. Prior to this
acquisition Coronet's line was primarily
residential carpeting. This acquisition gave

manufacturing operations to eliminate ob-

solete facilities, reduce overhead costs,

overhead and provide more immediate
access to the recently installed state -of -

51
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the -art manufacturing equipment at its

nology developments. Mobile Communica-

Dalton, Georgia facilities, the MarJon commercial carpet operations in Calhoun,
Georgia were relocated and consolidated
into the Dalton facilities. Additional ware-

tions was sold in 1981 and Cablevision

house space was constructed and additional foam dye equipment was installed.

In 1981, RCA announced that it would
henceforth concentrate its resources on
the interrelated core areas of communi-

In 1984 key technical personnel changes
and additions were made to strengthen the

overall organization. The latest of its
newly acquired multicolor dye lines was
started up, which gave Coronet needed
capacity to support the sharp increase in
sales in 1984 over 1983. Sales in 1984
reached an all time record high and kept
Coronet as one of the top manufacturers in
the industry.

Divestments and Acquisitions
RCA Corporation's program of growth
through diversification began with the
acquisition of Random House in 1966 and
ended in 1974 with the addition of two food

distribution businesses England (Oriel
Foods and Morris and David Jones) to the
company's already substantial interest in

the food industry in the U.S. Soon after,
however, RCA began to sell off or discontinue selected portions of its businesses
because they no longer fit or offered little
prospect of future growth.
The first major divestment came in 1976,
with the sale of Cushman & Wakefield to

Rockefeller Center, Inc., and then RCA
Alaska Communications, Inc., to Pacific
Power & Light Company in 1979, each
representing an area of business activity in

which RCA had no continuing interest for
further investment.
In 1980, RCA adopted a formal plan to
divest certain of its operations that were
seen as peripheral to those lines of business on which RCA intended to concen-

Systems in 1983. In these activities, RCA's
position had deteriorated unacceptably in
highly competitive market environments.

cations, electronics and entertainment.
Thus, as the divestment program continued, interest developed in acquisitions
to expand the core businesses. The first

was Cylix Communications Network, a
value-added data communications business purchased in 1982. Early in January
1985, RCA purchased a minority interest

in PageAmerica, Inc., a radio common
carrier operator with whom RCA had been
developing a nation-wide radio paging venture.

Future Prospects
The history of RCA recounted above shows

that the company in the main returned to
its traditional and well established heritage in electronics, communications, and
entertainment - its "roots". RCA has been
and will continue to be the company that
introduced and enhanced television, that
brings you the nightly news, that transmits

words and pictures to and from the far
corners of this planet and beyond, that
builds satellites and electronic defense
systems. Its products range from the commonplace and the ubiquitous to the highly
complex and the very special.
What are our expectations for the future?

RCA expects that the television set will

trate its future attention. In the period
from 1980 through 1984, all of RCA's non-

ications with educational institutions,

NACOLAH, and Coronet Industries were
sold, including CIT Financial, which had
been acquired in 1980 in an effort to stabilize RCA's historically cyclical earnings
pattern. These divestments included several long -held technology -based businesses

in which RCA decided not to continue.
Avionics Systems was sold in 1981 to
Sperry Corporation when it became apparent that RCA's leadership position in
certain product categories could be sustained only with major new investment to

take advantage of important new tech -
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those of today's personal computers and be
far easier to use. Consumers will be able to

retrieve information, make banking transactions, or shop from the home. A major

step toward this goal has already been
taken with the establishment of the Home
Information Systems Division that will be
responsible for developing consumer information services accessible through home
computers.

RCA expects continued growth in its
government systems business. In the development of the AEGIS defense system for
the U.S. Navy, RCA has attained a leadership position at the highest technical level

in information collection and interpretation. Our experience and our highly skilled
scientists and engineers give us unusual

evolve and merge with the functions of the
home computers and telephone systems to
become the center of an entirely new concept in home entertainment and information. This evolved product will permit both
broadcast reception and two-way commun-

traditional businesses except Hertz,

banks, retail stores, and a variety of databases. It will also have "stand alone" capabilities for such functions as word processing and keeping accounts that will exceed

strength for developing information systems for the future, both for government
applications and for the private sector.
RCA's communications businesses will
continue growth, paced in large measure
by satellites. "End -to -end" services for bus-

inesses will be an increasingly important
communications product.
NBC expects that the turn -around in ratings will gain momentum and that its programs will continue to receive both critical
and popular acclaim.

RCA has many great expectations in
many fields for its future, too many to be

listed. By careful planning and astute
action, however, we intend to transform
these expectations into practical business
successes. At the close of 1984, RCA is
well positioned financially and in terms
of momentum and required skills to make
these expectations become reality.

52
52. Work is underway at RCA Laboratories
on future products and services of the Home
Information Systems Division.

